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PREFACE

In 1969-70, the staff of do., Henan Street School in East
Syracuse, New York, co- operated with personnel from the Reading and
Language Arts Center of Syracuse University on an EPDA project to
introduce five prospective elementary teachers and five prospective
teacher trainers to the experience of initiating and developing a
language-centered curriculum. This collection of articles, written
by the doctoral and master's candidates in the program, represents
significant aspects of their experience.

The introductory article by the editor provides an overview
of the project and the schocL setting. Tie several articles in
Part One not only suggest the philosophy of language development
that underlies the project but describe classroom practices and
curricular innovations that energed during the year. The articles
in Part Two report research studies developed by the doctoral
candidates.

Part One begins with an essay by Christine San Jose, who
is a candidate for a Ph.D. degree in English Education, in which
she thinks through the uses of language and constructs a framework
for teachers to use in planning and assessing language instruction.
Mrs. San Jose is a graduate of London ihiversity Institute of
Education and has taught in English schools. At the end of the
1969-70 school year, she had the opportunity to visit schools in
Leicestershire and to view developments in primary education there
against the backgrotnd of her year in the Heenan Street School.
Her observations, reported in the last article in Part One, "Language
Throughout the Integrated Day," clarify popular impressions of
British schools while offering insights to American teachers experimenting
with new curricular settings.

The five master's candidates worked in all the classrooms
under the guidance of the Henan Street teachers and the doctoral
candidates who were serving them as consultants. They assisted
in all 41e research studies reported in Part Two, and they developed
many internal experiments of their own. Same of their experiences
are indirectly reflected in the articles of the doctoral candidates,
and we have borrowed from their logs to describe activities in writing,
oral language, and reading. Chris Paully stayed on at Heron Street
in 1970-71 as the librarian. Winanne Nelson, Sandra Sutor, Roberta
Brown, and April Rowlmd took up teaching positions in New York
State ant elsewhere upon completion of tie ir master's degrees.
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Ted Mork, one of the five doctoral candidates, was particularly
interested in the teaching of reading and in the development of
children's voluntary reading. He has contributed two chapters,
one describing a first grade teacher's efforts to add indiVdualized
reading to her basal program, the other describing free reading
periods in the upper grades. Mr. Mork continues in the program
in the current year.

The third, fourth, and fifth grade teachers at Heron Street
wanted to break out of the traditional pattern of self-contained,
graded classrooms. They sought to do so at least for part of the
day by teaching mini courses cutting across grade lines and across,
subject areas. At the end of the year they brought ih a consultant,
John Dopyera,*to help them evaluate their efforts and decide on
new directions. Mr. Dopyera has contributed a part of his report
as "Mini Courses: Evaluation of a Curricular Innovation at Henan
Street School." To add detail and flavor to this evaluative
report, Chris Paully has recorded her experiences in "A Mini Course
on Folk Songs," page 72.

Mrs. San Jose's outstanding contribution to the Heenan Street
project was in creative drama and oral language development. Her
article on pages 31 to 3b gives one example of her work as she
sought to demonstrate in a second grade how social studies, music,
and art can become vehicles for language development. In the chanter
titled "Language Face to Face" Mrs. San Jose has drawn together
excerpts from papers by the teachers growing out of a workshop
apsignment. Mrs. San Jose is continuing to work with Homan Street
teachers mid this year's master's candidates.

Part Two preselts research studies undertaken at Heron
Street by the doctoral candidates, not only in fulfillment of
degree requirements, but as part of tb.,:gr develerment as teacher

trainers. An example of this second purpose is the study of spelling
instruction designed and executed by Neil Mullen, a first-year
doctoral candidate, in cooperation with the second grade teachers
and the raster's candidates. This example of classroom research
is en pages 121 to 136,'"Actioi Research'on Spelling Methods in
Grade Two." Mr. Mullen continues in the project in 1970-71.

Two of Cho doctoral candidates were in their third year of siudy
when the project began and so they were able to complete their doctoral
research in the East Syracuse-Minoa Schools. Richard Brigand's
study compares fifth graders' perfonmmioes in listening and in
listening chile following a printed text. He varied the rates
of presentation of the recorded texts to assess these effects.
His study is reported on pages 137 to 155. Pr. Bruland is now
on the staff of the University of Wisconsin in Green Bay.

Robert Christina, the second doctoral candidate to complete
his program during the first year of the project, was primarily
interested in developing readiness for reading among pm-school
and kindergarten children. Pis doctoral study emerged from this
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interest. He tested how well kindergarten children who had not
been taught to read would retain eight sight words when these
were presented in i/t/a and in traditional orthography. He also
studied the effects of tracing the words in both modes of presentation.
This study 1: summarized on pages 109 to 114. Another study
growing out of hi3 interests in beginning reading is reported as
"Replication Study: Word Boundaries," on pages 115 to 119. Here
he studied first graders at Homan Street to see whether they knew
where printed words begin and end.

Dr. Christina is aow on the staff of Oaxland University,
Rochester, Michigan.

The idea for the Homan Street Project originated with William
D. Sheldon, director of the Reading and Language Arts Center, who
has served for several years as a consultant to the East Syracuse-
Minoa School district. Caving studied this school closely, comparing
it with others in the district, he recognized it as a common type
of disadvantaged school and one therefore particularly suited
to become a laboratory for developing a language-centered curriculum.
He recognized it, too, as a realistic_ setting in which to train future
teachers and trainers of teachers. Initially the project was directed
by William West, then associate professor of English Pucatiun at
Syracuse University, now at the University of South Florida. Mach
of the later success of the program can be traced to his planning
and direction during the crucial period of getting off the ground.
He was assisted in this first year by Beulah Kidson, now at the
University of Texas at 1 Paso, who concentrated her efforts at
the pre-school, kindergarten, and primary grades. Fred Tuttle,
now at State University of New York, Brockport, served the project as
research assistant.

The contributions of several consultants car he acknowledged
only inadequately in this brief statement; their various influences
permeate the project. Our thanks therefore to the following consultants:
Margaret Lay, Syracuse tniversity; Priscilla Tyler, University of
Missouri, Kansas City; Donald Tuttle, Basic Studies Branch of USJF;
Ephraim H. Mizruchi, Syracuse University; Richard F. Pearson,
Syracuse unirersity; Ralph Staiger, International Reading Association;
Clifford Bush, Newark State College; James Moffett, University of
California at Berkeley; and Helen Kyle, Rhode Island College of
Education.

In any ways the most important contributors to this project
and to this monograph are the teachers, who appear only indirectly
in these pages and whose names do not appear in the table of contents.
Although we would have welcomed their direct statements, they found
themselves too busy with teaching and with the writing tasks entailed
in developing curricula aid materials of instruction to write
reflectively for an audience of unknown teachers. .hat their
names should appear in this list of acknowledgments is slight thanks
for major help: Celine Smith, Mary lou Lovecchio, pre - school;
Rhoda Sikes, kindergarten; Winona Spahr, Arlene Aspell, Sheila
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Reback, first grade; Myledred Boylan, Alice Andrews, Virginia
Michael, Judith Parziale, second grade; Phillip Bova, Susan Fox,
third grade; Maureen McManus, Diane Seidenstein, James Mazza,
fourth grade; Bettie Baugh, Lawrence Maggi, Gil Smith, fifth
grade; Mary Kozlowski, reading specialist, Robert Galusha, physical
eduction; Tillie Teitelbaum, art; Kay Allen, music; Virginia
Kleinhans, library.

Dorothy Ward, principal of the Heman Street School, prcrided
essenti,, leadership in every aspect of the program. Grateful
thanks are due to i'er as well as to Carl Hess, superintendent
of schools, and Douglas Zoller, curriculum co-ordinator during
the 1969-70 school year, and to the Board of Education, whose
cormitrent to teacher education as well as to the irprovenrnt of
educational opportunities for children made possible the Heman
Street Project.

Margaret Early

Syracuse University
December, 7.970
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1

TIYAPDS A LANGUAGE CENTERED CURR1CUtU4

by Margaret J. Early

In the 70's many elementary schools like the Homan Street
School in East Syracuse will be moving towards a more open kind of
curriculum, one that permits more flexibility in scheduling, leas
rigid adherence to timetables and required subject matter, one that
nourishes, and takes advantage of, children's natural curiosity.
Various labels are being attached to this trend; the open school,
the integrated day, the child-centered curriculum are a few.
We tied the label "language-centered curriculum" to the EPDA
project at the Henan Street School because we wnted to emphasize
that growth in the arts and skills of language is wry nearly
synonymous with personal development and because ue wanted to
establish the centrality of language to most kinds of learning.

To the EPDA staff and to the teachers at Henan Strut,
the idea of a "language centered curriculum" permitted various
interpretationa. Certainly, most of us attached to the concept
some ideas about teaching and learning that are not at all revolutionary,
'ot even innovative. To some of us the concept meant simply to do
;..my with "periods" for teaching reading, to stop viewing "language" as
a separate subject in the curriculum, to realize that reading, writing,
speaking, and listening are inextricable, and to see to it that they
permeate every subject in the curriculum. Since koin4c.ce centered
meant more, rather thwi less, attention to the skirl of reading,
writing, speaking, and listening, and since the development of
skills in language is notoriously individual, we knew that more
individualized teaching and learning would be required. Counter-
balancing this, since the uses of language are social as well as
personal and individual, ue knew that interaction in grows from two
to twenty or more had to be an essential part of the program. Along
with the concepts of individualizing and grouping came another very
familiar idea: the need for diagnostic teaching. The mire freedom
children have in learnin: the more sure teachers must be that studer.ts
acquire the tools of learning; hence the greater is the need for
carefully observing, measuring, and guiding growth in skills.

The goals of individualization, flexible grouping, and diag-
nostic teaching have had wide currency in educational theory, aid it
umuld be hard to find an elementary school in vhdch they are not
earnestly sought. Indeed, so earnest is the search, that there is
a tendency for teachers and administrators to try, sometimes in des-
peration, every idea that is touted as innovative. So hard choices
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must be made, sometimes resulting in preference for the old rather than
the new. In my interpretation of language centered, for example,
is an old-fashioned belief in the thoroughne s of skills development
and a conviction that this is best achieved in a self-contained
classroom, where one teacher can get to know as thoroughly as possible
the learning styles of twenty-five pupils. In fact, one major tenet
is that the classroom teacher should be his own specialist in language
skills, competent to diagnose and correct weaknesses in reading and
listening, capable of expanding children's fluency and control in
writing and speaking. In a school where language is the core, every
teacher must be a specialist in the language arts, and if he is that,
he can make good use of specialists in content areas. That is perhaps
the real innovation in language centeredness: the idea that the
elementary teacher should be a specialist in language, because
language is basic to personal and social and intellectaal development,
and Should have less need of help from a reading specialist, for example,
than from a consultant in science or social studies or mathematics.

Although the ideas attached to the goal of the language-cen-
tered curriculum seemed familiar enough, anything but earth-shaking, and
easily acceptable to elementary teachers, we realized that no one becomes
a language specialist merely on good intentions. Moreover, a' Heman
Street in l90-70 were sixteen classroom teachers and four "specials"
with heterogeneous views of uhat a language specialist is and whether
they cared to be one, with varying degrees of commitment to the idea
that language arts and skills are central to the curriculum, with
their on ideas of how to reach common goals, some with deeply
entrenchal habits of classroom management, a few begiruiers with as
yet undefined notions of what a teacher is. Joining with these teachers
in the common search for ways to center the curriculum on language were
five prospective teachers, who were master's candidates in Reading
Education, and five prospective trainers of teachers, electoral can-
didates in Reding and in English Education. Although we were agreed
upon a common goal, it was never our intention to standardize practices,
not for teachers nor for learners. Indeed, the continuing problem at
Doman Street, as in elementary education generally, is to achieve
cannon purposes while preserving diversity in teaching styles. Diversity
in style on a high plane of quality: different ways of serving children
as learners but all effective.

Some of what was achieved in Cie first (and hardest) year of
the project is described in the rest of these pages. For these experiences
to be of use to other schools moving in a similar direction, it will be
necessary to describe the setting and how we got started. Finally, we
shall summarize what we have learned to this point abou'. pupil and teacher
education in a particular school setting and indicate new directions
for the second year of the project.

The Sch,:o! Setting

Herman Street i:, a very ordinary school. That is why it was
chosen as the site of Ws ITUA project aired at preparing teachers and

2
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teacher educators to develop elementary school programs that are
centered on the language and personal growth of children. It is
typical of hundreds of schools in our expanding megalopolitan areas
throvghout the country.

East Syracuse was a thriving railroad tow when Ge New York
Central was the vital link between New York City and the Middle West.
Today it is a small city of diversified industries -- an iir- conditioning

plant, a pharmaceuticals laboratory, a division of General Motors,
and the railroad still. As it merges with Syracuse on one of its
boundaries, it is indistinguishable from its neighbor, the fourth
largest city in New York State, but going east, houses and factories
diminish into a semi-rural ''..andscape. The East Syracuse -Mines
School District encompasses this whole area of merging urban,
suburban, And rural neighborhoods.

The iceman Street School is located in the original
central village and draws its population from its immediate neighborhood
of older one-family and two- family frame houses and from an outlying
area of rural poverty. The children, caning from working class
parents whose formal education has generally stopped short of high
school graduation, enter school with limited language experience.
Usually there is little reading material in the home and few opportunities
for experiences that stimulate vocabulary and concept development.
In many cases, the mothers work; in some cases, welfare supports the
family.

Extensive testing data accumulated wee the past several
years showed that the Henan Street population compared unfavorably
with every other school in the district, as well as with average
populations in Onondaga County and New York State as a whole. For
example, in 1967-68, 26 per cent of the children entering lk.mar. Street
scored below minimal competence on the New York Sta..e Tests of Peadiness,
compared with IS per cent for the district. In the same ;:c.r, 41
per cent of lielcut Street third graders we below minimal competence
on the New York State Tests of Reading, compared with 2f, per cent for
the district. From 1963 to 1967, I.Q. data from the California
Test of Mental Maturity showed a progressive decline as children
moved from first to fourth grade.

The educational disadvantages of the Moon Street children
are accentuated by the fact that they must compete with children
fray more advantaged sections of the school district as they are all
funneled into two middle schools aid one high school. Their chief
handicap to academic success is language deprivation. Entering school
less "ready" for reading than other children, deprived at hone of the
stimulation of books and academically :riented conversation, they fail
to acquire facility with tools of learning, such as reading and listening,
talking and writing, and consequently their conceptual tackgietrad
remains deprived.

The fact that Ikmlan Street children generally score lower
on achievement tests than pupils from other schools in the district has

3
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weighed heavily on their teat. is' consciences. Of course, twenty
teachers with individual personalities, different teaching styles,
tolerance levels, and standards of achievement for themselves and
for their pupils were bound to react in different ways to Heman Street's
being at the bottom in district-wide testing. Sore tended to accept
as normal the generally low aspirations of most pupils and parents and
to view the test resalts as truly indicative of potential. Others
blamed the tests, calling them inappropriate and misleading. Still
others were determined to "beat the tests" by the most direct methods.

Those who chose the latter course, and they were probably
the majority of the staff in most years, concentrated on skills and
facts, often to the detriment of broader, processoriented studies.
They tended to rely heavily, though not happily, on textbooks, not
only for reading but the other language arts and for the content
subjects as sell. This approach, putting a still higher premiun
on reading skills, resulted in less learning, rather than more,
for the children continued to fall short of the demands made by
tests and texts. In the face of repeated failures, they lost interest
in learning, and increa ingly their teachers shared their apathy
and frustration.

The foregoing details suggest something of the affective
climate of the school in years up to and including the present.
More needs to be said, for it is difficult to describe briefly
without distorting. Some observers would have found in Heman Street
the joyless wasteland that the romantic critics of education believe
characteristic of American schools. (And I have characterized Heman
Street at 'typical," "ordinary.") But I doubt that many teachers or
parents or even children would have been so flatly rejecting of
either the school's intentions or achievements. No, in the affective
climate of Heman Street, there were sunny spots. Are of these certainly
was the teachers' dissatisfaction with current methods and the genuine
enthusiasm with which they welcomed the EPDA project. (Teachers who
did not wait to participate in the project were permitted to transfer
'co other schools in the district.) Another was their ability to specify
problems, not just the big obvious ores, but the nagging day-to-day
inadequacies that aed up to failure. Sunniest of all. perhaps, was
the teachers' warm acceptance of the child-en. They knew them well,

background and families. They had a sympathetic mderstmiding
of the problems the children face and a personal as wall as professional
desire to help them.

but it would be ridiculous to imply that the climate was
uniformly sunny. hhen children fail, their teachers feel defeated,
too.

The physical setting for the project offered pluses and
minuses. The school plant was old-fashioned but comfortable. Built
in 1938, its two stores contain well-lighted, attractive, fair-7repor-
tioned, mostly formal classrooms. A modern wing to house the kinder-
garten and first grade classes was added in 1968. The school has en
up-to-date cafeteria, which can also be used as an additional auditorium,
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a gymnasium, and an older, more formal auditorium, adequate storerooms
and teachers' rooms, a health center, an office and testing roam
for the reading specialist, and a renovated library. The latter is
well furnished and fairly well supplied, but it was not, early in
the year, the center of busy activity that it should have been.
Indeed, there and elsewhere throughout the building, there were
too few signs that learning corn; its principal business. The corridors
here generally bare and quiet; the walls unadorned with children's
work. The classrooms generally revealed more clues to the teachers'
personalities than to the children's.

Heman Street housed two kindergarten classes (one in the
morning, one in the afternoon), three first grades, four.second grades,
two third, three fourth, and three fifth grades. The reading
specialist, librarian, art teacher, and physical education teacher
were full-time staff. A music teacher and speech therapist served
Heron Street and other elementary schools in the district. In

September, 1969, of the twenty full-time teachers, five were in-
experienced, four others were new to the school, the reading teacher
had been appointee, in the preceding year.

The First Year of the Project

Because of the children's poor showing on achievement tests,
the teachers' and administrators' first concern was for the improvement
of reading. In the face of that persistent worry, when they wanted
more than anything else an immediate, dramatic upswing en test
results, it was not easy for them to consider plans whichmight
not begin to show improvements for several years. Yet careful study
of the "reading problem" suggested two basic causes that could be
ameliorated only over the long haul. One inhibiting factor was
that Heman Street children entered first grade with'Ianguage handi-
caps and never made up for these deficiencies. So a first step
toward future improvement would be to set up a pre-school for four-
year-olds and to work for a continuous developrent of concepts and
langune through kindergarten and into first rand second grades, assuring
the best opportunities for successful acquisition of beginning
reading skills. The second factor seemed to be the failure of some
children, whose basic skills were adequate, to develop sufficient
powers of corprehension eitaer to match their potential on standar-
dized tests or to stretch and glow as students in the content fields.
These children needed the conviction, cmtinuously reinforced,
that reading is the best way of learniug and that learning itself
is worthwhile. Helping them to arrive at this conviction might
mean taking the emphasis off reading (or at least off unmotivated
reading lessons) and placing it on thinking, talking, raising questions,
exploring ideas, solving problems -. activities, in short,that
would lead to genuine reasons for reading.

Taking off in the first direction, that is, strengthening
pre-reading language deielopment, was relstively easy since it
required more adding than changing. Two morning classes for four-
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year-olds were housed in the primary wing and two competent new
teachers were added to the staff. Working toward the second goal
of making learning important and enjoyable called for deep-down
reexaminations on the part of every teacher of uhat he was doing
and why. It called for changes, not simply in attitudes and testimo-
nies, but in daily, hourly hcbits and routines. It required energy and
the courage of one's confusions. And, of course, willingness, even
desire, to change on the part of teachers is only the beginning.
Between that happy stage of teacher readiness and the point when;
children who were once apathetic and indifferent become equally
energized and stimulated to learn lies a whole lot of on-the-jo'o,
trial-and-error learning of technique. What is surprising is not
that the first year was hard but that nearly all the teachers, in
very individual ways and at different times and impulses, did indeed
take off in new dire.:tions. You can read details of what happened
in subsequent chapters. But here let us summarize the outward
signs of change, the more visible events in the school generally.

The August Workshop. Aside from orientc,ion and planning
sessions in the spring, involving university and school personnel
and outside Lonsultants, the first full opportunity for teachers
and participatts to interact came in the four -uvek workshop A)ich
preceded school's opening. The first half of each day was spent
in rather formal study of such topics as language development in
pre-school children, linguistic theories, surveys of language arts
programs and materials, developmental and corrective reading instruc-
tion, and the construction and use of informal reading tests.
In the afternoons, the Ikman Street teachers worked individually
on self-selected projects, with university personnel serving as
consultants. Since at that time the teachers' first concern was
with reading instruction, the lion's share of time and emphaois
probably went in that direction, but many other interests were developed.
For example, there was time to observe in the pre-school classes for
the three- and four-year-olds which were getting underway at tie
same time as the workshop.

Miss Elizabeth Icily, principal in Prince George's County,
Maryland, spent a day at the workshop, describing innovations at
laywood and Candlewood Schools, such as non-grading, cross-age grotping,
team planning, learning centers and independent study, flexible time
schedules, continuous individual diagnosis and consequent multi-
level instruction in all subi:cts. Miss Anne Ward, Instructional
Specialist at the. Porter School in Syracuse, demonstrated and discussed
Individually Prescribed Instruction as it has been Enplerented at
Porter to teach beginning reading, particularly decoding skills.
Siegtried Fnglemann demonstrated the Bereiter-Fnglemaln system of early
language training for the disadvantaged, using children from the pre-
kindergarten summer classes. In addition, several of the Henan Street
teachers and visiting teachers made special presentations.

Orientation to tIe comtnity and to the school district
was an important phase of the workshop. Participants studied the
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cultural and political forces in the cohrunity, the tae: structure,
occupational patterns, the industries, ccminercial enterprises,
streets and homes of the city, as well as demographic information
on the area's residents. They visited the instructional materials
renter of the school district and toured the new Woodland Elementary
School, which would open in the fall and would be used for comparative
studies of the lernan Street population.

A tcng, Slow Start. Although considerable momentum had
been gained in the August workshop, the opening of school in Sep-
tember brought with it a diffusion of interests and a consequent
lack of focus on the main goals of the project. Under the pressure
of day-to-day demands, experienced teachers tended to fall back
into familiar routines. For the novices, the main effort was to
establish routines, to get to know their pupils, to "maintain
order," and to in respect as a teacher. It was not surprising
that the implementation of a language - centered currictlum should
slip farther and farther down on the list of "things to be done."

The workshop had offered lots of opportunities to hear about
LOW ideas, to read about them and discuss Clem, and sometimes even
to see them demonstrated. But there had not heen sufficient tine
to absorb them, nor structure them, nor to tun theories into prac-
tices. My extensive classroom implementation called for unremitting
hours of planning, of further delving into theory, of search for
materials, and the construction of new materials where none could
be found. In the rush hours of September and October, implementation
could not be both immediate and extensity.

So there was a good deal of fumbling and misunderstanding in those
first fele months. When teachers were invited to help shape a new curri-
culum, they held back, perhaps waitirt, for stronger dir:cticri from the
LP[1A personnel. When it became apparent that the teachers were not going
to be told what to do, their initial reaction .vas to question the com-
petence of the EFTA staff and the value of the project. Responding to
this reaction, the EFTA staff, to', reverted to behaviors they had used
before and spent most of their time helping small projects and
worrying -.bout lack of an overall design. Theso activi:ics were largely
productive; teaching methods were improved and new materials weir in-
troduced, but major innovations were postponM,

While it was not obvious at the time progress was being made
during this period of seemiJg uncertainty an] regressior, to familiar
patterns of bebavior The LITA personnel and the /lemon Street teachers
were learning to work logether and were establishing personal relation-
ships bard on mutual "espect and inter-its. Ildividually and in groups,
nerbers of both staffs were learning more about team teaching, open
schools, non-graded designs, and parent involvencnt in the curriculum.
Of especial value at this tire were trips to near -by schools to observe
sore of these practices. Through reading, discussing, observing, teachers
and LIIIA personnel began to identify and accept as their 01q1 those
elements of a language-centered curriculm which they could adapt
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to their gradually (longing situations.

Cooperative endeavors during the first semester included the
reorganization of the Mothers' Club into the Parent Teacher Organiza-
tion, planning for prrent discussion grows and work with parents as
volunteer aides, th production of two assembly programs involving
the uhole school, !,e development of many small units of study in
which speaking, role playing, and creative dramatics were emphasized,
and the introduction of other language arts activities in which children
were given freedom of choice and responsibility for carrying out
their own ideas. Gradually, the number and variety of such ac-
tivities increased, and when school reopenee after the Christmas
holidays, the uhole staff were ready to undertake projects which
care to fruition in the second semester.

Mini Couraes. Perhaps the most dramatic and far-reaching
innovation was initiated by the teachers themselves, as a result
of first-hand observations, viewing films, and studying reports
of experimental schools. What cane to be known to the staff as
"mini courses" was a scheme for cross-grade electives for pupils
in grades three, four, and fitJ, designed to reet children's and
teachers' interests and to introduce experimentally a plan for
greater flexibility and variety in instruction. As originally set up,
every teacher planned two mini courses each to be offered daily for
45 minutes. Descriptions of the eek's plans were presented to
Children the week before, and they indicated their first, second,
and third choices. Only the afternoon sessions were devoted to
mini courses. Around such topics as oceanography, coin collecting,
the Civil War, simple machines, skits and dramas, the teachers
organized instruction to allow for a maximum of experimenting,
problem solving, "researching," the pursuit of individual reading interests,
and the verbidizing of experience through talking and writing. fhe

mini courses were viewed as wholly experimental, were modified
considerably during the spring srmester, and evaluated very in-
formally. For a fuller report, see pages 65 to 78.

Continuoue In-Service. The regular Wednesday afternoon
faculty meetings hero turned into in-service sessions. Cto most

days, the tea hers in grades three to fire worked on plans for
the mini courses while the pre-school, kindergarten, first and
second grade teachers, under Dr. Kidscn's guidance, prepared materials
and exchanged ideas. From time to time, at the teachers' request,
consultants were invited to speak to the t4hole group on topics
such as grouping plans and evaluating pupil progress, and in the
spring four afternoon workshops wen, devoted to (1) teaching basic
reading skills; (2) oral language activities; (3) languege in the
science curriculum; (4) educating the iragination. From each workshop
participating teachers developed a related classroom activity, and
with the assistance of the EPDA staff tried it out and described
it in written reports for their colleagues. (For examples of these
reports, sec pages 39 to SO.) Demonstratform lessons by outside
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consultants were always welcomed by the teachers and contributed
significantly to their understandings of the dynamics of language
in the classroom.

The best of the in-service
place in the classrooms as teachers
solutions to specific problems, and
when articulate people got together
theories, conviction., or simply to
.aching ideas.

work, however, generally took
and EPfl staff members sought
sometimes in the coffee room
to probe each other's attitudes,
pick each other's brains for

The Pre - school. In many ways the pre-school classes
proved one of the most effective elements of the program. Staffed
by two you teachers who were confident, relaxed, and organized,
The classes demonstrated daily opportunities for active oral language
development through games, role playing, arts and crafts, exploring
the environrent, dance, miming, and the like. More than any other
classes, the pre-school recruited and made good use of voltnteer
parent aides. At the beginning of each month a calendar was sent
home and mothers were requested to sign up in advance to work one
or more days in the classes. Parents have contributed generously
to equipping the pre-school, helping with field trips, and supplying
treats for special occasir , In evening sessions, fathers constructed
children's cubbies and clothes closets.

Coffee mornings with parents were also very constructive.
About once a month, when the children wont on fiele, trips, mothers
and some fathers would gather in the comfortable pre-school roans
as the children left. Meetings would begin very informally, with
parents exchanging social chat, getting to know each other and the
children's school sumnotndings. They would inspect the children's
work cn display, investigate the toys and learning materials and
variou, projects. Then they would settle down to a film or a talk
concerning educational issues or aspects of child development,
contributed by the EPDA staff or a visiting specialist. These
sessions would always be followed by discussions through which the
parents were able to relate to their own thoughts and problems
the issues that had been raised Then they would welcome the children
and teachers as they mooned from the field trip and talk with them
about the morning's excitenents, thus building a bridge between school
and home.

Parent inv olvement. Above the pre-school, parents were
also gradually absorbed into more of the school's activities.
Volunteer parent aides have already been mentioned. The new Parent
Teacher Organization examined a different phase of the curriculum
at each of its monthly meetings. In addition, a plan for parent
discussion groups was initiated by the first grade teachers.
Attendance was excellent at these meetings which featured informal
coffee periods, classroom visits, demonstrations of special materials
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for teaching reading, on one occasion a talk by the school psychologist,
and on another discussion with the school social worker.

Use of the Lt:tivry. The school has an attractive library,
with fai.ly adequate resources including popular contemporary authors,
magazines, reference works, filmstrips, and some recordings.
During the first half of the year, voluntary use of the library
was insignificant. There were many problems surroundang the librarian's
definition of her role and whether or not she should share teachers'
extra-class responsibilities. She resigned in late winter, about
the time that the mini courses were getting into full saint.
Some of the effects of the mini courses and of individualized
reading progrars in the classrooms began to be seen in the increased
voluntary use of the library. By spring children were using the
library for their own purposes, often for "research" but also to
pursue individual interests and "jt.st to read" for pleasure.

Fetn:opcct. n7<4 Pr%spect;

This LPM project was designed for a three -year period in
which two related goals are to be aLc,mplished. This 1.1ort is chiefly
on progress toward the first goal: to develop a language-centered
curriculum in which children from culturally disadvantaged backgrotmds
are given the best possible opporttnities to master the tools
of learning while at the same time they are growing in the arts of
living. Put another way: the philosophy of the laagmage-centered
curriculum as interpreted by the Boman Street project staff is
that skills acquisition contributes to personal growth and that instruc-
tion in skills need not impede the education of the imagination or
the deve:opment of feelings.

less is said in this report about the second goal: to
prepare inexperienced master's candidates to become cos'etent, sensitive
teachers for similarly disadvantaged children in the schools of
megalopolis; and to give leadershp training to doctoral candidates
who will become teachers of teaches.;. The chapters that fell::: are
written ty those students and in themselves are evidence of how these
candidates fared. There seems little reason to doubt that the piospec-
tive teachers' daily experiences with pupils and teachers in the Iknan
Street School greatly strergthene'l the learnings which they acquired
in their university courses even though the language- centered curri-
cultn was emerging slowly, even painfully, during their apprenticeahip.
As for the doctoral candidates, they could not have had a better
laboratory in which to learn how to work with teachers to bring about
changes. Something of what they learned is included in the following
paragraphs.

hhile our experiences at Ileman Street confirm the values
of on-the-job training, of "learning by doing" for teachers as well
as pupils, they also reveal the limitations of this phase of teacher
eduatiac. To "learn by doing" teachers need either a deep taiderstanding
of the theoretical bases for what they are doing or they need models
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they can emulate. Of course, the presence of both theoretical bases
and practical models wuuld change behavior faster and more permanently
than emphasizing either one, but ur fullid it impossible to achieve
both on all fronts of language development during a single school
year. Because the Heman Street teachers had more background in reading
pedagogy and theory than in any of the other language arts, though
much of this cone from basal reader manuals and was insufficient,
they were more nearly refdy to initiate change in reading instruction
than in the other areas. Even so, they needed time tc study
reading theory further so that they could make fundamental rather
than superficial changes in their approaches to reading instruction.

Aside from their largely self-induced knowledge of reading
skills instruction, these teachers had had very little pre-service
training in, or knowledge of, language development. Even with

limited backgretuids in oral langooge, children'2, literature, drama,
listening, and writing, teacher; can learn to improve specific
practices, especially if they have models to go by, but they need
thorough knowledge of theoretical Lases if they are to forge these
practices into a unified, wholistic experience for children from
kindergarten through grade five.

the modols which consultants and demonstration teachers
can provide art piecemeal. In their struggle to understand the idea
of a language-centered curriculum, the Ile.on Street teachers wanted
to olisene a whole school thus orknted. Of course, the purpose of
this project is to provide eventually such a model because they
a%:, rare. leachers who are charged with creating a new design,
vithout being al !e to observe a thole- school model, have even
greater needs for a theoretical frame.ork to which they can attach
individual practices which they may ob3erve or read obout or devise.

ncre are on-the-job teachers to find the time for this broad
study of theory which r believe must support consultant-assisted
on-.he-job training? For this project., the best answer seemed
to lie in summer workshops, and in 3970 a second August workshop extcnded
the experiences discussed earlier in this report. But in other situa-

tions, and in this one as well, additional solutions mast be found.
For one thing, tire for study during the school year, within the
teacher's working day, must he strained by any adminiAration that
hopes for iruortant change.

Because of the foregoing considerations, the arce-ycon schedule
proposed for this project seems, if anything, optimistic. But the

progress of the first year seems to Fr in the right direction.

1
the phrat-e Henan Street teachers" iv ibese generalizations refers,
of course, to a mythical avorage. One really cannot generalize about
a group of twenty teachers whose wide differences arc indicated by
the fact that five were beginners, nine were new to the sell, ol, one
was in her 70th year, and several were canaid:Itis fer advanced degrees
with any years of successful teaching to tbeir credit.
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Since our goat is not a "paper curriculum,' we expect teachers to
experiment as they can, making real Changes in specific practices,
gradually accumulating these and welding them into a total curriculum
in which language growth is the central force.

As we enter the second and third years of the project, we
are strengthening the partnership between EPDA participants and class-
room teachers. In some of the teams, direction will core from
the latter; in those involving experienced doctoral candidates, the
relationship is that of consultant and teacher sharing equally the
task of improving services to pupils. In all the teams, members
alternate between demonstrating and observing.

Ore modification of tie project in 1970-71 is the expansion
of the pre-school to include three-year-olds a- train paraprofession-
als drawn from the community.

As the whole school moves toward expansion of language,
as childrct have more opportunities for talking, role playing, drama-
tizing, questioning, discussing, observing, researching, reporting,
organizing, expressing ideas and feelings in writing of various
kinds, we shall attempt to record and anclyze what is happening
to individuals in all of the language arts and skills. We believe,
however, that teachers must be free to try new ideas, succeed or
fail with them, discard or retain them, in a period of free experimentation
preceding the time when the practices they select must be subjected
to the controls of evaluative research. We cannot expect that
growth in language development will be so rapid and dramatic that
it will be picked pp immediately by standardized tests (as in reading)
that was\ to only a part of our objectives.

One word more. Accountability is as much on our minds
these days as openness and freedom. Ise do Lot believe that the
concepts are incompatible. But having seen the effects on teachers
and children of a narrow accounting of skills acquisition in just
one phase of language development, we would urge a concept of accotnt-
ability that .measures not only learning but zest for learning.

1?
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PART ONE

THEORIES INTO PRACTICES
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ONE FiTtSON'S VIM' OF LANGUAGE,

TN 11TE fliNLNTARY SCIRr)1.

by Christine San Jose

Elementary schools are such public places. There are people
everywhere, of one size or another. You pack the nob off to a
special, case into the peace of an empty corridor, and 'Ili Miss/Mrs./Mr.
khatever-name-you-answer-to-in-that-situation! Can you come to our
puppet show? Me and Danny . . . etc., etc." "Sounds terrific! I'll

have to see if I . . . etc., etc." You slip into the coffee rocal
(timing out the hoedown from the gym and the film commentary from up-
stairs and Mrs. Y's spelling review next door and the pair of second-
graders whispering and giggling past on their way to the office),

pick up the morning paper - "I'ciy there, ishatever-your-coffee-roor-nare-

is, houyadoin? - Got a minute? My class was wondering if . . . etc.,

etc." You're involved. Th' ideas fly back and forth, coalesce, collapse,
reform. In fact it'd be nice if you could expend all your mental energies
on what's being said, and didn't have tc reserve some for watching his
reactions and responding in tune. You can never be quite sure hew far
he wants your honest views and how far he's really just asking for
surport. Still, its usually worth the effort to see what he's getting
at. lust remember to jot sore of this doun and mull it over. But by
now your free period's almost down the drain and you haven't had a
minut, to yourself. "We'll have to get together again co this (edging
to the door), work out the details. Got to run off some dittos.
(Escaping) Its a terrifi7 idea -- ycra're a marvel --''

You poke around the mess of dittomaste:s next t' the milchire
where there's everything but the one you want and by the tire you've
spotted it over the other side of the storeroom your oaths are getting
rep:titious. There are words to describe people aho durr, things like
that (rad:citing off the copies) and you use them, To by the time
you've finished you're almost civilized enough to enjoy the quiet.
Your eye falls on a language book you hadn't noticed frofore. Attractive
modern binding, cheery iliustrations, not entirely unrealistic stories.
Bit of poetry here and there. And, neatly set out, the Roles. Enu-

merated, underlined, italiciiied, craned even, cross-referenced for yoor
convenience: you can''. niss them. Capital letters, periods, remember
to indent . . . Useful enough, have to be learned sometime. So why -
and here perhaps I am embarking upon a personal prohlem and should drrip
the assumption that the experience is shared why du I feel uneasy,
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apprehensive? I an legitimately enjoying r few minutes alone, quietly
furthering my professional growth v,Ith this apparently attractive,
competent book: and it has set stirring in me that sort of deep,
uncoufortable uncertainty you wake up with on bad days. "1. Did you
start your story with an interesting first sentence' 2. Did you use
rich, exciting words?" . . Now in this Chapter you rust learn to
write descriptions, first by using phrases and then by using sentences."
Is the book making me uncomfortable because I don't know all the rules?
The ones about pizetuation and the like don't worry me, I know where I
am with them. But all this exhortation to watch out for every word 1
speak or write, this implication coming through loud and clear that if I
do as the book says then, and only then, will I be using language
properly . . . Or perhaps then and only then will I be using language?
I don't know. It doesn't say, this book, nor many many others, what
language is. Rut they kncw, those eeople wino write the books; they must,
they hand out the rules. And talking and writing isn't something you can
take or leave. You might get through life with only a shaky notion of
geography or history or 'Nth even. But the better you talk and write
the better you get on all around, everyLody knows that. Or at least
talking; you've got to ta3k; it isn't you if you can't talk. So you've
just got to learn The Rules.

By the time I've leafed through a couple more language books in
,:he storeroom I'm beginnirg to feel like a character in Kafkaland:
lost, threatened, eager tc obey and yet all the time in my ignorance
offending. 'Idiot!" says corronsense. "You've got through okay all
these years, haven't you? If you'd been really hopeless, surely
somebody would have spotted is and they'd never have let yoi in here
to teach. And you've got friend., who stem to understand you; let alone
your family. And you get along with your colleacues, wurking things out
together . . . " So with -ay private self somewhat relieved I quickly
put back the books where they came from and walk out to my public being.

The question that :ones into my mind as 1 step into the corridor --

"iii Bob, how's it ioing?"

"Oh we'll survive [ guess."

-- is, of course: what ha:ipens to the third grader when he opens tp
his language book? Or the fourth ce fifth or sixth grader? His pudic
!elf will most proh6')ly proceed as directed. Ever0o6, else does.
Yvii can see it all around you. That's school. His public seif will
work his way through Building his Fnglish and Mastering his Language.
He'll ii,dent and work on vivid phrases and stamp out cliches. And
he'll work on something tone books call organizational skills where you
try to sort out a bum..., of stuff you probably never understood in the
first place (according to yet more book-decreed Rules) and couldn't
care less almt.

Ark' his private self? )hat has this "language" to do with him?
If he recognizes enough of it to rke his way through, knowing that if
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he plays along with this manner of doing things he's likely to end IT?
with a good job, it probably won't cause much trouble. (One suspects
there's more than one of our prominent citizens ,.round who hasn't
heard so much as a squeak from anything like his private self in years.)
But what if his private self is lost in this world where it doesn't know
the rules, and what it's learned of language so far seems to be more
hindrance than help? How long before out of bewilderment, frustration,
boredom, or just plain commonsense, he opens the book as directed but
keeps his mind firmly shut?

Mrs. L. bears down on me.

"There you are Your kids are screaming their heads off."

"Oh oh I didn't think I was late they must have come back
early --"

"I thought you must be sick or something."

Please, Mrs. L. Please don't look at me with quite that distaste.
I heard you're having a worrying time with your son and I'm truly sorry,
but please don't fight me all the tine like this, it doesn't help. What
can I say to you, a personal message from me to you? Perhaps if I could
find an exciting first sentence, fashion a vivid, original, creative
phrase . . .

"Okay kids! ;hat's enough! Cool it! Is this the way you . . .

etc., etc."

And so on and on and on, all day, day after day, in school and
out. Our public selves, our pri "ate selves, greeting, thinking, reading,
feeling, noting, wondering, listening, trying to sort out in our minds,
trying to sort out with each other . . . And through it all, an inseparable,
quintessential part of our being: language. In just this very simplified
account of a typical person's typical half hour in a typical day: how
many different uses of language are there? where and how do the different
uses blend? and separate and blend again in varying combinations? how
many recognizably different types of language are there? can we sort
not any main categories of usage? main categories of type? can we discern
any use or type as more valuable than any other? what is the part played
by nonverbal thought or signals? the relationship between the nonverbal
and the /e,hal? to what extent is the language used predetermined by
context? does the question of "accepted usage" arise it this account?

And to wind up this little mental exercise, perhaps the two biggest
questions of all: can we separate the denotative language from the
connotative? can we separate language and personality? This is not a
programmed langurre course; you are not absolutely required to carry out
the exercise above and determine your answers before you can proceed!
But I think each of the questions is worth a little thought. And I think
they're worth it in this context riot because of the particular answers
any of us might core up with; but because in this way we are likely
to find ourselves grappling with the very nature of language, and with
how we use language to live. And while we're grappling, we might begin
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to consider: how many of these aspects of language do xe take into account
in school? How many should we? How many could we? And if there is
much we leave out even of the language in this very simplistic account,
how much more are we leaving out of the language in the children's lives
as they are living them in all their depth and complexity? These are
not rhetorical questions, but -ather those we must genuinely, personally
ask ourselves if we are ever to implement a language curriculum that will
serve the whole child and not just a fragment of his social role. Well,
that's nothing new. Helping the child to language to live by, serving
the whole child: one is embarrassed lo be discovered reiterating something
said so often before. But perhaps my small concrete example and exercise
have at least raised doubts as to whether we are in fact in matters of
language serving the whole child. And if, in addition, the exarile and
exercise have made seem huge and unwieldy the questions of what and hou
we should and could be teaching, 1 can only plead malice aforethought.
Anybody thinking for one moment that 'langan.ge" is a biddable beast cads
up eaten by his words.

So much for indicating the particular neck of the educational
woods that I think we should be in.

I1

Now, I suppose, it behooves re to try to provide sore sort
of map. Before I venture on even the first presurption, hohvver, let
me make one thing clear. What follows obviously cannot pretend t- be
more than one person's preliminary sketch. All additions and disagreements
welcome. It wns precisely in the hope of eliciting them that I have
taken so long to get to this point.

A cheering place to begin is on common ground. So we might
as sell say, first, that language is a system of learned arbitrary vocal
symbols 'used by human beings. We had better riot add "for communi,.ation,"
as many books do. Communication, as we have seen already, is only one
of its multitudinous uses. Sore reservations might be node about "vocal";
I have some myself; but we'll coss that hridge vhea we core to it So
thus far we probably all agree. Right here, however, comes a parting
of the ways.

It wouldn't much serve our present purposes to try to distinguish
exactly which prestigious language scholar, past or present, follows
exactly which path, since the branch paths intermingle and crossborroxings
abound. But we can make out the rain divergence.

en the one hand are the people concerned primarily with under-
lying characteristics. They don't so such poke around in language as sr
speak it and listen tit it and read and write it, as try to work out what
holds goal for language in general. In the tast, this wasn't too nervexTack-
ing an occupation. You studied the grammar of classical Gree7 and Latin,
which everyone knew were wonderfully stperior languages, treasure houses of
human thought. Then ))ii worked out a grammar for IrgIish al-mg the !tame
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lines. Not surprisingly, living English didn't always ;it the static
classical pattern. But the way out of that one wasn't hard to find.
Where the English didn't fit it was due to unfortunate irregularities that
should never have been there anyway; so either you squeezed and stretched
and doctored the English until it did fit, or you just left out the
recalcitrants as beneath your notice, it reminds one of the man who
went back to his tailor in his new suit to sho.. him how the left sleeve
didn't fit too well and the tailor said, "Well just droop your shoulder
a bit and, see, it looks fine." So the man did but then he noticed the
right leg was a bit longer than the left so he went back to the tailor
and the tailor said, "Weil just bend your knee a bit like this and, sec,
you couldn't ask for a finer fit." And then it was back with the shoulders
and the tailor had him hvnch his back a little; and so on and on until one
day the man was limping, hunching, bunching his way down the street and
somebody came up to him and bogged for the name of his tailor. "You want
the name of my tailor?" ''I sure do. If he can fit a cripple like you he
can fit anybody."

This approach was still very ruch the order of the day even into
this century, And the shrewd reader will have surmised that I woulCn't
have indulged in an absurd story to male the point if I thought it was
totally a thing of the past, totally banished from today's enlightened
world. Anyway, back to the turn of the century. Scholars were discovering
more about the early forms of our language, delving into Anglo-Saxon
manuscripts, studying its Germanic relations, finding patterns even
within the supposed irregularities, and English was acquiring more prestige.
but still the basic idea wis that there was this language tc learn and it
came with a whole lot of riles; and you had better learn to use them, as
set down, if you wanted to JSO the language properly.

Obviously this approach has considerable attractions. it's

reassuring to be told that imething you have to learn is thus and so and
be handed the book of rules. You might be irked by them sometimes, but
at least you know whom you are. Ft's even more reassuring when you have
to teach that something to somebody else. The task may to hard and long
and carry a heavy responsibility but it's not overuhelming. When you
know where you are with something, you have a good idea where to begin
teaching it and where you wait to get to.

The scholars, howcvei, the researchers, the people in the field,
found it loss and less valid to view 1%170aix. as seine static entity lying
dean quietly under rules. lie were getting further fief!, Athens Rnno, we
realized that we had lots of good things that in fact the Greeks didn't

have a word fur, and if Einglkh didn't fit the old pattern then maybe the
pattern was wrong. And by nog. the anthropologists were bringing hone for
inspection all sorts of languages we'd never seen before. Plenty of
interesting old manuscripts hA cone to light, stone inscriptions had been
unearthed and decoded. But these were the relics of cultures long gone.
The anthropologists were bringing them hack alive. And it was clear
beyond all dispute that no matter how "primitive" we might dub the civiliza-
tions they came faro, these living languages were of a rich ccrplexity
that should up any language rides so far as hopelessly inadequate. The
anthropologists' prchlem when they tried to translate into English was
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not just that for several things in the native culture our culture, not
having them,had no word. It was, much more siinificantly, that to convey
the full meaning of the native words, phrases, structures, they had to
describe whole situations. Sometimes a word would have this force,
sometimes in another situation it would :ave that. Sometimes its meaning
would change according to who used it, to Whom. Sometimes an object
would be called one thing, sometimes another, according to the context in
which it was found. This bit of language was used to convey such-and-such
a thought, that bit functioned (in Malinowski'!: words) "as a link in
concerted human activity, as a piece of human behavior . . . a mode of
action and not an instrument of reflection."

Language, simply, is part and parcel of human lives. And it
can no more be neatly packaged and labeled than can our human existence.

am not for one moment saying, either of language or life, that there are
no discernible patterns, no pointers and guides. Of course there are,
and not the least of them are the fruits of twentieth century scholarship.
Once you can diagnose your insufferable neighbor as a bad case of in-
feriority complex it's not quite so hard en your blood pressure. It is
just that hovever scholarly, ingenious, sound, imaginative, complex
and morel may be the guidelines we drag up, once you're dealing with the
human element you're always stuck with a bit more than you'd bargained
for. Computer dating will never he one hundred per cent successful
until they're arranging dates for ccmputers. Aid language studies have
a long way to go before they can tell me what to say to Mrs. L. when
I'm sorry she's having a worry:rig time with her son but I wish for both
of us that she wouldn't take it out on me.

Those concerned with underlying tharactnristics, then, realized
that they had to work at a level much deeper than they'd found themselves
at before. Some of them today are excavating way down into the fundamental
characteristic, man's innate capacity to produce language. Psycholinguists
are hunting the fundamental mechanisms; philosophers are investigating
man as the only creature capable of symbolism; grammarians are laboring
with theories that they hope will, in their final form, stand firm in the
light of all the seeming irregularitie ;, as well as the regularities,
not only of English but of all languages. Insofar as the :aynan can see
what's going on in this multiplicity oF research, it looks as if
eventually it's going to provide us with significant clues about our
human nature.

The serious scholars are obviously not caning up with "rules"
to apply to the language we actually speak, hear, read and write. Just
the opposite: they must record the realities of that language if their
underlying theories are ever going to prove valid. They most adamantly
eschew any value judgmeits such as citing one country's language as
"better" than another's, or one dialect as more linguistically "correct."

Unfortunately, there are plenty of brand new textbooks around that
give quite a different impression. You can find late copyright books with
rigid models and diagrams in them and flat assertions that English sen-
tences are made thus and so. You'd better read the preface, which piomises
you the joys of modern scholarship, because otherwise you just might think
you're in the temple of the old gods of grammar, not the new. And that
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iculd be disastrous for the author's image, because he knows the accumulation
of evidence that proves irrefutably how rapidly formal grammar is forgotten,
and how much less than nothing it contributes to children's improvement
in language usage. These new books are only to be expected, I suppose.
Rules, we've already said are comforting to teachers if not to pupils.
And it's a temptation to authors and publishers to try to translate the
latest fruits of research into exercises and classroom practices. The
results are popular. And why not? The teachers are assured they're
doing a g.-eat job. Of course, the children aay be short-changed, but one
gathers from the preface to one of the most popular of these books that we
don't need to worry much about that. It is unfortunate, the author admits,
that the children have already mastered complex structures in their everyday
language whereas they will be able to understand the grammar of only very
simple ones. sever mind. We'll just give them the very simple ones. And
well give then the forms of written English, he says, because the grammar
works best with literary forms. So a large part of the book is given over
to drill in tedious language patterns of the sort the child rarely uses,
and the highlights are blow-by-blow analyses of less than stunning nine-
teenth century poetry. It's rather teaching the child to cross a quiet
country lane, with the odd horse clipclopping oy, whom hi= everyday route
lies through city rash-hour intersections.

Please don't dismiss this as an inapposite tirade. It seems to MC
a prime responsibility of both scholars and publishers to provide the
teacher with information and tools of the highest quality. And by quality,
need I add, I don't mean multicolor illustrations; I mean intellectual
integrity. This would by no means exclude the exciting new hypotheses
about underlying characteristics of language. But the material that did
justice to these hypotheses would show them to be more akin to mathematics,
say, or physics than to language as we use it. And we would see that where
they do approach our language it is in the realn of logic. That's an
important realm, obviously. But. equally obviously, it's very far from
being the whole of our lives or the whole of our language.

Grammar is one path, then, of language investigation.

The other is more concerned with language on the level at which
our use it. Sore of the rest stimulating work here stems from inquiry
4 .to the problems posed by the anthropologists. It was in fact an anthro-
pologist, Malinowski, who first used the phrase "context cf situation",
which crops up repeatedly in one form or another in subsequent linguistic
research, He rade the point that different situations dictate not just
different forms of language, but quite different kinds of language. We
have seen earlier how he distinguished, for example, between language as a
"node of action" and language as a "reflection of thought". Another kind
of language he termed "phatic cm-union", by which he meant "a type of
speech in which ties of union are created by a mere exchange of words",
where language again "does not fuaction as a means of transmission of
thought". Sc when you're asked in the corridor "Howyadoin?", an answer in
Cherokee wouldn't be much further from .he language required for that
situation than would an account of how, as a matter of fact, you are truly
doing. Then again there's the language of poetry. That takes a bit of
practice before you get the best results, whether you're speaking, reading,
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writing or listening to it, whether you're concerned primarily with poetry
you produce yourself or with somebody else's. And what about the language
they write your income tax form instructions in? That looks like double
Dutch the first time through. So here we are, back again at "language to
live by", "serving the whole child". But perhaps this time around, in
this context, we can begin to see these phrases as more than humanistic
wishful thinking. For one thing, we are learning more and more about these
different kinds of language. he have far more equipment for recording them
than we ever had before, and increasingly more sophisticated methods of
analysis are being devised. In the past, of course, we had plenty of writing
to study, especially literary genres. We had verbatim accounts of great
speeches, Cicero's included. 1e had a good idea of the genera] lines of
attack or successful raconteurs. We knew the formulae of polite conversation.
But knowledge of this kind didn't help much with the language questions
we were asking back at the beginning, questions relating to language as we
all know it and use it. In fact, knowledge of uses of language was
limited -- but sufficient fJr sone people to produce another kind of text-
book following this language path. Textbooks like these were in abundance
in the storeroom, too. These are the books that decree we have to begin
with a vivid first sentence, turn our backs 'n cliche, construct novel
phrases. They added a zillion other Rules. But now we have better resources
for studyinr language then textbooks of either kind Children can study
on tape, of in transcription, lots and lots of different stories, accounts,
anecdotes, from lots and lots of different sources, told by real people to
real people in their ern natural context. One might conclude from listening
to real people that many of the most successful speakers never went near the
rulebook. Think how even better they would have performed if they hadl --
or think how much worse. We can eavesdrop electronically now, pick up how
children really talk with each other when grown-ups aren't around. he can
categori:e their vocabulary, analyze their sentences for length, complexity
of structure, plot some sort of general sequential development -- which we
see varies tremendously according to which of their languages they are
using. he can catch the infant's babbling, and amass the babbling of this
infant and many more, then compare and contrast. 'We can check our hy-
potheses concerning, for exxrple, whether the young child is arparentl
verbalizing his thought processes or not. I:ven more, we can record a
picture of what's roing on: and now we find a ccntraruntal meaning to what
is being said in the raised and lowered eyebrows, the incipient stretch or
hunch!

One hears a question in the air: So what?! What's the point cf
knowing, say, just how children threw their repetitieus and inane insults
around at each other, or giggle their soy throigh taboo word sharings? Or
suppose we take it on trust that it of some use to the researchers, what
possible connection have these areas of language with school? The answer
to these very understandable vestions contains (1 barren to believe) ex-
citing implications for all of is vorking in education and that includes
the children!

The way into the answer begins serewhere here. After decades of
painstaking fieldwork and ingenious experimental research we are finally
beginning to get sere picture of human perceptions and thought processes.
We have always known that different people see things differently, hit the
facts and figures far surpass what we would have predicted. We flatly
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disbelieve what we sr.e before us if it doesn't fit in with our scheme
of things. Observers in the experiment built around a trapezoidal window,
for example, are so unused to anything other than rectangular windows
that they interpret what they see as an ordinary window in perspective.
They will believe that they see one piece of solid ratter passing through
another, that all kinds of black magic are going on, rather than relinquish
this interpretation. So many experiments have confirmed this, and so much
of the clinical psychologists' experience, that perhaps we should amend the
common phrase to "I saw it with my can mind". It is hardly surprising,
then, to find that children who have the language for, say, a certain
shape, can pick out that shape along others much'more accurately than
children who have not. In other words, our growing ability to sort out
'.hat's what in our environment is inextricably bound up with our language
development. One step on from this is evidence of the strong connection
between being able to talk about the principle of performing a task (i.e.,
a task requiring mental organization rather then special physical endow-
ments) and being able to do one like it. So language is clarifying each
experience as it is met; and is an integral part of the patterns of
experience building up in the mind. Thus,as the growing human being faces
increasingly complex experiences, his ability to cope with them, and then
to use these experiences to help him cope with others that follow, will
depend to no srall extent on whether he has the language to maintain an
efficient filing system in his head.

Let's stick with the analogy of the filing system for a while
because in addition to being an image that helps us grasp what's going
on up there in our heads it is in fact appropriate to the neuro-psycho-
logical system; it really does work rather like a filing system. So
we can see that if we are to bring to bear our previous learning on new
situations -- whether they involve mastering new information or assessing
the trustworthiness of a new acquaintance or a new car -- we stand the best
chance of proceeding wisely if we can in fact refer to relevant issues in
our entire past experience, compare and contrast cross-references over
the whole field. Our filing system, in other words, should contain
t:ferc es to our whole lives as Treciae and as complOxusive as possible.
: hope this doesn't sound like putting the teacher in the position of
the mother with a new baby who's freed fren (Irandma's tyranny only to
hold the modern baby bock in sdoh awe that she darcfi't take a step for
fear of warping the delicate little psyche! But seriously, I think we
have to consider in depth the possible consequences of exiling from school
the various aspects of the children's lives, with their concomitant
language, that we usually do For example, in the preface of one of the
hocks referred to earlier, the author says that naturally lie isn't going
to deal with the child's chatting with his comrades, which he can do
without our assistance. I would suggest that this point-of-view neglects
two important points. The first is that the more nrecisely and compre-
hensively the child chats with his comrads the mot, efficiently he is
building up his filing system, storing for future use impressions of
people and relationships and himself among them. Second, it is on this
cariand of language that more complex masteries are subsequently built.
Any building that does net pay great attention to the foundations, and
that inseparably means to the land beneath as well, is a risky preposition.
Therefore, wr night very well provide in class, not too infrequently, the
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context for absorbing chat; and build on it accordingly.

Perhaps this example also helps clarify the difference between
the forms often taken by the older humanistic advice to teach language
that would serve the whole child and %tat is advocated here. Before,
the idea was to introduce the child to some preferred model of performance
and encourage practice to emulate the model. This leaves the door wide
open both to prescription in teaching and to outer-iirected areas of
concern. It leads, that is to say, to an emphasis on the specifically
social uses of language, and often, with that, to considerable preaccupa-
tion with socially accepted forms. Here, the emphasis is alway on taking
into account the child's already complex language masteries, being
appreciative of his especially robust languages of magic, for example,
and of ritual, of excoriation, of self-assertion, of symbolized fear.
It becomes obvious, doesn't it, that there's snall place here for pre-
scription; that there is, rather, constant enrichment of the classroom
from the child's own living; that living and learning in school and out
are a spiral of actual enrichment. There are certain mechanical conven-
tions to get straight; but for the rest, language sessions should surely
be as much a time of learning for the teacher as for the class.

l won't pursue this point (this fervent hope!) further here,
as I think it will be clearer in the following section of this paper,
%here I suggest more concretely how this view of language might be
implemented. But it does become clear that the classroom teacher is in
fact in the vanguard of research. I said earlier that ue are beginning
to amass for analysis recerds of the different kinds of language in use,
in their context or situation. be need all the pe:ceptive observers in
the field that we can get. Much of the most significant language research
in recent years, of vital importance to education, has sprung out of
analysis of %hat children have actually said. We are breaking through
to an understanding of how children can start out with equal abilities,
yet some will go from strength to strength in school while others will
fall further and further behind until, defeated, thay drop cut. There is
strong evidence that this is all tied in with their ability - or lack
of it -- to use their understanding of their own kinds of language to arrive
at an understan4ing of the abstract lang,uges of learning in the upper grades.

It isould be of tremendous value n.nc only to thcarselves but to

the %tole profession if teachers could furnish detailed linguistic
documentation of lessons V.tX.TV they really got a concept across, or lessons
hf)CYV for all their preparation they just didn't. Such documentation
would analyze the teacher's language, and the children's, the langauge of
the teacher's questions and the language of the responses that the questions
elicit. To what areas of his life does it appear froa his language that
the child is referring? Are you trying to get across the principles of
the unheard alarm clock rigging in the vacuumized bell jar %hile he's
still hung up on trying to tell about the time his POd didn't hear the
alarm and all that that entailed? Is it your subject matter he isn't
getting? Your sentence structure? Your vocabulary? Are you mayl,e

missing something relevant that he's saying becauso he isn't expressing
it in the usual language of your experiment? And then you might well
analyze what you can of the child's hone language. Does this ino sate
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areas of language that the school could he building on? Or areas of
language that the joul cannot take for granted in the home, and should
therefore be teaching?

In the first section, as I said, I indicated what part of the
forest I think we're in. In this second section I have tried to explain
what sort of map I think we need. In the following, final section I shall
suggest a few lines we might sketch 41. on that map.

Our aim is to help the child develop the most precise and
comprehensive language of which he is capable. Ncw we have to subdivide
that aim into specific areas in the hope of perceivii.g just what we should
be covering, step by step. This is a tall order; and before offering any
suggestions I must stress that much of what follows is necessarily tenta-
tive, with great gaps in the thinking. But with linguistic research on
the one hand furnishing increasing proof of the inseparability of language
development aid personal growth, and educational surveys on the other
revealing the gross inadequacies in current language arts practices, surely
it is time we tried to draw an inclusive, practical map.

It has been Livhasized from the beginning that language work is
irrelevant if it does not develop out of the child's own self. Let us
look, 71,en, at what this child, as he sits in our class, is made up of.
We can hardly miss his physical existence: if he hasn't beon moving
around for a while he's probably wriggling or drooping or turning or
yawning; his ears are open to the airplane outside, to his neighbor's
whisper; his eye is suddenly distracted by sore passing something or
other. The sensory-motor child in his probably unnatural habitat. Then
there are his emotions: how he feels in general, hew he feels about him-
self today, this particular minute; how he feels in connection with the
world of people (singly and in groups and in masses) around him. And
then there's his mind, trying to make sense of it all: the crowding
concrete evidence, puzzles, obstacles, and the glimpse of an abstract idea.
Of course, as we have considered already, these three elements are in
constant interaction. But as long as we bear this in mind, they may
prove useful demarcations of areas of concern. And what are the main
properties of language, of that which we are hoping to help him develop as
an indispensable adjunct to develowent of himself? Our thinking thus far
leads to an intriguing parallel. Language has a physical e) stence: it

has sounds and often gestures of some kind. It has an emotive element,
which may concern mainly ourselves, that is, the expression of some inner
feeling, or may mainly concern the fnelings of others, to be evoked or
invoked or even manipulated. And thirdly there is the cognitive element
of language, that with which we label the Nrticles of our existence and
organize them into relationships and puzzle over them and extend their
significance by rearranging them in new patterns.

Since our concern as language teachers is the bringing together
of the child's various properties with the properties of language, let us
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take these as axes in a double-entry table, as below.
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If our thinking so far is correct, the resultant cells should
cover every aspect of person-language relationships. Let us now try out
their practicability as indicators of specific areas of concern. Chylous ly,
the cells won't be watertight. There's leakage, seepage, osmosis, capil-
lary attraction, flooding --. But for now, let us see if we can determine,
by looking at the axes of a cell, what language use mainly fits in there;
and conversely, let us see if we can find the appropriate cell for whatever
language use we think of.

Looking first at axes, let us begin with something that looks
straightforward -for example, the cell determined by THouarr, CONCRETE on
the PERSON axis and by COGNITIVE, DENOTE on the LANGLAGE axis. That
surely is naming, labeling, of the concrete world around us. At kinder-
garten level its "Does anyone know what this is?'' as the mare esoteric
treasures of show and tell are presented. It's putting the nan2 to
objects you know, and learning the name of new objects as you come across
then. This one of the most obvious examples of aiding perception by
clarifying what you're looking for. It's learning the names of different
trees and flowers and birds. Ifigher up the school it's increasingly the
specialized vocabulary of geology or chemistry or whatever. Its record-
ing information for your on use, or that of others, either by oral
recitation of the facts or by writing down. This cell contains also
listening to denotationsinformatjaand reading

Now from ufiere we are at the intersection of PERSON: THOOCPT,
WNCRITT with 1.A.',XliAGE: CO5NITR'E, DENOTT, let us glance to the top of
this sane language coital), the intersection of PERSON: PINSIC.Ah/LANCITAGE:
COCNITI1T, 'INIT. That is surely the labelling of sensations and move-
ments, denotative, not emotionally expressive. This is where, for exainle,
kindergarten children work at objective statements a'out their senses,
where the teacher may yell feel she is laying the cornerstones of scienti-
fic investigation. In this :17." language colurzi, next personal row down,
we would place the objective description of feelings. And at the i tom
of this same language colirn we are at the ohjective statement cr a
concept. let's go back to the top of the language column again, and this
tine trace hack horizontally; that is, staying this tine in the sane
personal category- -the sensory-motorbut changing language pieperties.
Immediately to the left is LAGLiGE: 'MOTIVE, 0111112S; this cell is con-
cerned with conveying to others not just the nano of a sensation but a
language recreation of the sensation itself. This is where you make our
friends wince with a vivid account of the knife-sharp, bled- spurting pain
of your skinned knee. [Describe the abrasion in the textbook language of
ccCN11111:, DLNITI: and you wouldn't get much sympathy). 'mediate ly to the
left of this, PE.kSON: PHYSICAL/IA`IWAGE; DWAIN}, SELF is her you might
jot" the catastrophe down in your own diary. You want it to be expressive
enough to feel you've done yourself justice in putting down the nasty pain
you felt, but after all you're not playing it for tears.

lhc cell to the left arairr is perhaps at first sight something of
a teaser: the interaction of the physical element of language with the
physical element of the person. Surely ti is is where ur find onomatopeia
and gestures, where we chant in chorus, or yell ''It harts!" Fasic mirr is
herr, too, the beginnings of drama.
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Let's leave this top lefthand corner for the minute and just see
what happens if we explore its opposite number, the bottom right. he were
on the bottom row already, in LANGUAGE: COGNITIVE, DENOTE with staterent
of concept. Next cell to the right we're still in PERSON: Tuouarr, ABSTRACT,
but have moved to LANGUAGE: COGNITIVE, ORGANIZE. This is presumably where
we are organizing our abstract ideas. Next cell to the right we are analyz-
ing or questioning these concepts and. their alignments in hyeetheses. And
in the final righthand, lowest box, these have been rearranged into new
hyoptheses, that is, extending into more complex concepts.

Suppose the children in your class are apyarently just not able
to build their arguments in pursuing some abstract decision one way or the
other. They can't write them, nor talk about them, and they don't seem to
understand the written and oral models you're giving them either. Maybe
they can loam off pat the pro's and con's of some particular topic, but
they cart line up and assess new material. It would seem pretty clear
that they lust haven't yet reached the requisite stage of mental growth.
The table indicates related areas leading to this stage. In the same
language coltarra, one personal row up, for example, we find PERSONAL:
1TKIKVT, CONCRET.T/LANGUAGE: COGNITIVE, EXTENT'. This suggests that we
right assess their cornetence in say, their science experiments. Surely
we would have to find this area pretty well consolidated before we could
hope for any success in a parallel activity concerning abstractions. And
if they're shaky here, we might trace that row back to the left, see how
they're doing in euestioning their concrete conclusions, or before that
in PERSONAL: IlkUGHT, GCNCRETE/LANGUACi: COGNITIVE, ORtIkNIZE, how well
can they sequence concrete operations. Or in the cell to the left before
that, ham tell can they clearly denote the concrete anyway? In some sub-
jects we might find the trouble had started right het, , that they were
getting into fcarful confusions with their chemistry cause they'd never
really mastered the specialized vocabulary. Or to go back to the bottom
righthand cell again, the one concerning the extension of abstract thought,
we could t.el a' back along the lxittom row and see if the children could
even denote abstractions in a way that really meant something to then.

Slice we haven't looked into the emotive areas yet, let's take
just one mote example from there. Suppose you decide you want to do some-
thing about poetry. Maybe you read the children poems now and then, maybe
you leen have them write them from time to tire; but you don't have them
truly at hone in this area, enjoying and creating as you wish they could.
You have the children bring theie favorite peers and you all read them and
that's That. You have them write and they manage a bit of doggerel.
Nothing is catching fire. Its see leaere Poetry would core in on the
table. Obviously PERSONA!: MOTIONS, probably SFIT/LANCVAGE: 17tTTIVE,
SETE and/or OilUS. Again, let us look at the cells above and before this
one. Talirg the one above, PYRS(NAL: PITYSICAi /LANGUAGE: 11101-11T, STIFT
have you done much talking and wTiting lately that conveys sensations?
listened co, or read, any language of this kind? follow the sari:, :

flPfSACAL and trace the language back into illYAFAT also. Pave you been
miming sensations lately? Stretching and crouching and generally feelirg
in your llood and muscles who and where you are? Dancing? have you been
enjoying together any choral speech with a etrong rhythm?
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Now fill in that gap there to the left of the poetry cell, and
below the PHYSICAL/PHYSICAL we have just been discussing. That lands us
in PERSONAL: EMOTIONS/LANGUAGE: PHYSICAL That must include mimed drama,
non-verbal improvisation. Did you try any of that before you started your
poetry? Moving to emotional music would seem one good place to _tart. The
cadences of grief, say, are unmistakably akin, whether expressed through
movement, or music, or a human cry, or through poetry that seeks to give
words to it.

This example has been mainly in the SELF area of the emotional.
Looking at relationships here to the areas of OTHERS, we find PERSONAL:
MOTIONS SELF/LANGUAGE: EMOTIVE, OTHERS. That must be expressing our
feeling:, not just to record them adequately for ourselves, or perhaps for
friends who know us very well and tune in deeply to us, but so that we can
convey the very emotion to others, recreate the experience even for people
who do not know us. This obviously is a stage we shall hope to reach in
poetry sessions with sore of the children, though perhaps only with the
older, more verbal ones.

Or there's PERSONA!.: EMOTIONS, OTHERS. In 1.ANGUACE: PHYSICAL, I
think this interaction is, say, the language of ritual, where the physical
fact of the string of words means more than any emotional or cognitive
meaning. This is where phatic corrunion comes in, where we exchange Ili"
or weather chat or often quite complicated sequen_es whose moaning never-
theless resides almost solely in the tone of voice and smiles exchanged.
I think it's also where the standard/nonstandard dialect battle often
rages, where we include by means of certain "accepted" physical sounds
those whom our emotion, have us feel to be une of us or exclude those we
fear or envy or resent for whatever reason.

In PERSaNAL: IIrTIONS, OTHERS/LANGUAGE: HNIVE, cnIns I think
we have story-telling--a direction we might like to follow related to a
poetry session. i think exploring the SELF and mu areas in the table,
in both PERSON and IM_IIAGE, could be most revealing, raising some basic
questions about language as communication, syr+olic expression, persuasion,
manipulation, the inner- and outer-direc.ted characteristics of language.
One last word on PERSON: IlETIONS. Following it across horizontally to
LANGUAGE: COGNITIVE, we surely cone to literary criticism. That would seem
to indicate that there's not much point in engaging our pupils in literary
criticism until they know their way around in the areas this example has
been discussing, poetry and other literature.

The teaching example:, that we have been looking at do seem to
indicate that at each grade level the table could be a useful guide. There
is, however, one great danger in it that should be fully recognized. Even
insofar as the format helps clarify this very corplex subject, by the sack
token it also implies a compartmentalization more real than is actully so.
It has already teen stressed that the cells are not watettifht. Put more
than that, in any language going on at any time there are likely to be
clerrnts iron several different arras. Just as emotions and thoughts inter-
twine--aud knot!-in the person, so language is freqtrhtly both cognitive
and emotive simultanco,:sly, and moreover a speaker will be sending out
physically so rnny messages about himself that we may well find ourselves
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disposed to agree or disagree long before we hive considered siat he has
actually said! This table serves rerely for a (-rude, vastly simplified
classification of the language elements in use; and though ins tabular form
tray imarly that we are dealing with scriething static, fixed, we are obviously
rcn will a+ -arc that this is not so.

Thus we conclude with our original thought: reeting all the
child's language need-, means taking into accoicir all of the child. He
cores to School already richly experienced in the poser of latr;uage: frori
his earliest :ears he has known the magic of a sotcid to indica e his wants-
and get them teen to; he has learned the tones that mean appro-al or im-
patience or a hundred other human emotions, for that is what he Lives by;
he has charrec the shapes of taunts and insults, by himself or with his
friends, to nut the enemy; he has in serre deep region perceived the
puzzle.,; and terrors of his existence and sometimes brought then up into
the 'fight in a word picture, his dragons and monsters and mice; his end-
les, questions about his surmandings have set him, on the road to discciany.
In language he is ,ettirg to know hirrse:f and his world, defini-,g himself,
creating out er:- himself patterns of sould that confirm his eris ten r to
himself and to others. This inquiry has tried to indicate utter, las needs
and competencies fit into an overall view, because it is on the.e that we
1:..e to build. Ina in considering how to help him to corprehent ivoness,
re have touched en precision too, for the surest foundation of language
work is the child's straggling to articulate just uliat he inhere lily needs
to come to tern; 5-i . Precision begins in relevance. And then the
dercicprent of precision as a constant in kingli.ge us: , the ensuring that

levanoc elnristr t peter out in sterile repetition, is attained by continual
follow-throuth into areas related as we hirer seen then in the tab e,
pressing the language activities wider and deeper, extending the tr,-ritery
to be explored.
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A UNIT ON mluwi;urops

G!Ckhf

by Christine San Jose

this set of lessons was designed for a second grade at hemen
Street. I hadn't worked with this particular class before, but had
sufficient experience with other primal)" grades in the school to be
fairly sure that I would face the following apparent probleiss in the
children's approach to learning: (1) little interest in acquiring infor-
mation for its own sake; (2) little propensity to the curiosity that
prompts interest in acquiring specific information; (3) no ready joy
in the pursuit of ideas, even those clothed as materially as possible;
(4) no ready joy in sustained attention to one there; (5) little
interest in playing with imaginative ideas either, for example, story
telling,

That's the negative aspect. Tao traussahle positive aspects

qualify the view. The first is the children's affectiorate acceptance
of any teacher who even halfway treats them like human beings and unuee-
stands their willingness to cooperate. the second, obviously closely re-
lated, is the children's lack of self-assertion of themselyes as indi-
viduals within the school. They just don't take up much space; they
keep themselves narrowly circumscribed and avoid uinccessary displacement
of the atmosphere, both physically and mentally. this makes for a tran-
quil classroom, but that's not why I call it positive. On the contrary:
for tranquility in the classroom is too often a euphemism for lethargy.
Its positiveness lies in its indication that emphasis should he placed
on apprrent in consideration of "apparent problems." Are these children

really uninterested, incurious, tahroginative? I'm not saying here, "Iley"d
be interested enough if we'd only ply sore attention to whit thei.4'nc inter-
ested in." that message I prestre we all hate by now. And I'm not saying
simply that they don't regard school as the place to concern themselyrs with
their real interests, though that looms large in the problem. I'm saying
that their lack of self-assertion in school lily well indicate a lack of
self-ccneer therein, so that the children -as- learners effectively do not
haw my strong interests, other than day-to-day survival within the systc;-
thildrert of this kind are often described as z.pathetic, but perhaps acqui-
escent gives a truer picture. They lc, r erased whatever interests they
may have before they got to school, prehahly with the first realization
on waking that this was a school -day; and now they offer us a siludged lot
co-Tarativrly blank slate on which ta inscriik what we will.

With other classes I had done sore work aiming for recognition
of sensations and to a certain extent of emotions, finding language to
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discuss them. Usually I start with the fun of exploring one's on sensa-
tions there and then within what the classroom has to offer. We observe,
try to define, refine. The basic objective is to encourage the children's
self- awareness in what they themselves are experiencing. The language they
use then celebrates the experience and reinforces the self-awareness. On
this basis of shared, but fundamertally personal, awareness we can build
comparisons, or branch out into more imaginative experiences. Obviously
this is so true of what one is ,;rying to do in any kind of education that
it virtually goes without saying. What I an drawing attention to here is,
first, what seems to me a good place to begin, and spend plenty of time It,
with these children; and second, that in these circumstances the inter-
relation of language as a tool of thought, personal and shared, with the
children's self-awareness, self-concept, and self-confidence should never
be lost sight

Parenthetically I might add that so far I ha-c found very limited
use for audiovisual aids. Some music, because sometimes helps get the
children roving (I think kinaesthetic and spatial work should come in ea: y
and prominently) -- and because it's a delight. But the crux o' this
approach to teaching, surely, of getting from the sensations slid feelings
of humanity to thought, ideas, abstractions, is the generation of rental
excitement within the individual with his own resources.

An amiable third grade had extended these initial exercises to
the creation of a market in Italy, with sane rudimentary role-playing and
songs and artwork, For second grade I had bigger ambitions: developing
a concept. The teacher had given carte blanche, but to fit in with tra-
ditional second grade iare I opted for Neighborhoods. In our few lessons
together the children might just as well be themselves and make up their
on neighborhoods, anything they liked, and make models of them in Art;
especially as the school is blessed with an extraordinarily talented and
enthusiastic art teacher, who has intuitively been putting into practice
in art for years much of what language should be doing for children.
Ideally, of course, th-t is what all art snl music teachers are doing.

First the children had an art lesson '1 which they drew pictures
of a room in their own house. The art teacher had them think about the
physical features of the room, themselves in it, its relation to the rest
of the house, the view from the window. A very noticeable characteristic
of these drawings was their individuality. Usually an attractive idea
spreads across an art room like crown fire. One lucky yourigster hits on
pretty curtains around a big window, and by seemingly instantaneous
combustion half the drawings in the room have pretty curtains around big
windows. But this tine the artists were obviously working from !Actures
in their own minds, no one else's, and with painstaking attention to true
detail.

The next al ,roach to the concept -- the individual within the
neighborhood -- was to have Icon in the music lesson. The young rrisic
teacher, eager to try cgit new ideas, liked the plan to do this through a
study of the orchestra. Each instrument can raft music by itself in its
cwu character. Or it can join with other instrtusents, either in its own
family or outside. Families of itstrunents can play together, or can join
in the whole orchestra, the unique voices in polyphony. Ilarnony, counteipoint,
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discord, rhythms how can anyone study neighborhoods without studying the
orchestra? Arlo choirs. And the beauty of it is that the children can get
through to the concepts by themselves with the minimum of direction. They
can hear for themselves, and can themselves make different sounds and
rhythms and combinations. We thought to have at least two, more probably
three, lessons along these lines. But the lot of the special teacher is
especially frustrating. It's bad enough that just when you're up and
flying high with one class there's another one waiting at the door, and
always early, it seems, if you want the extra time with their predecessors --
or late, if you wanted to get going on something special with them. To
top that, you see each class just once a week, so if for any reason that
lesson doesn't come off, you've lost them for the time being. We had one
bad week after another in music during the neighborhood lessons. The
music teacher was absent, or there was a song to be learned for Halloween
or Thanksgiving or Christmas, or there were too many absences in the class,
or a film for all the school, or a holiday. But one fine day M1e shall
study the neighborhoods in the orchestra. Anyway, this first lesson, had
we had it, would have indicated the general direction of the unit (towards
the full orchestra), then concentrated on the individual instruments, their
distinguishing particularities. The children would also have listened to
their own voices speaking and singing, discerning distinguishing features.

The next lesson I had with the children in their cka, classroom
started off with a sense exploration. Close your eyes and men your ears
and just what exactly do you hear? I was so attuned to our railroad town
neighborhood that I heard all sorts of shuntings in the distance. Sur-
prisingly, the children heard nothing of them. But then they'd all heard
the heating machine in the room puffing and blowing away; which I hadn't.
Cr didn't think I had . . . Talking around that one led us into all sores
of interesting ramifications, such as sounds near and far, tricks your mind
plays on your senses. They're a small class (only twenty-two) and seated
in a square, which makes possible a fair amount of all-class give and take.
Then we tried "Close your eyes and imagine you're down by the tracks".
Then somebody had us try what we heard in the backyard; somebody took us
on to trying the backyard at night. Then somebody (it could have been me,
but I hope not) had us try %hat we heard on the moon. Then what did we
see on the noon, smell, feel on our skin, and gradually we'd filled out a
sense image of being there. hhen we did the same with other places prE.ty
soon monsters began creeping in, until they threatened to take over the
show.

Then we thought about which of these places it would bo fun to
live in, and uhy. Round about here we began seeing these different places
as different neighborhoods, and we linked this with what they'd read so
far about neighborhoods in their social studies test. This had them in tht
position of experts; they'd done the reading, and were telling me. They
also had to tell re something of their own neighborhood, and how they fitted
in. Then it seemed like a good idea to make up our own neighborhoods, and
eventually make models of them. So we decided who wanted to work on what
sort of neighborhood and formed four clis Issicn groups accordingly. four
cheerful little girls and a stolid toy wanted to talk about chat goes on
in "Our 0n Neighborhood". Four biion little girls and a quiet hey wanted
to talk about a "Perfect Neighbolnood", The boys who had been rust rele-
vant and articulate in the preceding discussion wanted to talk ahcut a
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'isloon Neighborhood"; and the boys with the earmarks of potential runaways
(if lha any judge of little boys) were already zapping each other's horrors
in accounts of a "Monster Neighborhood".

By this time we hal had three quarters of an hour or more together,
but fortunately the children were still enthusiastic and the teacher was
apparently in no hurry to return, so we had over fifteen minutes for
discussion in groups. This was not, as may be imagined, high-level exchange;
but the groups were lively, orderly and kept more or less to the point.
Shortly before our time was up, "Our Own Neighborhood" decided they had come
to the end of useful talk and asked (entirely their own idea) for paper to
draw what they'd been talking about. "Perfect Neighborhood" soon followed
suit. "Moon" and 'Wasters" were still going strong when the teacher
returned and desks were restored to rightful positions.

Ctar next meeting was in the art room. The art teacher gave them
the materials to make little houses, one each, which next week they could
put together in the neighborhoods. The children were working at the four
art-room tables in their neighborhood groups, but there was no discussion
going on, Such talk as there was consisted of "Wlso's got the purple paint/
fat brush/stapler/etc.?" or "You're splashing/pushing/copying ne","Yo I an
not"; or, rarely, "Gee that's cool" (almost always referring to one's own
work) or "Look at this I did", with little or no response, at least spoken
response. I was disappointed, presuming that they were fed up with the
neighborhood notion and had nothing more to say.

As I went and sat with them at the different tables, Towcver, arid
sac then wrapped up in their houses, i realized I'd fallen prey to that
particular crassness of the word-oriented, We're so cLxiscions of the
thought-language twining, and in addition so likely ourselves to choose
language as a necliirl of expression where other people might choose something
else, that we don't always leave others in the peace they prefer for getting
on with what they're doing. I thought back to how well the children had
knoun, in the previous lesson, when they had finished with talk and
wanted to start drawing. And l wondered how I world have reacted had the
art teacher suggested, "They night as well be doing some art work while
they're just talking. . Ishen word-oriented people play about with the
idea of "How do : knew what I want to say until I've said it?" they night
remember that there arc also "Pow do I knew Om I want to paint/dance/
sing /.until I've painted/danced/sing it?" This consideration is obviously
of prime importance if we wish to concern ourselves with building through
the child's sensations And feelings to abstractions. If we wish to build
on a really firm hasis, there are rore stages to be gone through than are
presently taken into account. 01.1,cl-wise, there is a VQIy real danger of
premature verbalist

I know from experience that talk Before an art lesson can induce
considerable energy and direction daring the sit; and that in talk after
an art lesson insights and personal convictions pop up at A greater late
than a JAi, but tall, an art lesson is dlancy. ..ritching for what I

hcpe,1 was the riglht reknit, tentatively, 1101 necessarily cArcit3r a ccplv,
I did manage a few exalgrs, Nt 1 didn't spark. any child -to- child

c'vers Aim. And of the ans:,ors I was favored with, I snsrect roost of

taen were courtesy rejoinders. I've been back to the art roan since.
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Its a cheering place to be, anyway, with a great batting average of whole
hearted process and lively product. But I've never managed to extend
verbal exchanges there very far. I work at whatever project the class is
on, and as the children in the school got to know me Its usually accepted
as one of the group at the table and they open up; that is, they ask me
for the purple paint and fat brush, or complain that I'm splashing or
getting in the way, or, very rarely, direct my attention to some cool thing
they've just done. (Even more rarely they say "Gee that's cool" to some-
thing I've done. But that's usually out of kindness.) And when I'm hoary
working that's about as much talk as 1 can take. I'll believe the language
experts that I'm using language to think out what I want to do. But are
the children? Perhaps they're not, Perhaps that's why their work is so
such fresher and livelier than mine?

After the art lesson with houses, a second ( had we ever had the
first!) music lesson world have cork in very well. This one would have
moved nearer the full orchestra or choir by looking at family groupings
of instruments and voices. The children would experiment with combinations
of the rhythm instruments, and would again consider their own voices as
well, and we could have done a little preliminary choral speaking.

Next lesson: in the classroom. We did some warm-up exercises,
getting more precise with the sense explorations than before, going a
little faster. The reaction of those unimaginative children (as many
of the teachers characterize them) was a little startling. try very

first "Close your oyes: what do you hoar" a straightforward factual
listening exorcise -- at once elicited "lhe wind in a forest!" "A truck
crashing into a wall!" "--I meant, what can you really hear? Can you
really hear the truck?" "Sure! I heard the glass smashing and somebody
screamed and --". "And there was a dog harking!" from the back of the room.
Fair enough. I was pretty bored with the space heater myself now I knew
it wasn't rushing onwards to miduestern plains. So we played around with
building up imaginative scones, and then went to the next logical stop, to
what it felt like to be in those places, how we would react. lhon we
wondered how other people would react, interact.

I thought we right he ready to do some role-playing; but it

wasn't successful. As I said at the beginning, these children don't take
possessien of space and move through it with confidence. Therefore,
however well they nay think themselves into someone else's shoos, and
suggest how that person would more and what he would say, they are still
a long way from acting out that person, fooling from the inside the
moving and talking that they had suggested, building en it. Once children
have had some experience with roving in this context ono (XI make the
switch from talking to moving, but those childreil had hal none. Nlyway
that neighborhood morning so at our losses and got back to talking shout
the different people.

Oifertunately the abeitive acting-out had (1:17-1,0x3 tle firs fine
careless rapture of eharacteri:ation. So lx the time wr had core
to talking aboat character interactions in their chmscn noigleihwod$ I
was feeling Incomfertably like that alter ego of the strerglh-tl'tou0.joy
teacher; that is, the relentless sociil-directer on the good ship hope.
Still, we had ascottaincid, for example, that them., was trouble on the noon:
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Raymond was an astronaut working hard there, building f. house, planting a
garden, trying to settle with his family, and the wandering moon creatures
were taking things off his house and eatiug his vegetables. The monsters,
we gathered, were all naughty and noisy with very unsettled work habits
and tended to bump into each other when they went for a walk rather than
exchange polite greetings. In the perfect neighborhood everyone was
working together to build beautiful swimming pools and a playground and
keeping it very clean and you hardly ever heard children crying because it
was so pretty there and everybody was so nice to each other and there was
music all day. I had a mental image of the broken pavements and shabby
shopfronts of the main street down the road, the litter blown along by
the draft from the cars and trucks cutting through the town. But no
need to feel sorry for "Our Own Neighborhood". Apparently it's full of
friends going back and forth and aunts and uncles swapping gossip and
grandparents and the truck drivers are great and sometimes people quarrel
and sometimes they fight and somebody's big sister isn't going to babysit
any more for %hoever because they don't always pay but there are two of
the dads who go fishing together -- and so on and on. Itio did some role-

playing conversations at the desks, but I'm not sure 0 y to e worth much.

In the next art lesson the children put the houses together on
the neighborhoods, four very large pieces of thick eardbc fly all
had paint and different materials to choose from, such .5 SValChL:1; of
cloth, eggshells, sand in different sizes and colors, lollit-p sticks, and
plasticise. I gave them plenty of time to glue their own hf,ses on, and
landscape around them; then as the activity became comma] aAthin the
neighborhood I essayed a little conversation. At Our et..-11 h-eighborhood"

table the talk quickly became general. Opinions were exchanged on both
laying and fighting. Gardens were discussed, what you could Idant,
what was best. There was consideration of fathers going out of the
neighborhood to work during the daytime and other people fro outside
coming in to work, such as gas men and TV repairmen and t, o gms that
chop down trees. They weren't aiming for realistic repro: tati.o, but
one verisimilitude was striking: the houses were neat and ht ,g11' 50 on
diverse, devotedly tended plots, and the neighborhood facilities were nil.
I tried to get them talking about this, but they just weren't interested.

"Perfect Neighborhood" was the place to go for this, I thought.

But no. All those fine words beforehand about building together, and
then when it came to it, there they were: private swirrit1;. pools, play
equipment in your mil backyard. The thickest, lushest sa,at.J hcs cf green

had been chopped and patched to fit from edge to edge of each property
line around the swimming pools, naturally. (I didn't 1-1J,C the stomach

to ask which was lawn and whi-h was patio and poolside carpeting.) "lily

house is very nice, don't you think?" This was the little petentill
tantrum-thrower. "lly family's all inside. They're very ham), there, it's
such a nice house. And all the other houses here -- very nice." "People
are very happy in their cars," someone else remarked. "Look ue mad( lovely
wide roads." "I thought there was going to be a park for thc Oleic
noighborhood where the people would meet together and the swimming pool --''

(ine). "We don't need one. We've all got swimming pools." 'n0iiit if you

didn't have enough money to build one each --7" We ,v,. Wo've all

got one." :1D.1 they firmly directed attention to the various ivy: of their
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individual properties.

Moon neighborhood did not enjoy this unanimity, however.
Apparently they were agreed on the general ground covering: crunchy. But
there was Raymond putting up a fence, while the irresponsible moon
creatures were sticking wild things on their houses, chutes and slides
for getting in and out through the roof. "When they walk they walk in the
air. They're like feathers up there." "A moon creature lives here but
he's out. lie shot out the roof. He's out looking for food. He
eats dirt." "This moonran's house is off on a star by itself. Look he's
a wizard, he's raking a garden" (dabbing the paint flowers on). They
have fights for Christmas up there," one of the smallest and quietest told
me with great confidence. 'They throw rocks." Then he added rather
apologetically, 'They do have rocks up there. I saw on TV." I'd thought
it was only old fogies like teachers who had difficult) squaring their
lunar landscapes with the now proven real but it would seem they're
having trouble even as young as second grtde.

As for the Monsters, they were delighted with their horeground.
Great stripes of paint swirled over the neighborhood from edge to edge.
They don't grow things, they paint th n " 'They go to work. They go
to school . . . They're big monsters ald little monsters. But they're
all fathers." "They're all fathers." 'They're nice monsters." "Sometimes
they fight, but nut bad. They stab each other but they don't die. When
they want to stab hard, they go out and stab other people in other places."
'They make tlristmas trees, they paint them." 'They smash houses, their
own houses, and build them over." 'They eat paint. They eat anything
they can find." Boy with fat paintbrush putting dabs of paint all over
neighborhood, "Those are the feet all over, the monsters' feet and ours.
The monster climbed all oter this house (plonk plonk with the paintbrush
on the roof) and this house." No one protested the dabs of paint on
his roof. They all laved each ether's swathes of paint. The remarks
had core out on the heels of each other, sparked by the neighborhood
enthusiasm. I don't think the monsters were producing art and I'm
not sure how improving the oral corrunication was, but there was surely
a whole lot of therapy going on if only I'd known what!

We had a little time to look at each other's neighborhoods at
the end, but by now we were all too wrapped up in our 0471 and too tired
to drum up much conversation about the similarities and dissimilarities.
Anyway, these were risualiy obvious.

This, I'm afraid, is where the lessons ended. Not a satisfactory
conclusion. A full-orchestra music lesson -- different kinds of orchestras,
hands, combos -- would have teen fine to inject just a little new raterial
to carry us through to a more constructive wind-up. I'd have liked a
final session with general discussion about the different models. It

could have teen nice to have sore fifth graders transcribe what was said
and make tv hooks. Rut as it was I felt ridden this particular
wave as :ar as we could. There's still a lot of the year left. With
any luck we might do the music lessons and choral speaking and role playing
later, even refer hack to our neighborhoods, even get fifth grade in to
help.
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So to what extent did this series of lessons build through the
children's on sensations and feelings to thought? It seems ludicrous
to evaluate a modest, ordinal), enough little project in such ambitious
terms; but after all an education is made up of years made up of weeks made
up of days made up lesson by lesson, so perhaps it's requisite. Seen
in this light the flaw is huge, glaring, basic: we never really got away
from i.he concrete. It's expecting too much that second graders should
tussle with the issues of city planning, but more skillful preparation
and guidance of discussion might well have elicited more concern with
general elements determining the character of a neighborhood. Mere should
have been more categorization, more chance for the Children to sec clearly
how we could grodp together the various things they said and so compare
these elements in the different circumstances. Insofar as I guided the
discussions it was along these lines, as that is the way education has
taught me to think; but I didn't spell out to the children that this was
being done. Itie should have tried at sone stage :43 we went along to make
notes, the children being guided to find some organization. It might
have been a fiasco: but we should have tried. I know that what I an
saying here means aiming to teach not just a concept but the concept of
a concept. Put this formally it looks like a formidable task for primary
grades. But translated into basics as I have indicated above grouping,
comparing, knowi,:p tkat 0-ese thir:go gro tein,3 !:co t;7o? at:.

-- I think it's essential.

As for teaching the concept itself, giving sore idea what 'neighbor-
hood' means, the score is rather higher. I wanted the chilorei, to recognize
themselves as essentially individuals interacting within a cocarmity of
other individuals. I think the detailed account here given indicates that
they did in fact do so. The ultimate fate of the artifact neighborhoods
was their being cut up into separate plots that could he taken home.
This ,-as done by the children with attention not only to their cwn plot
but zlso to sensible and equitable subdivision. (I hope that means
sorethingl) But those private sviming pools still bother me. We should
have considered individual responsibility more. I thought we had, in our
talks, but there wasn't much indication that it went home.

The score isn't too bad either on personal involvement, or on
defining an area of interest and pursuing that interest, seeing it from
different aspects, developing it. Cr, the morc superficial level of
"improving oral conmii.ation", we certainly managetl a fair amount of
personally felt, relevant, articulcte talk, and there was undoubtedly more
conviction, more constructive exchange, as we wont along; hut, of course,
a great deal of this apparent improvoment was merely a result of our
getting to know each other better.

Perhaps the kindest ever:ill verdict would bc: it wasn't tco had
a fcr a study of Neighdorhood. It didn't go far, but as far as
it went it wasn't unsomd.
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LANGUAGE FACE lD FACE

by Christine San Jose

The EPfl project members knew what language problems to
expect at Hemp' Street before they started work in the school.
They had read and discussed current research on "language deprivation";
they realized how important it was for the children to express
in their own words the concepts being taught; they were committed
to involvement of the children's own feelings and thoughts in their
learning. They knew that to accomplish many of their aims they
would work through the personal demands and inmediacy of oral language.
I for one was eager to put into practice my ideas for bridging
the gap between "restricted code" and "elaborated code" (to use
Basil Bernstein's terminology). I would help the children expand their
socio-centric speech (speech of narrow range relying heavily on
intonation, pitch, gesture and other nonverbal indications, useful
mainly for shared, ccrrnn, concrete referents) to include the verbal
precision necessary for reference to differenti'.ted individual
experience, for discussion of more abstract matters, and for subtler
organization.

hhen ur started work in the school ur talked a lot to the
teachers about these findings and goals, and were quite often
listened to. They had listed many of their problems for us,
hoping for our help. Writing problems, for example, included: "Mow can
we create the interest and enthusiasm necessary for good creative
writing ?" "How can ur get children to really express their thoughts
and write them as if they were speaking?" Reading problems included:
"Many children can read, but don't. In testing situations, they
show up as retarded readers. This appears to be a probleA of
attitudes. hhat steps need to be taken?" "Many children can read
words but often cannot understand all they have read. Mow can
we be sure that a child is triderstanding what he reads?" Listening
problems included: can I make every discussion lesson have
enough give-and-take so that everyone is listening?" hhat we
were saying to the teachers scored Ivry relevant to these concerns.
"Irvolvement of thoughts and feelings . . . " "Express in own words
'Nert each child where he is . . . ". It right be mentioned here
that, as a ratter of fact, the teachers had made for us no list of preblers
concerning speech. In retrospect, I just can't imagine uby ur didn't
explore this omission at the tire.

1 was working mainly on the first stages of creative drama-
tics, such as encouraging the children to experience different
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kinds of movement, different uses of space; expanding sensory
awareness through simple observation and imagination, and building
the concomitant vocabulary. It wasn't going tc,o badly. One
class put on a show for a parents meeting with a mired scene largely
of their own devising, rising out of their work in social studies.
At Christmas every Child from kindergarten through grade 5 was
involved in an all-school program, with something to show or a
line to speak, as well as singing. What we were feeling our way
towards, by this time, was visible expression of the children's
existence as people. It was basically important that they sense
themselves and each other, not in the passive role of pupil to
be taught, graded, and passed on to the next stave, but rather
as individual reactors and producers.

%hen we had thought we knew the problems we uvuld be facing
as we discussed them in the terms of the opening paragraph, re
had been ignorant of the classroom actuality. "Meet the child
where he is." It had been my favorite phrase, reinforced by a
vivid mental image of walking with a group of children, perhaps
through a wood or along a beach or over tufted slopes, pointing
out to each other as we went the curious or beautiful or amusing
things around us, sidepaths that the quicker, stronger ones could
explore without getting lost and 1:ft behind. Enough real walks
with real children had sharpened the image with a slight sense
of anxiety. You had to take headcounts fairly often, and keep
an eye open for lurking stings and potholes, and infinitely encourage
the weary and tack back and fort% to maintain individual contact,
but on balance it uas good being with them. Now I found that
the image didn't bear up. Many tires in the classroom I couldn't
meet the child where ha was. It wasn't just a matter of keeping
an eye on front runners and stragglers and off-the-track explorers.
There were those who for all the really personal contact one could
make with them might as well be walking on the moon. The classroom
to them was not the place to be their real, rounded selves.
Some of them had troubles at hone that made them this way; but the
majority of them were merely reacting to their perception of
school.

Helping one of these children, then, to expand his restricted
code to include elaborated was hardly a possibility since he wasn't
about to offer much of anything at all. Restricted code of its
very nature demands a situation of mutual personal awareness,
of comron reference, if it is to be effective at all. Elaborated
code does not. It is, as we noted, the language of differentiation,
capable of impersonality. It is therefore possible to make
intellectual contact in elaborated code, even though there may be
mutual alienation between the speakers. Thus a child who is
capable of elaborated code, as most middle class children are, can still
male intellectual contact with his teachers, can still learn .;onething,
however great a personal distance he may maintain from school.
Rut the child udio is limited to restricted code cannot. He must
speak in the language of common personal referents or not at all.
I think most of to care up against this problem at one time or another.
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Dr. Kidson, for example, took it on in one of its extreme
forts some eight or sl kindergartners who were virtual non talkers
in class. She finally had them responding with great enthusiasm;
and close attention to the recordings she made indicates that
this she accomplished not just by her very careful, experienced
language work, but also -- perhaps even mainly by the interest
she engendered with the little props she would rake for the
children to fit each story. "What's your favorite color?" she
had gently repeated in one of the earlier sessions -- with no
reply. But by the time they came to Caps fcr Sate, and she was
taking orders for the individual hats she would make for them,
They were voicing their preferences very clearly! I also found
nonverbal work a useful invitation to nonparticipants, up to
and including fifth graders. Movement, use of space, mire --
these a virtual nontalker would often enjoy; and once we had him
with us he was much tore likely to join in verbally also.

The reluctant talker, then, was a fairly common, and obviously
basic, difficulty, for which we weren't prepared beforehand.
Its solution called for specific strategies. We had spent many
hours discussing philosophy, but faced with classroom actuality
ue needed a lot more than that.

In this light, let us look again at the examples in the
second paragraph of the problems the teachers had listed. Let
us look at them as if we were a7tually facing them in the classroom.
It becomes very obvious that philosophical generalities are not
such help. "Flow to create the interest and enthusiasm necessary
for good creative writing?" This obviously calls for talk in
class involving the child's own thoughts and feelings. But how
to set about it? How to meet the children where they are and
set them on some sort of path so that they can develop their
writing in self-renewing interest and enthusiasm? And basal readers --
how can we get the children to relate to them through talk?
By the time we arrived at the oral 14nguage workshop for the teachers,
in the spring semester, we knew that activities had to be very
specific. Further, there was obviously no point in attempting a
crash course on speaking and drama. Merely giving the recipes
for activities that we had ourselves found successful wasn't much
use either; if what the teachers had seen us doing hadn't caught
on already, there wasn't much point in rehashing it.

So in organizing the workshop we circulated a long list of
suggestions for speech and drama activities a week or so before the
meeting, asked those who planned to attend to try some of them out
beforehand so that we could discuss any difficulties that might
arise, and then after the wcrkshop participating teachers would develop
an activity over several lessons. Teachers would writ( full, candid
reports on these activities, which we would then distri21.ite. The
remainder of this chapter is given over to extracts from sore of
these reports.
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Language Canes and Miming in First Grade

hinona Spahr

began by setting aside five to fifteen minutes a day for simple
oral language activities. I found that the class enjoyed a game which
1 call "I Wish I Were." One child described something and the others
must guess what he is describing. At the beginning the children were
wry limited in their description and also in what they described. For
example, "1 wish I here something that flies" was a favorite and cony'
children would use it. After a while some of the more verbal children
became more original and descriptive. Uohyv:r, it was necessary to give
them examples and ideas at first.

I then wanted to expand to some simple role playing. We began
to play "Let's Pretend," a galx in which one child would pretend he
was doing something and the others must guess what it was. the child-
non love thjs game but it has followed the same pattern as "I Wish I

here." The children found it difficult to think of raw ideas and so
they would do the same thing as the child before. One day the whole
game consisted of children walking along and tripping. The first boy
to go up did this -- the class thought it was very and all
others did the sane thing.

To plant sore fresh ideas, I usually begin the game and the
chi". who guesser wilt I am goes first. They are beginning to do sore
original things and are also becoming more expressive but it's a slow
p:ocess. And there are still some children who don't want to get up
befog the group , but the ntriber is getting smaller.

I would now like to have two children work out sonotH. 1

will start by giving them the sitiutioit tritil they Ale able to mike
their own.
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Characterization in Role Playing in third Grade

Susan Fox

I began with the idea of building up characters through
questioning. Children were all for role playing but were stumped
alcat how to develop their character.

In the beginning sessions, ue attempted to have one chile
up at a time, pretending to be someone else. This person would
answer any end all questions thrown out to him from the class.
From the questions asked, the child was able to create a character

From one character playing, we went to two characters.
the same questioning technique was used. The types of questions
the children asked were: who are you? what do you do? whore
do you live? do you like your job? how much do you make? are
you married? have a fanily? are you happy?

The class, udder my direction, discussed the types of
questions that were asked. We talked about how these questions
helped build up a character. the children were able to recognize
what questions Were more pertinent than others, and branched out
from questions about fact to questions about feelings, attitudes,
opinions.

After an unsuccessful try at writing a paragraph about one
character based en questioning technique, I reverted to Jral
routines which proved more valuabla.

hhen I felt the children were tiring of one or two character
playing with questioning, I then proceeded with two character playing
involving a conflict. A third party came in to try to settle
the conflict. This is the point I'm iv to now. I find this par-
ticular role playing idea working well. the children have developed
some marvelous ideas portraying conflict between two people, and
are remarkably articulate.

My next step will be, I think, to further this role playing
idea to more than two or three characters, possibly a group of
children portraying a group of characters involved in a similar
situation.

:e
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and which rre not. Mrs. Fox used a tape recorder, so that the
flow of questions was not interrupted the first tire through.
This way the characterization work could continue on its own
right, without being turned into an exercise.

Role Playing in Fourth Grade

Maureen McManus

Nt. .:lass had been involved in language activities related
to role playing before the workshop. Therefore, it seemed only
natural at the tine, to attempt sone role playing as a follow-up
project.

The class' reaction was enthusiastic and "pretending" soon
became an anticipated part of the school day. The first few episodes
(an airline hijacking and a trial for Robin Hood) were a pleasant
surprise. Even the usually reserved children took a more active
part than I had expected. Some episodes were not as successful
as others but in general things went well for the first several
days. (The children's explanations, for the success of certain
episodes, was that they paralleled things they played after
school. Obviously I had no wish merely to repeat in the classroom
what they were doing outside school anyway; but it seemed like
a sound base on which to build.)

Spurred on by these minor "triumphs," I encouraged more
movemeot. I had hoped this would create a more natural atmosphere
which would increase the verbal expression. This was a mistake.
Ch paper it sounded reasonable. In the classroom, it was devastating.
The first of these episodes involved an "Old People's lloce."
We had practiced appropriate movements whil! -alking to our species'
classes (the ally available tire). All went well for the first
few minutes. Little old ladies were engaged in conversation about
grandchildren as they "rocked on the sunporch" and little old
men reminisced about "the good old days." Another triumph I thought;
until conversation gave way to a preoccupation with the movements.
The result was a spirited wheelchair race. Undaunted we kept
trying the next few days, but with the same result: lots of
action, little talk.

We have not given up role playing but we have made a temporary
strategic withdrawal from large-scale eff -ts. Now we are working
on such activities as interviewing, descr.oing, discussion of
characters and radio plays. he are also doing miming and playing
charades. This way we are working on vertal and non-verbal ex-
pressicn indepen-lcntly and gradually integrating them; all with the hope
of working our ,,ay up to successful role playing on a larger, more com-
prehensive scale.
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Please note Miss McManus'a comment on "play" in the classroom,
with which I entirely agree. Another way of dealing with the problem
might have been for the class to devise a situation in which action
played a more valid part, and then to work at the action with pre-
cision in order to convey character or historical period or appropriate
stylization. Playing "statues" with characterized actions, or
mirror action in pairs, are too other ways of tapping natural energies
without letting loose chaos.

Note, too, the cropping up towards the eid of a not uncommon
prole.m. I think Miss McManus copes with it vary constructively.
Pole playing should never be allowed to degenerate into fooling
around. It's not a bad idea to have a bell or other noisemaker
on hand to signal instant freeze. Freezing is a frequently
revealing device in role playing as well as an emergency measure
when the art begins to lose hold on its owe discipline.

Language Centeredness in Fourth Grade

Diane Seidenstein

In an effort to expand the language base of the children
in my room, I have set up a role playing situation. We have worked
in two different ways, in small groups (two or three interacting)
and as a total class. An activity that provided for a little different
kind of language rattern, but still in an area of familiarity,
was selecting a sports activity to pantomime. After miming a
selected sport (basketball, boxing, baseball, etc.) I would put
each student into a saecific role, such as manager, loser, %inner.
This served to limit nd specify language and gave children, especially
in the loser role, opportunities to vent aggression.

The second situation we tried was a group of three students,
trying to persuade the third to smoke. The third activity, using an
entire class interacting with one another, is still in process.
The children suggested ideas and finally decided on an investigation
of users of marijuana. They decided Ow the characters would
be, and each child assured the role of hippie, parent, cop, or
pusher. Since I found that the grate really didn't understand
the difference between marijuana and hard-core drugs, we had
a discussion abcut that. Then, as a start, I acted as interviewer
and posed questions to each child so that he would know 'his new
person. We have finished the interviews now and are about to discuss
the kinds of language wed by each group.

(In one occasion they wrol. about the Characters they were.
One child did his in the form of a questionnaire. (Testing and
census-taking are affecting ust)

Please note: Mrs. SeiZcnsteil's first activity is a good
exomple of feelithreugh movement feeding into verbal errressicm.
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The third type cf activity eke mention,, has potential. Loth as a
useful no(k1 for language studi, cind as adjunct to social
studies.

Mrs. Sidcnstein also did a lot o f work wen puppets, which
0;retimes provide a mask for feelings coal opinicns that children
den.t 7:co:t to a4-it as their cL'ol, r-T-spoken young lo412,
Mrs. Feldenstein developed in her 1.%,0 On charvotel-iation one of
the rust relentless Miy's" in the profession.

lral Languag . Activities in First Grade

Arlene Aspell

Be alert to various articles children bring to school
and to their conversation with other children and with you.
One day a boy brought in a model of a Pan Am jet. This led to
discussion of types of planes (especially jet vs. propeller),
listing of different comrercial airlines, stories of individual
visits to an airport, explaining why airplanes fly, describing
characteristics which make sine paper airplanes fly better than
others.

Another boy became fa:cinated with a reptile book from
the library. Soon everyone in the class had to see it, so we all
talked about it, and I began to rsaply the room with similar
books. First we talk as a class about these books and later the
children pick them up on their own and much discussion ensues
in small groups.

Use an opaque projector to display pages from a "Peanuts"
coloring hook. Cover the captions and have children tell what they
think the situation is and what the characters are saying. They
have to think whether they look happy, sad, lonesome, angry,
greedy, annoyed, contented, etc, and then imagine why. Sore children
put themselves into the characters' positions and create a conversation.

Use interesting pictures to stimulate children's imaginations
and develop their ability to do core than just tell what is happening.
(The last page of Life magazine often provides fin pictures.) One picture
showed a boy trying to stuff a very big frog into a very little pocket.

.1ce explored all possible reasons for the boy's action and went o:i to
discuss how the frog might feel. Then some of the children told how
they had caught frogs and what they did with them.

Use songs as a focus for conversation. I used 'The kUrvolous
Toy" from the album Peter, Paul and Ponrif. The toy does all kinds
of things and males sewn] soutds, but nobody mows what it is;
the children guessed what it night be and told why.

It
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Please note: !..riss Asrel here pines just a for ,J..rarples

of construottve encou.ragerent of the ehildreCs own thoughts w:d
feelings. This vas Miss Aspell's first year of teachi,v, and
she thought she was hope?ess. The children, however, apparnt/y
disagreed, often stayin,g in her room after school 2,Entil she had
to shoo them Tome.

Other Fxamples of language Teaching

There were also interesting reports of oral language used
to bring specific subject matter home to the children. The music
teacher, Mrs. Allen, stressed discussion of the lyrics, especially
some of the appropriate rock hits. Then the children can set
a favorite poem of their our' to music; or write lyrics to a
favorite tune. Listening to orchestral music is a fine starting
point for discussion or story telling. Mrs. Allen has also played
musical caestion-and-answer games lased on spoken intonation
and rhytam patterns.

Mrs. Teitelbaum, the art teacher, described playing music
and discussing it prior to painting and drawing. Sho had also had
the children acting out emotions at the beginning of lessons,
and another time discussing different kinds of lines, how they
can move, idiere they can move, in what manner. Mrs. Teitelbaum
always made considerable use of oral exchange in her classes; and
the art she stimulated was invitingly fresh and individual.

The report of one of the master's candidates, April Rowland,
working with Mrs. Boylan in second grade, describes how they tried
to incorporate oral language into regular ac'rvities, thus making
time in the busy school day for experiences they knew children
nc:ded. They described a social studies and science unit dealing
with the wind and its effects on man and nature. Ideas were
listed on the board, and they had the children divide into small
groups to make up skits about these effects.

'Ile only stipulations placed on the children
were that they rust use oral .ianguage and each person
in the group must have a definite role. The results:

(1) One group acted out a story about a mother isho hangs
out her clothes to dry, but they keep getting
dirty. She blames her children, but finally
discovers that the wind is blowing the dirt.

(2) A second group showed a father and his children
buying a kite and trying to put it together.
Tver,thing went wrong, until finally the baby
of the family showed them how to do it. This
group had a hard time thinking of something
to act out, but once they tilt on this idea,
their role playing was good.

i7
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(3) In art work in the classroom, the children had
made little windmills, so this third group did a
skit about windmills. They were all looking at
a windmill and talking about it, but they soon
ran out of conversation because they know very
little :bout windmills.

(4) The fourth group all pretended to be the wind
in a storm, but they too soon ran out of things
to say. In all cases, more oral language came
when the children dealt with concrete experiences
rather than with more abstract ones such as this."

(With second graders this loose structure is probably as
effective as any, but with third graders and above I would have
the children do their subject-related research in groups and then
present their illustrative skits to their classmates, prepared
to answer any questions. In a history unit, for example, each
child can draw from a hat the name of an historical personage.
It then becomes his responsibility to find out all he can about that
person and get together with the people [represented on other slips
of paper in the hat] whom his historical character knew. Depending

on the historical periods the children have been studying, this idea
can be elaborateo or simplified. For example, Ben Franklin's life
might be divided into stages with groups of children prepared
to dramatize incidents from each one.)

The last example from this second grade unit on be wind
is an imaginative way of bringing home to children a human experience
with which they are not personally familiar, a vicarious extension
of their personal experience.

"To continue the study of wind, the class talked
about kinds of stomas in which wind played a bad role.
We discussed storms they had experienced and how they
felt about storms. They those a hurricane as the kind of
storm they would be most afraid of. We divided into four
groups and gave enough time CI- each group to plan a
skit about t:e reactions of a family when a hurricane
is about to strike. Sore families showed panic, while
others remained calm. Later, we discussed the words
and actions that had told how each felt. All groups did
well on this, probably because the roles they played were
familiar even if the situation was not."

Note in the following section how the further try at
more abstract imaginative work has this time been led up to by
a closely related foray into the concrete. One infers rather
more success this time, tholrgh again it isn't easy.

"In art class the children made paper kites.
N'ot only did this fit in nicely with the science, but
oral language was easily brought into the picture.
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Individually or in pairs, the children acted out flying
a kite. We got lots of oral language, all the way from
descriptions of the beauty of the sky and clouds as the
child looked up at his kite, to explosive epithets as
the Child's kite got caught in a tree.

"After this fairly concrete activity, we tried a
more abstract one. The children pretended to be kites
themselves, and were supposed to talk about haw they
felt as they were flown. One kite expressed his happiness
ss his curer let go of the string and he was free at last.
Another kite expressed his irritation because his owner
was a poor kite flyer. Another kite got so tired, he
was happy when he got caught in a tree. Other children
couldn't think of a word to say though."

The following is included as at interesting example of
children in their imaginative work hitting on an archetypal fantasy!
I he soneone reads them Jack and the Beanstalk soon after or
Roald Dahl's James and the Giant Peach!

"The class was studying flowers and hoped to plant
flower seeds and watch them grow. We used this interest
to stimulate creative expression. One activity we tried
was having the Children, in pairs, pretend to plant a
seed and discuss its growth. We were surprised at the
variety of ways the children handled this. One pair
planted a seed and were quite astonished when a monster
grew from the seedl

"Another r-tivity was to have the children pr tend
to be a seed themselves. Many had difficulty thinking
of anything to say except merely, 'I'm growing and growing.'
So we put them into groups of four to talk to each other
about their grouth.. Making conversation with someone
else was easier than delivering a monologue."

The following extract, from this sane report, is the last,
but by ro means the least. One could easily point out its many
virtues and suggest further variations and development, but the
leader will see these for himself. Although it is a familiar
enough activity, recaanended in every basal reader manual, it is
obvious that these teachers felt a sense of discovery when they
began to see it from a new perspective.

"lie largest Tea ling grout: had read the story,
'Jack Rabbit and the Hiccups,' in their basal reader.
It is the stotyofJack kabbit, Who can't get rid of the
hiccups and tries to find someone to cure them. He talks
with many animals as he tries to solve his problem.
One child from that reading grow briefly told ..he story
to the rest of the class. Then we split into three
groups to work out skits based on the story. All three
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groups care up with interesting and a:wising skits, with
a lot of improvising. FrOM this experience, we think
children enjoy role playing based on stories from their
basal reader. Surely this can be! justified during reading
time for, in addition to developing oral language, it
dev,lops coaprehension skills and other reading skills.
It also certainly catches the children's enthusiasm."

The reader will notice that all these modest suggestions
seen a far cry indeed from the ambitions mentioned in the opening
paragraph. And yet I think the results of this workshop please
me more than anything else I had a hand in last year. Several of
these activities have found a place in the teachers' regular
repertoires; and non-earthshaking as they may he, they're a step
in the right direction. Bosides, any teacher knows how warning
it is when the people one has perhaps helped a little end up doing
rnwh better than one could have done oneself.
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IMfRODUCING INDILTUALTZFP PFADINC

IN FIRS{ GRADE

by Theodore A. Mork

Mrs. Sheila Reback, one of the first grade teachers at Meman
Street School, had road and heard about individualized reading programs.
She was dissatisfied with her present reading program and thought she
would like to Change some of her teaching procedures.

Most of her children seemed to be learning how to read, but
they were rot becoming eager readers. They had been finishing pre-
primers and primers as directed, but they did not seem to be interested
in reading library books. Few of the children had experienced the
satisfaction of having read a whole book from cover to cover.
Particularly the better readers, it seemed to the teacher, were being
"held back" in order to keep basal reading groups intact.

In September, Mrs. Reback had begun to establish in her class-
room an atmosphere in which children could work cooperatively at solv-
ing problems. They were encouraged to help me another in their
reading and writing, and to seek help from their peers when they needed
it. hhen a child came across a word he could not figure out, he was
encouraged to ask his neighbor. The same applied alien the children were
working on practice worksheets.

Obviously, allowing this interchange had required sane changes
in the teacher's attitudes toward silence in the classroom. Much
attention was devoted to helping children Learn hr-' to talk with one
another without disturbing everyone arond them.

By December. with her basal reading program continuing,
the children's independence seemed to be increasing. But Mrs.
Wrack was rot satisfied. She felt that the children were too "locked
into" the basal readers and that reading .as not an enjoyable activity.

It was at this point that Mrs. Reback came to me for help.
She wanted to know more about individualized reading. I had taught
individualized reading but not in first grade. Mrs. Reback had
taught first grade, but not individualized reading. We decided that
together we should be able to devise a satisfactory program.

Mrs. Reback began by reading several book, and articles on
'ndividualized reading. We had several discussions of the important
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factors involved. How would we go about changing f7-om a basal reading
program to individualized reading? Should we start with one group, or
with the whole class? How would we get children started in books?
How would we teach children to make appropriate decisions about books
to read and about activities related to books? How are conferences
conducted? Ivhat kinds of questions shomld be asked? How would we
decide who should have a conference? How often? What records should
be kept? Has? How are specific reading skills taught?

Obviously, these questions required sore careful thought, and
so did many others, as we were to find later. The most basic questions
were studied and discussed first. Mrs. Reback was not convinced that
the basal reading program should be abandoned completely. it was
therefore decided to continue the regular basal program with all but
the top reading group. The individualizing would be increased
gradually for the children in the top group, then for a second group,
and later for the class as a whole. This plan worked well. Mrs.
Reback was able to retain the security provided by the basal
series and at the sane time begin emphasizing individualized reading
with the children she felt were most ready for it.

In the beginning, Calf of two reading periods a week were de-
voted to individual conferences with children in the top reading group.
It was obvious from the start that most of the children looked
forward to these conferences. Because they seemed to enjoy the
private conferences so much, it was not long before other children
were asking for conferences. Of course, more children were included
in th° activity and more time was devoted to it.

As additional children wanted private conferences, it became
more and more difficult for Mrs. Rebook to rnnluct conferences
and at the same time continue her basal preq-am. One of the master's
candidates in the FM program, Sandra Suter, volunteered to help
during these early stages. This achieved two purposes. It helped Mrs.
Reback in getting started and it gave Mrs. Sutor a chance also to become
more familiar with individualized reading in first grade.

Mrs. Sutor learned wtis of conducting conferences and keeping
records, and she provided various games and activities for the children
to dr during the work period..

lining two teachers in the ran during the reading period
worked out very well. However, since one of our desires was to see
whether this type of program could be handled by one teacher in a
regular classroom, we tried to keep Mrs. Sutor's responsibilities at
a minimum. As such as possible, Mrs. Reback carried the load of the
full reading period, During the month of April Mrs, Sutor withdrew
completely.

Several problems needed to be worked out as the program pro-
gressed. Mrs. Reback and I met at least once a week during February
and March. The format developed naturally. Mrs. Reback came with
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specific questions, and I came prepared to offer pov:ille suggestions
that she right adapt and try out. Following are some of the notes
I made on problems discussed over the period of two months and some
solutions that seemed to work well.

January 8

Neeting with Sheila Rebook on individuk-dized reading.

She had had five conferences this morning with children
and was excited about them. She had determined areas
of word attack skills for sore of the ch'idren and had
arrived at commitments from these children for their
nest activities. (e.g., "Read a particilar book and draw
four pictures to show what happened."Y

Her concerns were about continuing Cie basal program
for this top group and the comprehension skills she
should be teaching.

We discussed the asking of questions that cause
children to think through answers that they would not
otherwise have. This part was particularly helpful
to her.

We also discussed providi,4 alternative activities
for children and the use of questions like "Which of these
do ycu want to work on?" rather than 'Do you want to do
this?" or "How about doing this?" This helps avoid the
"no" answer.

We discussed Barbe'F. list as a possible list of skills
to check children against, and also the basal reader
manual.

2arluar;,, 12

Sheila is still having conferences on Tuesdays ark!
Thursdays. She started with five children. After three
days she is havilg some other children volunteering.

Her presen'_ concerns include proper selection of
hooks be the ,..hildren; how to get the children to take
additioial msponsibility in selecting their independent
activities, and how to help on words children don't
know.

Sheila will welcome a Master's Cc,ndidate in her
classrocr to help the children while they are working
individually and also to conduct conferences part of
the time. Also, Gil Smith will send one of his fifth
graders to he in Sheila's room to help with word attack.

S3
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I reminded Sheila that learning to take responsibility
is often a slow process, and that it must le guided
carefully by the teacher. I suggested that she he careful
to use questions like "ishat are you doing?," "V.hy did
you do it that way?" "Sshy did you do that?", Ishat are
you going to do next?," etc., rather than telling the
child what to do. hhen the teacher tells the child over
and over she is taking the responsibility for the child's
behavior. he want the child to begir to take this responsi-
bility.

Janual'y 21

Sheila, Sandy Sutor and I met today for about half
an hour to discuss individualized reading. Sandy will
begin working with Sheila during some of her reading
periods. She will help children with milolown words,
with selection of appropriate books, and as time goes
on will probably conduct conferences as well. I'll

provide her with readings on individualized reading.

Sheila had developed a check sheet based on the
basal reading series. She'll.refer to this periodically
to assure that skills are not being overlooked. She
asked for suggestions about revising the checklist.

Sheila's main concern today was how to get children
to prepare for conferences. Some children are prepared
one time and not another. It was suggested that she
would probably need to remind children often about what
is expected of them. Daily planning with the children
as a class and also in individual conferences is essential.
She will try to circulate around the room in between
conferences, to help settle sore children and to help
others with difficulties.

jx;uary 27

Suggestions to Sheila:

1. Responsibility requires careful training. Teacher
must give chiloren only as much responsibility as they
can handle.

2. Teacher may have to make specific assignments
of books sometimes for some children. I emphasized
leading the child to see that a book is too difficult,
rather than telting him it is.

3. I suggested that Sheila begin to accumulate
a file of worksheets and to organize them according
to skills. She plans to choose appropriate paces from
the basal series Ouvlicating masters. She 1.11 h.oe
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an aide nun off and file the ones she selects.

Sheila is eager to have Sandy Sutor work with
her in the project.

February 4

Sheila reports that her children are reading and
enjoying it.

Sandy has been observing Sheila's conferences to
get an idea of how to pioceed.

Sandy will begin to hold conferences with some of
the children.

Some children are still coming to ca,ferences unpre-
pared. They are being asked why they did not prepare
and are sent back to their scats.

independent seatwork activities are being developed.

February 18

Sheila was concenied about low test scores in context
clues and comprehension on the first pry-primer. She

questioned advice she had received that she have the
children repeat the pre-primer just completed. As an

alternative, I suggested she move ahead into the next
pre-primer and provide extra instruction in the low
areas.

Sheila still finds security in holding to the basal
readers, but is meeting her two higher reading groups
less often.

She is particularly pleased with the enthusiasm
of the children for conferences. More of the children
are preparing more adequately. Some still need additional
guidance in selection of books and appropriate activities.

Sheila was reminded of the need to repeat procedures
patiently with children who have adjusted more slowly
to individualized reading.

May 5

Nearly all the children were signing up for conferences
voluntarily and coming vcll prepared.

Alien Francis care unprepared he was sent back to
his desk to get ready. A half-hour later be had a good
confererce with the teacher.
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Some activities available to children have been put
away. A smaller number was made available each day, and
they were being changed mare regularly.

Sheila is still carrying on part of her basal reading
program. This seems to have increased the amount of work
she has to do in trying to direct the part of reading
instruction tied to the basals and at the sage tine
conduct conferences with individual children.

Sheila reported that most of the children were selecting
materials that were of appropriate difficulty for them.

Sheila would like some additional help in improving
her techniques for conducting conferences. Using thought-
quastions was emphasized again.

Many of the children seemed to be improving their
use of phonics through practice and help from their
peers.

Most of all, Sheila reports, the children are enjoying
readi ag.

Summing Up

Mrs. Reback had started out the year with a basal reading
program and to some degree she had continued using the basals for most
of the year. As she progressed through the year, Mrs. Reback
Was able to incorporate the essential elements of individualized
ceading into her reading program. Specifically, she was able to
involve the children in regular periods of sustained reading, which
she had not done previously. For periods sometimes exceeding twenty
minutes these first graders were involved in quietly reading and
reacting to books. The children were becoming more independe4t toward
the end of the year in selecting library books and in choosing worthwhile
activities to do during work periods. The enjoyment of the children was
indicated both by their continued reading and their desire to talk with
their teacher aid others about books they had read.

Ars. Reback was particularly pleased with the children's
Insitive reactions. Fier endof-year evaluation of what she had done
dicated that in future teaching she would emphasize individualized

reading even rore.

5.077e Recomendations for IndividuaZising

As a result of this project, sore recommendations can be made
to other teachers planning to individualize reading instruction.

I. Spend much tire during the first month of school setting
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the atmosphere of cooperation and self-help. This is essential.

2. Spend school time in uninterrupted silent reading.
Begin this with short enough periods so that no one is likely to
interrupt. Gradually increase the time to ten to twenty minutef..

3. Encourage sharing of what has been read. An excellent way
to do this is for the teacher to share some of what she has read.

4. Permit partnership reading, especially in primary grades.
One child reads to another either from a book the partners are sharing
or from each one's individual choice.

5. Encourage the child's thinking. Talk about ways a child
might find an answer to a specific question, rather than always giving
the answer.

Some Thoughts on Change

Several thoughts relevant to changes in teachers' behaviors
have evolved as a result of this project.

1. Teachers need support. In this case, the teacher 4as anxious
to try to improve her teaching and was willing to expend the extra energy.
All she needed was guidance and strong support for breaking away from
traditional procedures.

2. Teachers need hetp Llhen they need help. in this case,
I was in the school regularly, able to spend time in Mrs. Rchack's class-
room, and able to neet her when she had a planning period. The availa-
bility of help provided encouragement for her to continue.

3. Teachers need time. When we expect teachers to spend extri
time developing special programs, it seems impezative to provide them
with planning time within the school day. Mrs. Reback was willing to
spend much of her own time, but most of our meetings took place during
periods when her class was with a special teacher.

4. constatante should be experienced. Another factor
which seemed to weigh heavily in this project was the experience and
background of the consultant. I had taught individualized re9ding in
grades 3, 4, and 5. Knowing that at one time or other I hid 1;1,1 to

work through similar problems seemed to add to Sheila's confluence in
the suggestions I made.

5. Teachers must initiate change. It sl,vild b' emphasized
here that this project in first grade reading wis initiated l'r Mrs.
Reback. It has appeared in much of our work that when the eacher
really wants to make changes, changes occur. Unless the teacher is
really interested in trying to improve, outside force_ appear to be
less likely to produce positive change.
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15:112011UCING "FREL" WADI% PERIODS

by 'Theodore A. Mork

Having children read quietly for half an hour after roturning
from a weekly visit to the school library is not uncommon in elementary
schools. Devoting as much as 30 minutes every day to silent reading
is uncomnon. But that is what has happened in several classrooms at
Ileman Street Elementary School this year. In some of the other class-
rooms children read for sustained periods two or three days a weed,.
The length of the reading period varies, but the activity during the
period does not. the only legitimate activity is silent reading.

As they began, most of the classes &voted short periods of
tine to silent reading. Gradually the time was increased, often at
the roquest of children, until on sone occasions as much as 45 to 60
minutes has been given over to silent reading. The most significant
part in this activity is that children who have not previously ex-
hibited any desire to read for even a fcw minutes at a time have now
Men reading for sustained periods of time. hhat appears to have
happened is that these children have learned to like reading by being
expected to spend minternJpted periods of time doing just that. the
results hare been somewhat mixed, of course. Not all the children have
become avid readers as a result. On the whole, however, the activity
500715 to have had a positive effect on the reading behavior of a
majority of the children. Examples of children's responses arc given
later in this paper.

fcp te,: 1 Jr: cr..i.v of

Sore teachers are reluctant to devote extended periods of tine
to silent reading, especially when there are so many reading skills as
well as so many other elements in the curriculun that FRISt be taught.
And of course, the teacher's attitude toward the riportance of any activity
is the prime determiner of what activities are included in the school day.
For a teacher to commit hirr.elf and his class to 30 minutes of silent
reading daily requires certain basic changes in the teacher's conception
of his role, and of the iriwartm)ce of sustained practice in silent

reading.

Teachers da generally advocate that children read at home, ool 1 le

of the classroom. But several questions arise: %here and how does a
child read at home? Now does a child get started doing enough IvaThi..

to begin enjoying reading? khat prerequisites rust be net before the
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child is able to develop a habit of reading? It is obvious that meiely
advocating that children read at home has not worked r many children.
Making special outside reading assignments often does little to en-
courage reading for the sake of enjoyment and getting ','e as from books.

A variety of factors prohibit children from practicing silent
reading at home. Other activities become mere interesting and exciting.
Brothers and sisters playing or talking or quarreling, television,
parents' projects about the home, adult and child visitors -- the are
just a few of the distractions surrounding children at home. Deices the
child has already developed a love for books and has found a quiet place
for reading , it would appear uril.rely that teachers' admonishments to
read at home will have any significant effect.

If advocating outside reading does not produce readers, then
what does? Let us lock for a =lent at children who are readers. What
characteristics can we find in them that are not found in ehildrea who
avoid reading?

First of all, the children whom we observe reading and enjoying
it are often the better readees. A circular question night be asked:
Are "readers" role proficient because they read so much or do they road
so much because they are Netter readers? Let's assure for the moreet
that these are both cause and effect. Children who are initially success-
ful in learning to read find a great deal of enjoyment and satisfaction
in their new ability. Because they are successful in concerting printed
symbols into sounds (and then thoughts), they are positively reinforced,
both by the teacher's delight in hearing the child read aloud and from
an intensic satisfaction in being "correct." Reading becomes an enjoy-
able activity. Like most enjoyable activities, it is continued. As the
child meets old words repeatedly and attacks new words successfully, he
feels good about himself. lie practices more. The more he practices the
more competent he seems to become.

This successful child finds nom time to read than other children.
hhy? At least partly because of a rule long standing in most elemen-
tary classrooms. "And what do we do when we finish our work?" "Read our
library book." Fine, but who is it who finishes ahead of the other chil-
dren and therefore gets extra time to practice reading? Obviously it's
not the child who most needs the practice.

This is what the teacher must realize and subscribe to fully
before he is willing to give up a half hour of teaching time daily.
The teacher must be willing to allow everyone time for practice.
must sit back and let something happen. Devoting more in to practice
in silent reading requires that the teacher see this kind of extended
practice as every bit as valuable as having the child corplete a workbook
page or a dittoed sheet cf skill exercises.

Most reading authorities agree that reading is a skill. 1'e know

that learning a skill requires practice. Consider the amount of tire
needed in actual practice in comparison to direct instructive in learning
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to play tennis, or the piano. Some have suggested that the ratio should
be as high as 80 per cent practice and 20 per cent instruction.

Some Concerns of Teachers

Many teachers have heard about this idea of sustained reading,
and are almost convinced of its value, especially when they see it
operating in another teacher's classroom. But they Question the likeli-
hood that it will work in their classes. Comments like these have been
common: "I tried it but it didn't work." 'My children are so immature
that they just can't sustain their reading for more than a couple of
minutes." "I have a couple of children who will spoil it for the others."
"I tried it for a week, but it didn't work."

Why should some teachers be so enthusiastic about an activity
and othersso skeptical? Why might it not have been successful in sore
clses?

There are several reasons. In the first place, we know children
do not change their behavior patterrs overnight. They change gradually,
and as a result of consistent expectations. Some teachers have not given
the activity time to get going. Secoidly, teachers have often not dis-
cussed the ground rules with the children, and then they have not worked
out the trouble spots with them. Third, teachers often do not start with
a short enough period. Five minutes may be plenty for the first fn./
times. Then, with the help of a kitchen timer or alarm clock, the
tie can be gradually increased, as the children agree to see if they
can continue their reading without interruption for an agreed-upon length
of time. These are important factors. However, it should be remembered
that the teacher's conviction that this is an important activity and his
ability to conve this conviction to the children are essential to
successful silent reading periods.

Mere is another factor closely relatod to the teacher's convic-
tion. What is the teacher's role during the time chiidren are reading?
If he is really determined that the only legitimate activity during the
period is silent reading, he has no alternative but to read himself.
Weaning textbooks in preparation for forthcoming lessons is forbidden.
Me teacher should be reading something he enjoys, 'st like the chil-

dren.) "But,' the conscientious teacher says, 'how , 1 I justify just
sitting and reading 'or that period of time?"

No of the Henan Street teachers resolved this question for them-
selves. They Lock literally the suggestion to read. The period was for
silent reading only. They tried it. They read books or magazines them-
.,elves. They ignored minor interruptions. They read and enjoyed it.
Thf'y were assured that this is acceptable -- indeed necessary -- behavior
on their 'part.

Because they were enjoying their reading, they found ways of
sharing much of what they read with the children. encouraged chil-
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dren to want to share that they had read. Sometimes it was just a state-
ment of a new idea a child got from his reading. Sometimes it involved
retelling a particularly funny or uriusual part of a story. These sharing
periods were generally short, but when a child had something he con-
sidered worth sharing, he was encouraged to do so. Naturally, the

led to celditiona' 'eading.

Allosilig short periods of tine for this informal sharing of ideas
increased children's enjoyment of their reading. It also servcd to re-
crpliasiLe the importance of this reading activity. And as these teachers
became mo.2 and more convinced of the value of these periods of silent
wading for the children, they began to feel better abem.i joining in the
activity themsehrs.

It should be pointed out that instead of reading himself the
teacher could be busy with, related activities, such as helping children
with difficult words or quietly discussing a child's reading with him.

FfIVAt ,n the Childpen

Children's enjoyment of the leading period was observed by the
teachers in a variety of says. Childrtn read hooks. They continued
reading for longer periods of time. Most of them became too busy to he
disturbed by minor interruptions. llocause of pressures from peers not
to interrupt this important activity, even the normally troublesome
children began to pay more attention to their reading. The more time they
spent in serious silent reading, the mere they began to get ideas and in-
foniation from books. The more this happened the more they read.

In classrooms where the expectations were clear to the children,
the majority have expressed in one way or another li!ippiress witn the silent
reading p4n. Sots specific examples of children's written reactions will
serve to ciNhasize their feeliAgs. Ncte that a few feel uncomfortable
with so much fr.edcm; they worry about not doing the workbook exercise
or prefer the shorter, more structured reading lesson.

"I like this kind of reading, b:cause you don't have
to do what you're told, like I mean he doesn't tell you
what to read. lie don't pick out a book and say read it.
He lets us go to the library to get our osn hook."

"I like it because if you get a book out that you do
nct like, all you have to read is about 20 pages and
take it back."

"I like the way se read because if you are in a book
that is too hard or too easy, you can get a book that
is just right."

"I like it. You can read what you want. Without some-
one telling you what to read. Nobody to tell you "Do
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not read that book, because you are supposed to read
the other. Nobody telling you to read that story."

The regular reading is all right, too, but you don't
have any chance to rear: what you want."

"The regular reading is better for you because :,ou have
to do your workbook."

"Yawn I have to read for 25 rinutes I get bored. Maybe
other people don't, but I do. 1 don't'always. Only
when I don't read a good book. I like basic reading

beLeer."

"What I like about it is that you don't have to go up
to the front of the room. Irhen we go up to the front,
we have to read ow of the sane book."

"I think reading by yourself is better because you feel
alive to read what you want 'o read. When you read by
yourself, you can read more. You can read more books
than the same old Sky Lines or High foc:c, or even Bright
Peaks,"

"1 think it is good because some people like to read
murder stories and some like to read adventure stories.
What I mean is they get to choose what kind of reading
fits them best."

"1 like to read about different things. I dat't like

to read in Roods to Everywhers, because I don't like
the stories. I like to get books to read."

It is obvious from the above that children appreciate being free
to lead from materials they ha-r selected themselves. It is alsc evident
that they enjoy the freedom to read a variety of types of reading matter.
Many of the children have expressed pleasute in being allowed to read on
one topic in depth. For many of the children, the end of .ilent reading
periods is not greeted joyfully. A comment from one fifth grade teacher
is apI,(pliate:

"For the first time I can member, pupils in nry class
are disturbed and frustrated if they have to stop read-
ing. They want to read, read, read, They art learning
to finish .hole books."

Regular sustained reading periods seem to h:we had a calming
effect on some children. Because they have begun to enjoy leading (nu y
of them for the first tire), they have been serious about their use of
the reading period. The atmosphere in the classroom during this tire
indicates a calm, relaxed, good feeling about uilat is going on.
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Note of Caution

Silent readinj periods should not be interpreted as a substitute
for reading instruction. Reading skills must be taught. In the ca>e of
the teachers referred to here, most of the reading instruction during the
year was from basal readers, with emphasis on additional materials that
children could cloose from and occasional private conferences between
child and teacher about wbat the child was reading.

But in addition to instruction, children need practice in apply-
ing reading skills. Some of the practice can be accomplished using
workbooks and worksheets based on specific skills. However, it is in
the actual reading o' self-selected books that the skills of reading are
practiced in the most meaningful and enjoyable way.
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MINI COURSES:

EVALUATION OF A CURRICULAR INNOVATION

AT HI1.AN STREET SOICOL

by John Dopyera

This report of the r,rtni courses with which Heman Street teachers
experimentt.d duping the second half cf the school year is largely drawn
from a post-hoc evaluative study conducted by the teachers under the
guidance of John Dopyera of Syracuse University ?apartment of Psychology,
an independent consultant on evaluation. Appended to Mr. Dopyera'e more
formal report is a brief description of one such course written by Chris
Foully Matters, whc, was assisting in the program as a master's ea,didat)
on the EPDA staff.

MINI XURSES: Pi OVERVIEW

The mini courses were begin during the first part of the second
school semester (February '70) and ran for 17 consecutive weeks. The idea
for the mini courses came from teachers' discussions concerning a way to
solve the "dragging afternoon" problem. It was felt that there was a need
for program ideas which would develop and sustain more motivated pupil
involvement particularly during afternoons. Eight of the third, foarih,
and fifth grade teachers regularly conducted mini courses during the 17
weeks. Four other staff members cm'ducted a few minis of an irregular
basis,

A "mini course" was typically a 45minute afternoon period during
which a teacher taught a subject of interest to himself such as "Bones of
the Body," 'Middle Ages" or "Ghost Stories." Pupils from grades three
through six selected one or two courses each week or two from the topics
offered. A limit of twenty children was set for each.

Teachers typically taught two minis each afternoon during a two
week period. The sessions, a part of qu..: regular school day, were scheduled
from 1:00 to 1:45 and 1:45 to 2:30 P.M. Some varintions were used on occa-
sion such as one week perial.s insterd of two and double-sessions devoted to
a single topic.

During the 17-week period, the eight teachers developed and pre-
sented a wide range of mini courses. Teachers decided which minis were to
be offered during a given period and distributed descriptions and signup
sheets to the pupils during the latter part of the preceding week. To

assure equal opportunity for students in making selections, each classroom
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.gas divided into groups which were intated as to which had first choices.
The pupils in a group which hid the first chance at selection were virtually
assured of participating in their first choice; children in groups choosing
latez soretimes had to accept second or third choices. New minis got undcr-
uay on Mondays.

The mini topics were announced wiaout identifying the teacher
would he responsible for the course. Teachers reported, howewr, that

within a couple of weeks pupils could identify the teacher from their
knowledge of the teacher's interests.

A survey of the mini course titles shows that the subject field
rust frequently tapped eas social studies. Children studied various cities
and state; in the United States, including their own county Onondaga, but
they also ranged far afield to Sub-Sahara .5frica, Ireland, and Canada.
Other topics related to social studies were geography as science, U. S.
government, economics, archeology, sociology, pioneer transportation, as
well as short histories of 1:uch topics as msic and clothing.

Courses related to communications also appe.ired frequently. Some
of these focused on skills development, but otners were more bro..dly con-
ceived. Some of the titles in this category were Creative Writing,
Dictionary Fun, Ghost Stories, The Newspaper, Letter Writing, Radio Broad-
casting, Story `.wrapping, and TV Workshop.

Many minis were related tu science and mathematics. Some of
these wen_ based on current social problems such as ecoloev and pollution;
some focused on health, child care and grooming. Others were related to
basic science offerings, including such titles as Sound, Ornithology,
Insects and Bugs, Astronomy, and Magre,ic and Electrical Forces. For
children interested is mathematics, there were minis devoted to geometry,
arithmetic skills, grains and charts, and math puzzles.

The arts were tivresented by offerings in skit; and drama, music,
sketching, sculpting, poetry, folk music, chorus, and dancing.

A final category includes hohaies and recreation. Coin collect-
ing, camping, golf, fishing, woodwork mg, international cooling, end
knitting 'ere am-ng the choices offered in this category.

General Ohjee ',Ars

In the planning period which preceded launci.ing this second
semester program, the teachers had specified general objectives and h;.d
listed expected outcomes in terms of pupils' bohaviors. The latter were
categorized under (a) social skills (b) language devrloprent (c) work-
study skills. The general objectives below are quoted from duplicated
materials prepared for early work sessions by the eight teachers involved.
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1. Generating childrons' interest through exploration.
2. Establishing environments conducive to rearing, writing,

listening and speaking.
3. Creating an atmosphere enabling children to ca.-ry responsi-

bility and at the same time build self-control.
4. Structuring of the -program sufficiently so it does not

disintegrate.
a. Group decision-making.
b. A balance of the curriculum to be shown through involve-

nent of each course in many areas of learning; i.e.,
:ocial science, science, language, math and the hmanities.

5. Developing a helping atmosphere among faculty where interests
are shared and help is given.

6. Triplerionting and integrating aicemoon interest groups into
morning skill areas.

Ev21u,:tfon

This experiment with mini courses was the Henan Street teachers'
first attempt to 13rtak out of the traditional pattern of the self-certained
classroom. For them and for their pupils the plan was indeed innovative,
involving as it did cross-age grouping and electives for both pupils and
teachers. It see-xd sensible, therefore, to experiment with topics,
teaching, strategies, and logistic details relatively free from concerns
with formal evaluitions of pupils' growth in measurable s'cills or knowledge.
Instead, in this 'list stage of free experimentation the focus of evalua-
tion fell on teachers' reactions to the overall plan ,inel the success of
individual mini courses and on their subjective judgment of the effective-
^ess of the courses for different kinds of put ils.

In the late spring, then, the teachers net for a series of
discussions and, with the assistance of personnel, reviewed aid
reevaluated the objectives set up at the beginning of the program. These
were generally free and frank discussion;; their essence as formulated by
the writer is reported it the paragraphs below. In addition to these
staff discussions, the writer had also recourse to evaluation forms filled
out by e. Jr teacher as he tried to estimate changes that had occurred in
his five "best" sal five ''poorest" students since the beginning of the
mini courses. Thi ; fon. is reproduced on paper 75-77.

The teachers idntified the following beneficial effects on
students resulting from th' 17-week mini course program. They agreed that
the mini courses had

generated an.I maintLined high levels of rotivation;
provided opportunities for involvement with varied
hi gh-: nterts t materials;

-- increased the opportunities for children to interact
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in purposeful ways with a variety of other chinren,
including those of different ages;

encouraged children's decision-taking about their on
learning and expenditure of time;

stimulated teacher-pupil and pupil-pupil interaction,
especially ask-relevant cormnication;

helped children to develop insights into their own
interests tLrough the need for decision-making and
feedback;

-- involved many childreli in library resea.th and thereby
provided practice in .esearch skills;

-- provided a setting in which dependent children were
eased into new settings and roles;

-- provided opportunities for students to interact with
adults other than their regular teacher, ties easing
transition into the departmentalization of the middle
school.

In considering the positive effects of the mini courses on
themselves, the teachers pointed out as the chief advantage the fact that
the minis allowed them to use their an strengths as pecfple, developing
topics out of their own knowledge and personality styles. The mini
courses, they said, provided an optimal setting for tc,iching units they
wre interested in to students who had chose.' to participate. The teachers
also noted how much they themselves had learned in preparing their courses
and cemented on the increased conninication amung them, their enthusiasm,
and sharing of ideas. They liked the possibilities inherent in the mini
course structure for team teaching since the setting allowed teaming when
desired but didn't demand it. Other advantages which they noted were the
opportunities afforded for diagnosing children's interests and capacities
to participate under various learning arrangements. Firally, they found
the mini courses permitted flexible presentation of topics from the content
areas and, more irportant, allowed for the development of language arts in
diversified and effective ways.

Although the advantages of the minis were clearly numerous and
valuable (iv the teachers' eyes), they also expressed dissatisfaction with
sere elements of the programs. There seemed to general agreement that
children in the mini courses had fewer opportunities to practice listening
skills than they had in the regular classroom, probably because they were
more often engaged in reading, writing, and discussing, and the teachers
talked less, at least to whole groups. It is interesting that the teachers
posted this effect on the debit side, and they may not have been wholly
serious when they did so.

There was, however, genuine concern that the courses provided too
little structure for some dependent younger children and for sere ubo were
lacking in task orientation. They said that they were unable to motivate
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some children who remained as passive in the mini courses as in the regular
classroom and they worried about sore whom they described as "fooling
around." From these cotments it is clear that the mini courses, while
contributing to greater motivation fcr many children, were clearly not a
panczea for the educational problems of all children.

In the writer's judgment, based on interviews with all the
personnel involved, three other problems also need consideration in plan-
ning future mini courses. The first reflects, perhaps, the attitudes and
habits of teachers: there was still a great deal of teacher direction
retained in the minis, despite the trend toward less one-way teacher-to-
pupil communication. A second problem was that the teachers felt them-
selves hampered by lack of appropriate supplies and materials. One reasua
for this was that the ways in which minis were scheduled allowed insuf-
ficient lead time for planning, preparing, and procuring worthwhile
resources. There were soma doubts expressed about what constituted an
optimum time not only for preparation but for implementation and follow
through. Finally, the third area of concern was the limited comatnication
with parents about the goals and values of the mini courses. At least one
parent had raised questions and nothing had been done to alleviate p'issible
parental worries that their children "weren't being pushed" sufficiently
in the new program.

The process used to determine the characteristics of successful
mini courses was to draw comparisons with those considered least success -
{11l. It was quite evident that each teacher was aware of which minis were
"great" and which were "busts." The teachers were also aware of the
differences of viewpoints at times between themselves an' their students
on how successful certain minis were.

The teachers generally agreeci that the more successful minis had
these characteristics: (1) There was a prime focus on concrete experiences,
the posing of down-to-earth problem, and the availability of real materials.
(2) There was active involvement of the pt'ils in planning, building,
touching, telling, asking, experimenting, doing. (3) The content was made
meaningful through a constant interchange of questioning, considering,
clarifying--all in a spirit of enthusiasm,

As noted above, the teachers thought the mini approach was least
successful for younger children. "Younger" evidently referred to both the
chronologically younger and to some of the older but more dependent
children. Boys were thought to appreciate the minis slightly more than
gitls.

As the teachers reviewed the objectives set before the program
began (see page 67), they rated the minis high for realizing language arts
objectives in meaningful contexts. Some of the other objectives considerA
especially well served by the mini structure included generating interests,
building independence, encouraging decision-making skills, producing an
increased number of additional informal learning situations, and promoting
faculty interaction.
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Mile most of the teachers and the principal seemed to wish to
move from a traditional, lock-step, a,-Pdemically focused program, no consen-
sus existed among the teachers on haw far to go and at what rate. Although
many cf the consequences of the mini effort were seen as desirable, the
idea of expanding the concept to a full-day non-graded program or of
otherwise substantially increasing pupil involvement and responsibility in
program planning created some ambivalence. This was true even for those
teachers thoroughly sold on the afternoon mini program.

There is little doubt that for persons valuing Tuch teacher-
pupil collaborative activity, much pupil involvement in.self-selected
activities and learning by doing the mini concept is very appropriate and
might perhaps be expanded to advantage. The extent to which all teachers
at Heron Street were equally happy with these outcomes is not, however,
completely clear.

Looking Ahead

The evaluative process described here took place at the end of
the school year, as tEe 17-week trial period was drawing to a close.
Neither the teachers nor this observer vas completely satisfied that the
review and discussion of what had happened, nor the check list evaluation
of five "best" and five "poorest" students (see Fig. 1), yielded an
accurate, penetrating, rook& analysis of what had happened to teachers
and students it the 17 weeks. Adndttedly subjective, and for many reasons
desirably so, the evaluation still left many doubts and questions about
how the teachers really assessed the quality of their experience, to say
nothing et the changes that may or ray rot have taken place in the
students. Nevertheless, there was a clear conseMus that the program
should be continued, with codifications, in the fall.

looking ahead, then, to continuing the program in the fall,
and to a four.wnek pre-school workshmp that would allow time for planning,
the teachers decided that a major task in setting up the new program
would be to specify now the kinds of questions for which they would seek
more objective answers next year than had been available to them during
this trial period. Accordingly, they drew up the following question..,,
recognizing that these would be expanded and modified as their summer
plans and the fall implerentation of them developed:

1. Did participation in teaching the minis influence
the teaching practices or procedures of teachers
during the remainder of the school day?

2. Did teachers actually interact with children in
any different style (with regard to controlling,
sanctioning, facilitating, etc.) in minis than in
other teaching?

3. flow much time Wa5 actually spent in preparation for
minis in contrast to a regular afternoon program?
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4. Did children make comparable or greater gains in
academic skills and knowledge during the semester th
minis were included in the program as compared with
a regular semester?

5. khat effect did the "change of pace" of greLT and
teachel in mini= have on children's intra-clas,
relationships, relationships with own teacher?

6. Were new social skills developed as a result of
adjusting to and interacting with new groupings
of children and teachers?

7. Did children's rate of participation (talking,
doing, reading, writing, etc.) actually increase
in the afternoon minis in contrast to regular
afternoons?

8. Did participation in the minis influence children's
behavior outside the mini situaticl?

SUMMary

This report has ,tteypted to document the wini-course effort
at Heman Street School from the impressionistic perspectives of the
teachers and principal and EPDA consultants. The few available reccrds
have been considered and are appert-led for reference. (Not includ0,1 ;ere.
Instead a description of one experience is appended below.) From this
information and from notes recorded at the evaluation sessions, evaluative
statements have bee. formulated and questions for future evaluations pro-
posed

Although there are na hard data to substantiate conclusions,
there would seem to be no doubt that participation in the mini courses was
exhilarating for mo3t pivils and teachers. Outcomes would generally be
characterized as very positive. If mini courses are continued, the
writer believes that much of value in the way of educational innovation
can be anticipated.
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A MINI COURSE ON FOLK SONGS

by Chris Paully Mattem

It seemed hard to believe that the room was so quiet, consid-
ering that just a few moments ago these were the children who had been
ruining around outside and talking up a storm in the halls. It sounds
corny, but a terrible fear hit me: what if they didn't get one thing out
of what we were about to do? Well, I mentally crossed my fingers and
began...

"Iillat do you think folk music is, anyway?"

"Music hritten by folks."

"But what kind of folks? What kind of music?"

Blank faces.

It was obviour that they had never considered the idea, so we
went into a lengthy discussion of what folk music and songs actually are.
fie talked about who made up folk songs and when they were written down.

"Could we make up'folk songs?"

"Why not?"

'because we're not folks."

Back to a little more discussion, and we finally decided that,
yes, we could make up folk songs, but that real folk songs are ,assed
alont from one generation to another over many years. Real folk songs
were not written down originally, but today's "folk singers" write new
"folk-type" songs as well as record old, true versions. We discovered
that among the earliest folk songs frcn, our country were those sung by
the sinres, ani we t>cided to start with them on Tuesday.

The next day our discussion went something like this:

"hho were the slaves?"

"People in the South."

"What did they do?"

Not tech response on this, and to the question of how these
people got to America, t got very puzzled looks. That Jo you nica;, 'how
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did they get here'?" So we tent to the library for a half hour in search
of books they could read about the early days of our country and hew black
slaves caw to work cn the plantations. When we returned to the room we
learned "Go Dom, Moses"...

'thy would slaves make up a song like this?"

They were sad."

"Illy were they sa'?"

"They had to work hard."

'thy else were y sad?"

Surprisingly, I got the answer I was looking for--just like the
Jews who were imprisoned by the Pharoah, the blacks were imprisoned by the
white people. This, I felt, was a rather difficult analogy for a child
to draw, and he did it surprisiagly well. We sang the song again before
the period ended.

The next day we devoted to individual projects. The children
were:

--reading about legro history;

--writing their own stories about slaves; some were
illustrating stories.

--writing a folk song such as slaves might have sung.

We set one particular song to music, and the children uvre
really good at it. One child has a natural gift for music, and it was her
inspiration that got the other children moving. I as totally pleased
with the resultc, and the song, 'he Slaves," is not a bad piece of music.

On Thursday the children finished up whatever they re re working
on, and then told the rest of the class what they had been doing.

The types of projects were pretty well balanced, although there
may have been a few more children writing stories. Everyone had samethin3
to show and the results were satis:ying on the whole.

he decided that the reAt folk song study we'd try ueuld be
cowboy songs.

The next time tie met, the librarian substituted for ne, and the
class saw two filmstrips end started score research on cowboys.
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The next day we discussed what cowboys do.

"He takes care of cows."

"How ?'

"On a ranch."

'What does , :o with them?"

The concept of driving herds was difficult to draw out, sur-
prisingly, I thought, considering the assumed influence of TV.

We discussed why the cowboy made up songs, and what differences
we might expect to find between the songs of the slaves and cowboy songs.
We learned 'Git Along, Little Dogies" to finish the lesson.

On Wednesday the children again went to the library and worked
on projects about cowboys similar to those they had done on slave songs.
On Thursday we spent more time on the projects. Some children decided to
try their hand at their on folk songs. We also learned Shirlene's song,
"We Slaves."

The last day was spent in an effort to tie up loose ends. Sore
of the children recorded what they had written, and all told the rest of
the class what they had done. he went over the songs we had learned, and
sane of the children put their finished projects on the hall bulletin
boards.

I was pretty well satisfied with the unit. the children pro-
duced much more than I had hoped for, which is always gratifying. I had

no difficulty with getting across to different age levels; as a matter
of fact, sore of the third graders were sharper than the fifths. Discipline
was something of a problem; one group of boys were pretty disruptive, and
because I didn't know how to handle them properly, I allowed them to tale
time away from the rest of the class. Lack of tire prohibited me from
e.oing as much as I had wanted. I had hoped to do more with composing our
own songs. But. all in all, it went very well. Mbst of the children
worked hard, end worked well. Above n11, I think they enjoyed what they
had done.
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I) RECI IONS

1. Think of the five students in your homeroom who entered se...col last
fallvidi the MOST acaderdc and social skills. Write 1.,,Tqr initi31!=.

at the top of each page in the five columns under MOST.

2. Think of the five students in your honK-room who entered school last
fall with the LFAST ,.!ademic and social stills. Write their initials
at the top of each page in the five columns under LFAST.

3. Read each item. As you read each item irdicate the amount of change
in the direction of the item which has occurred in each child since the
beginning, of the mini courses. Use the following seal,:

44- a lot of change
some change

0 no change noticeable
sale reversal
reversed a lot

dk don't know/can't answer

4. %hen you have finished rank each item (in the left margin) as to its
relative importan:e as a criterion for evaluating the mini courses
via the effects they may have had on children. Rank the items by
plac;ng a 1 by the item which in your opinion is the most important
criterion, continuing to 32 for the least important.
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D$T LEASI

works independently, effectively

can choose a project

behavcs autonomously in library

begins work promptly

concentrates on work at hand

coripletes assignments

works cooperatively in groups -
(shares ideas and materials)

takes responsibility for getting
group projects done

sees implications of what he
is doing

takes care or manipulative materials
ft,

demonstrates interest by question-
ing, listening to teacher and peers,
answering questions posed by
teacher and peers

shows interest in course outside
of classroom

gets excited about learning some-
thing

expresses feelings

expresses personal opinions

helps other students ---
is happy and enjoys school

relates well to younger and older
children

talks with oth,:r students

provides information 'n conversa-
tions

,*
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13ST liAST

describes/discusses something in
own words

maintains ?ttention during discus-
sion

raises pertinent questions
1

uses refereAce tools (encyc/dict/
atlas)

reads for information and reports
in own words

summarizes main ideas from materials

read

outlines a few main ideas from the
curse (with sub-topics)

writes imaginative repor's

written vocabulary is extensive

spee:h vocabulary is extensive

talks and writes coherently and in
an organized way

demonstrates self-evaluation
technicues

,

ADOI110FAL ITEMS
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Is'ORJ*ING ON WRITING

by April Rowland, Wilanne Nelson, Roberta Brown

The following article, dmrsr from the logs of three raster's can-
didates, illustrates the cooperative relationships which developed be-
tween the &man Street teachers are the apprentices, usually to mutual
advantage, resulting in increased service to the children. In this case,
the three fourth grade teachers invited the apprentices to work with
them to seek ways of improving the quality of children's writing. The
ronth of February was devoted to this special emphasis.

To this point, the classes 714.1d had varying experiences with
writing, reflecting the styles and expectations of three quite different
teachers. Two classes had done a good deal of personal writing, with-
out regard to standards of "correctness" and often without an audience.
If a child did not want hie paper read, he had only to write at the
top, "Don't read." In one of the classes, this approach had resulted
in increased fluency for most of the children. In the other class,
freedon to choose other means of expression had led to dirair:ched
output in writing.

The third class had had few opportunities for personal writing
but had concentrated instead on topics consistently set by the teacher.
Most of their writing took the fora of reports for social studies and
science. These children wrote less frequently than the children in the
other too classes and they were held to high stardards of "correctness."

In preparation for the project, the master's candidates read
widely in professional books and journals, selecting ideas to stimulate
writing that might be characterized as loth personal and corrunicative
and is often called "creative." Because of the short duration of the
project, they made no attempt at objective measurement of the children's
writing. Their purpose was first of all to learn what they could
al,,ut fourth graders' attitudes toward writing and hot.' these attitudes
affect the writing process. Like the classroom teachers, they wanted to
stud/ the children's problems and to discover how these were alleviated,
or corplicated, by different ways of motivating writing. As they
struggled to develop and maintain interest in writing, they hoped
also to discover ways of improving children's ur.deratanding and use
of accepted conventions.

The students' loge reflect not only what happened in the fourth
grade claterooms, but perhaps more sirrlificantly, what they and the
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teachers learned about how children respond to moavetiona/ devices that
are frequently recomended in professional books and journals.

The "High Achievera"

The fourth grade I chose to work with was the "highest" of the
three in terms of past achievement. The teacher had set up the class
with fairly tight control. Therefore, not even my first day in the
classroom brought out any behavior problems. Instead I had an extremely
cooperative atmosphere in which to work with a group of children who
had been writing well -- in the sense of "correctly."

As I began to intr,duce writing situations, tie only real pro-
blem I faced was that they were unfamiliar with %Titing stories. In

social studies and science, they had often written reports, using refer-
ence materials. But when it came to writing a story, that was hard
for them at first.

My initial purpose had been to use creative writing as a means
of improving the mechanics of the children's writing, but this was
later revised as I saw the reactions of the children.

I intended to provide stimuli to which the children could
respond. Then I would use their responses as a basis for teaching them
(1) to form sentences rather than mauling their thoughts together;
(2) to begin a new paragraph when they begin a new idea; and (3) to
use correct verb tenses.

I began Lv administering a questionnaire on their attitudes
toward writing. Most of the children indicated that they liked to
write reports rather than stories, probably because that is what they
were used to writing. Most of them wanted to decide for themselves wha-:
to write about, instead of being assigned a tcpic. Feelings of con-
fidence ranged all across the scale, and both positive and negative
attitudes appeared.

Monday

Stimulus: Box with blue light b.daing on day-glo pink paint, foil, znd
bright objects. Light; in man turned off end eerie music playing.
The children were asked how they would feel if they woke up and found
themselves inside the box. What would they do?

Response: They wrote very short stories conpomd of short, choppy
sentences. The sentences were usually me:hani.:all.; correct. They seem

not to know when a new paragraph should begin.

Expressing themselves about an imaginative situation was very
hard for them. (Understandable -- quite a shirt from report writing
about Lincoln') Several children asked me if they could write a report

instead of a story.
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AV Reaction: Because they seem so unfamiliar with writing about their
feelings and ideas, I think they simply need more opportunities to gain
confidence. It would seem worthwhile to follow many of E. E. Smith's

*deas as expressed in "Procedures for Encouraging Creative Writing"; e.g.,
(1) encourage them to write from their own interests and needs; (2) pro-
vide rich experiences about which a child can express himself; (3)
provide abundant time for writing; (4) provide freedom from fear; (5)
develop skill in mechanics without sacrificing spontaneity; (6) share
the end products of writing.

I plan to concentrate less on mechanics and more on creative

expression. I feel that that is shot these kids need most now.

Wednuday

Objective: The child= will be able to write stories of at least
two paragraphs, beginning a new paragraph When they begin a new

idea.

ProceOure: Discuss the ers they wrote on Monday and project ore

on the overhead. Ask them how it could be impr)ved. Emphasize

the need for a new paragraph when a new idea starts. Show the

same story as it mad look with two paragraphs. Ask them to write

someth:ng about their afternoon mini courses -- what they liked,

disliked, fUnny happenings, etc. Make at least two paragraphs.

Response: They were able to discuss paragraphs and seemed to under-
stand t'lat you start a new paragraph when you start a new idea.
They li:ced having one of their own papers used as an example. 10most

all of vIlemwTote two good paragraphs. There were several who had

a very hard time getting started.

AV Reactions: Continue on paragraphs. Since mechanics isn't
really such a problem, give them a chance to try writing about
their an feelings, problems.

Thursday

Objectiws: The children will begin a new paragraph when they
begin a new idea. They will write about their own feelings and

problems.

Stimulus: A magic genie on tape says that he has come to heap them

with a problem they might Lave. lie asks them to write L story

1
E. E. 'smith, "Procedures for Encouraging Creative Writing in the Elementary
School," unpublished doctoral dissertation, Northwestern university, 1912.

Summarized by Neal Edmund. "Writing in the Intermediate Grades,"

Elementary English, XXXVI (November 1959), pp. 491-501.
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telling hew they would change their lives to make them different
from what they arc now. le wants two paragraphs.

Responses: This topic and presentation appealed to them, but many
of them still hesitate to write about their feelings. Almost
all of them seem to understand paragraphs.

M Reactions: Continue having them write about themselves. One
child commented, "Every day you bring in some new modern invention
to help us .cite." But I am beginning to feel that rather than
the stimulus being the important part of getting children to write,
it is more important to merely give them the opportunity and time
to get used to writing.

Ponday

StimuiuJ: the genie unes hack and asks them to pretend that they
are someone other than themselves. Pow would they feel? What
would they do?

Fcs7onse: Again the children were hesitant about getting started.
But once they got going, I got some good reactions, ranging from
being their teacher to being a space man.

These children have very mixed feeling:. at this point about
writing, but they are beginning to enjoy .Ithg about a rather
loose topic. Several children asked me if they could write
about something else. That's a step in th. right direction.

le'd Reactions: I see the teixher's role as being to encourage good
writing by using interesting stimuli to draw out creative ideas
hut also leaving each child free to write about something else
if he chooses.

Wc,I:esday

I let them write about anything they wanted, and from the tajority
the responses were good. Many people who have done a great deal
of work with children and writing would agree with this idea.
G. R. Clark, in 'Writing Situations to hhich Children Respond,"
said that children wrote about themselves -- their feelings and
emotions -- they responded freely and usually achieved highest
quality. This idea is echoed in the literature of the 60's
also.

Ohe boy asked re if he could actually write abort anything
he wanted to. I had only about fivn children who wen unable to

21n Elc7entarir Er;lich in March, 1054.
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think of anything to write about, but when I gave them a little
help, they did write something. Their piers were good, but
I was especially encouraged by their attitudes.

Monday

Stimulus: I showed a movie, Hippity Hop, to see chat kind of response
I could get. They loved the movie, but when I asked them to write
something about what they had seen, I got completely negative
reactions. Most of them wrote very little, and some wrote nothing.

My Reacrion: Maybe I have been concentrating too much on the
stimulus. It seems that the more impressive the stimulus is the
less wilting it brings forth from the children. Their best
writing so far came uhen they wrote about their problems and
uben they wrote about anything they wanted.

Wednesday

The children again wrote about anything thay wanted. Several
children commented that this was the kind of writing they liked
to do best.

At this, the end of my third week, many of the children
are doing a lot of writing on topics of their on choice. The

more writing they do, the easier it is for them. Mechanics aren't
such a great problem, but they need as many writing experiences
as possible to help them feel comfortable. There are still several
children ufio do rot write. Perhaps simply more time is needed
fcr them to fee/ free to write and not to be afraid of failure.

From now on, Mr. M. will hold each child responsible for
writing at least halt a page on a topic of his oun choice every
day sometime during the morning. These critiras will be kept
in individual folders within easy access of both the children and
the teacher. The teacher will keep a loose check just to make sure
that everyone is doing some writing.

Too Weeks later

When I went into the classroom today, several children
eagerly volunteered to show me their writing. One boy had written
a five-page mystery story, and he was quite proud of it. As
went around the room,even those children who had written almost
nothing when I had been presenting what I thought were stir endows

stimulants, were now writing on their own. The writing hAS almost
always about themselves. And the mechanics of their writing, such
as sentence structure and paragraphs were just as good as, if not
better than, when we had specifically been working on then.

S3
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A magazine put together by the class might be a natural
follow up for the writing they have been doing and for the attitudes
they have been developing.

The real clincher to this tale care one day when I was
downtown shopping. I ran into a boy from that class. He had
always been the thorn in my side because he just wouldn't write.
The most I had been able to get him to write was two sentenrci.
On this day, though, he rushed up to me and asked when I was going
to come to their class again and read the writing he had been
doing! It said he had even written a page one time. And not only
that, but he also told me about things other kids in the class
had written. I was pleased that he was talking about his own
writing, and also pleased that the children were obviously not
fearful of showing their work to others in the class.

Low A'hievere, Freer Atnosphere

Wed5leaday

Stimulus: As soon as the class quieted down, I told them they would
:lave a chance to do some acting. They were excited ?bout it, but
1 quieted them down so that I could explain this situation.
"Pretend you are a new kid in the neighborhood. You're at school
ani you don't knaw anyone at all." I chose three children to play
olc friends at school and one child to be the newcomer. The setting
was the cafeteria at lunch time. Eventually everyone had a chance
to be in a skit.

To stimulate conversation, the old friends asked the new
boy his name, where he was from, what grade he was in, what he's
having for lunch. In a later skit, they asked: "Do you know where
the drugstore is?" "lb you know where the boys' bathroom is?"
'There do you live?" "Lb you want to cane to my house?" "ihen
were you born?" "Are you a Boy Scout ?"

licepomees: Sore of the clildren were then able to write about how
they felt as the new child In most cases, they wrote only the
questions they had asked or that had been asked of them. Five
children were unable to write anything. When Miss M. came back,
she tried to help them by asking what new questions were in their
minds. Still these five did not write. John, who was one of the
five, later cam down to the lunchroom, and without any further direc-
tions from me, wrt: able to write for ten minutes about being the
new boy in school.

A'w Reaction?: I think they neee more practice in role-playing and
even more practice relating it to ' written form. Part of the
problem is that zany of the children never experienced being in
a new situation with no friends. What 1 intended to be a rather
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commonplace situation turned out to be rather remote even though
I chose the topic because Beth is moving to a new school tomorrow
and shows signs of being nervous about facing this type of situation.

Monday to Friday

This week J. decided to have individual conferences with
the children. he pulled a desk and two chairs into the hall and
reviewed papers from the folders. I primarily concentrated on
the need for proofreading. Most of them were able to discover
this without mucn prompting from me. Also, many of them need
to work on sentence variety. F5un-ons are also common problems.
Each assured me he would be very aware of these wra.knesses and
would avoid them in future writing.

The Third Classroom

The first "stimulus-inspired" writing was quite successful.
he darkened the classroom and showrd a model of a mystery room
containing some weird and spooky objects while strange-sounding music was
being played. (That was the day we broke three tape recorders; I think
the teachers were more stimulated than the children.) The children
were told to write about what miLht happen to them if they found
themselves in that room.

The children generally .Tote vivid, although somewhat
violent and morbid, stories about the roan. In some of the stories,
the reader could feel the fear the child was imagining. Many
wrote that they would be killed or die. One buy went so far as
to describe his fate after death: 'Men when I rose I wood go to
hell because I an always bad for my mother and sometimes for my father.
But most of the time I give ry mother trouble."

inother boy was more concerned with body than soul. "I

would rot in the room. It would smell. . . . At last I would give
up hope. I would die. No one could find me. I would be ther
for ever. I would smell like a skunk."

Two boys approached the problem with mock serioAmess,
waiting a good spooky story and then bringing it hack to reality
with a joke. One boy told of all the things he would do to escape.
Finally -- "I would take a SJW out of my sleeve and saw the tree. I

got everything up :my sleeve but the kitchen sink. I just renemhe rd
I put that in yesterday." Another boy .Tote a very imaginative
story and ended with, "Boy, them hodulims were giving re the works.
That why I say its a nicc place to s.it but I wouldn't want to live
there."
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Many children wrote that they would simply wait until their
mothers and fathers rescued them. Cie highly organized boy wrote
about the plan of action he would take while waiting for his parents
to help.

"I would keep those things what ever they are busy till
my father and mother got there. To keep them busy I
would let them chase me all around the room. Next I
would keep going after them instead of tham going after
Tic. Then if my mother and father don't cone I'll start
fighting with them untill they get tired. After I would
f-ad thorn all the great big carrot and would eat some
of it myself."

Many of the stories were funny, imaginative, and oftei, revealing.
The excerpts presented here wary from the more able students, however.
1 received quite a few papers which didn't make much sense because
they were so poorly constructed. In general, the children had good
ideas and felt free to express them but were unable to do so clearly
because they had no control of the conventions. The problem now
was to help them achieve this control, but to do this without stifling
the creativity they were showing.

Summary

From tkese experiences, the teaches and their apprentices
concluded that children in the fourth grade need a continuous
balanced program in writing. The class that was considered
"Mgh achievers" needed far more frequent opportunWest to write
freely on their OLN ideas, drawing from their of experiences
and expressing feelings as well as describing incidents. Exclusive
emphasis en report writing had stifled their imaginations cr:d
personal expressiveness. At first, they had great difficulty in
"getting startej" and comments like "I can't think of anything
to write," "I don't feel like writing" and "What shall I write:"

nunerr..,us. Motivational gimmicks seemed less successful
with this grasp thcrt a airple cultivation of confidence in their
own ideas.

Report writing has its values, too, and should to reta:ned
in the total balanced pmgr1m. 'This type of writing had received
too little attention in the other too classes [Acre the discipline
of careful, accurate writing hod been sacrificed to much freedom.
The childin in these classes were at?,, to respond to higher expec-
tations of accuracy and clarity. They needed instruction in compo3ing --
in how to organize their ideas -- and in achieving sentence variety.
They needed encouragement to try new words so that thei: would
experience the satisfaction of giving sharper form to hazy ideas.
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The class which had had the best prior experience with personal
writing seemed to respond best to motivation to write imaginatively.
These children needed more help with the conventions of writing than
they had had, but they were more ready for this help than the class
that had been allowed to choose not to write.

All three classes needed more opportunities to share their
writing with each other and to develop their own standards of evaluation.
One outcome of this brief writing project was the decision to provide
more opportunities for class publications for yhich the children
might select their own best contributions.

Another outcome was the realisation that growth in writing
takes time as well as active stimulation. The teachers resolved
to find time daily for personal writing and sharing by eliminatilp
some mechanical skills practice that had consumed "language arts
periods." They would find additional time by using other curriculum
areas to provide subjects for writing, not only for report writing
but for personal reactions and observations. The mini courses
would serve to stimulate much purposeful writing. Finally, they
would continue to experiment with motivational techniques for
"creative writing," judiciously selecting and repeating those
which created a flow of ideas and rejecting any which proved artificial
and false.

Although the relationships of reading and literature
to the writing program are rot evident in the logs, the teachers
were mare that rending to children is a prime source of ideas.
They were confident, too, that their pupils' expanding interests
in reading as they developed rare individAolized or personal reading
progrume wouid also result in more Piriting.

Only one excerpt from the logs illustrates the relationship
between oral language deve2epment and writing; e.g., the use of
role-playing to precede writing. But the year-long and school wide
emphasis on oral 'anguage had also its contribution to make to
those children growth in the most difficult of the expressive arts,
writing.
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LANCIIAGE THROUGIKUT THE INTEGRATED DAY

by airistine San Jose

Over the past few years, a great deal has been written about
what's going on in progressive British primary schools. Put surprisingly
little has been set down about language development. We have seen some-
th;ag of language arts as a subject in the curriculum, especially
samples of children's personal writing and photographs of drama. But
what of language throughout the day? Is there anything in the actual
set-up of the progressive schools in England that influences language
development? Is there anything we might like to implement here?
Would it be possible? These uere the questions in my mind as I recently
looked around primary schools in Leicestershire.

When po.,sible, I arrived early in the morning and didn't leave
intil after a last cup of tea in the teachers' room at four o'clock.
This was partly to "near the children's language not just during school
work but before and between and after, the language they lived through
the day with. Partly also it was because the more I saw of these schools
the more anxious 1 became not to miss any clue to wnat made them work.
And partly -- perhaps mainly -- it was because all the schools it was
my good luck to visit were such happy, stimulating places that just
being there seemed an excellent way to spend the day.

Let us start, then, at the beginning of the school day. The
building the children are coming into night be anything from Victorian
Gothic, through strong out nineteen-thirties' corridors, to bright
modern activity areas surrounding a multipurpose assembly hall or a
library and resourc, area. Put once inside, the eye has no time to linger
on the building, them is so much on the walls clamoring for attention.
Art work is everyufiere, fresh and exciting shapes, colors and materials.
One infant school had turned the trick on its graceless tubes of corridor
with an explosion of animal murals: the result of excursions to 'he zoo.
From the drawing and painting and collage, you realized they had really
looked at those animals and then rust have followed up firsthand impres-
sions u''h work in reference books.

That's the "integrated day" in action. Learning isn't fractured
into separate, tiretabled "subjects." "Art" isn't a "special," once or twice
a week in a different room with a different teacher. It's one of the handy
tools for explorin? your thcughts and feelings, refining your knowledge,
expressing it. This doc ,.)'t mean that form is always dictated by content,
any more than vice versa; rather that the two are mixed from one end of the
continuum to the other. So, at one end, the graphs, say, of different
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heights in the class WI rot pretend to be other than informative; but
even in infant classt. y will be neat and pleasing to the eye, thus
conveying their information with stimulating clarity. And at the other
end of the continuum, in the entrance hall of a junior school was a
fascinating foray into pop art. That particular display could clearly
be seen as a pebble dropped into rippling orators, with pop art circles
widening out over the walls of several other classes. This artwork
had obviously entailed a considerable amount of time and thought and,
it became apparent in many ways, language.

So far the examples of interest followed through, diligent ex-
pression of the consequent discoveries, have referred mainly to graphic art.
These were immediately apparent on entering the schoo'3. It didn't take
long in the classrooms to realize how significantly the same attitude
influenced the children's use of language. There was a class of forty
S- and 6-year-olds, for instance, where I couldn't check with the
teacher (as courtesy and habit dictated) what the children were present-
ly engaged in. She was array for the first two hours of the morning
visitiag a science display at the county teachers' advisory center. The
teacher next door had looked in when school began to check for any dif-
ficulties, and now the children were getting on by themselves. There
was a group working with clay, another group playing number games with
play money, another writing in their story books; it brief, the acti-
vities we've already read about many times. What really excited this
student of oral language is that the children were all very willing and
able to explain what they were doing and why they had chosen that acti-
vity and what they thought they were learning from it and what they
planned to do with the rest o: the morning and how this followed on
what they'd done yesterday and fitter: in with their long-term plans.
These incidentally were what in the States we would consider sor-what
"underprivileged" children.

Let's look at two or three more examples before attempting to
draw conclusions. I'll choose at random among the many that spring to
rind. There was a group in a "reception" class (the newcomers, entering
school the term they turn five) who weft drawing kitosto color and cut
cut for their mural. One little girl was drawing a rather small kite
to one side of her paper. "ishy don't you do a big one like mine?'
asked the little boy opposite, showing her his. "I want to do one like
Robert's," she explained, indicating her neighbor's, "with a boy holding
the string. So I've got to leave room." "If you put the kite sideways,
like this," Robert pointel out, "you can make it quite big and still
have roam for somebody holding it." (Again, less than affluent infants,
forty of them, in a converted storeroom.) It's reasonable that children
should talk like this over their drawing, but in my experience in
lessons given by even an enlightened art teacher it's been rare to the
point of nonexistence.

In a junior school, a small group of seven to nines in the
painting Corner were working with as any different techniqtrs as there
were children, pausing from time to time to inspect each other's with
knowledgable interest, discussing the different techniques each had
employed. In another junior class a ten-year-old girl was showing re
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a book of her poetry and together we were quietly reading some of the
peens aloud. "Read the one about the balloon," said her younger neigh-
bor; "I like that one." But the ten-year-old demurred. "It's silly,"
she said, sincere and firm. The poem was pleasant enough, some ten
lines, about a balloon floating up and into the distance and suddenly
going Pop. he looked through her book of poems, all written when she
felt like it, unhurried, end she pointed out the ones she didn't
consider silly. From this we were able to sort out, t,the writer,
her younger neighbor and 1), which was the discordant note in the balloon
poem. It was, 44e eventually realized, the bursting. From the poems
she still stood behind, it became clear that fu-r mind was embarking on
a consideration of the last one sees of things, of their end by fading,
or returning to where they cane from, disappearing from view. No bang;
not even a whimper; just the going. The balloon had to just float
away. Obviously this wasn't high level literary criticism! But

certainly these two young girls were articulate enough to pursue a
sophisticated inquiry to a satisfactory conclusion. With no more help than
the tentative questioning of a genuinely interested adult they were on to
the recognition within oneself of deep-felt problems and the expression
of them in everyday speech and in art form.

hhat are the pertinent elements, then, in these various examples
of language use? Basically, that the children are working with some-
thing they consider significant. They are therefore ready talkers and
listeners in the frequent discussions of their work with the teacher.
Ever since they have been in school, language has played an essential
part for them in thinking through what they are doing, and in considering
the most likely direction for further discovery. Now as they work on
projects together, or on diFferent interesting things side by side, they
talk together about what they are doing. And so new sparks are struck,
leading to more thinking through, more discussion. The teacher meanwhile
is keeping close watch on all these developments, elucidating with
questions, providing resources, so that one is constantly iNressed by
the purposefulness that intrinsically goes with them.

The first hour or so has passed by now in a busy hum of learning.
Time for a cup of toffee in the teachers' room. Jr some schools the
children please theaselves when to take a break, in others they all go out
for sore twenty minutes or so. There isn't a great deal of supervision
outside. These schools believe that the children can get on by themselves
with their play as they can with their work.

If you've kept your ears sharpened so far in the classrooT,
you're likely to stay that way in the teachers' room; and it's worth
it. The English enjoy talking. The topics under discussion frequmtly
surprised me. In school after school they were talking shop, and with
great enthusiasm. It wasn't for the benefit of the visitor. Once I'd
been introduced, true enough, they'd talk my ear off. But often I'd
slip in unannounced, quite frankly to eavesdrop on a usual break; xid on
several occasions heard a constructive general interchange touching on
underlying philosophi s, detailed implementations, examplzs, and sharing
of idc,_s and techniques. All in great good humor and profe!-sional
camaraderie.
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Leicesters:iire's reputation attracts enthusiastic teachers,
it's true, and many are excited, and very happy, to be doing what

they are. They are not necessarily representative of teacher quality
throughout the country, any more than the schools detailed here
are rut of the mill. I don't know if they ever could be. A well-
established model can strengthen and support several weaker members,
so that as the stronger teachers help the weaker ones the proportion
of progressive schools in England can probably be expanded from its
present estimated ore third. But there is no doubt that the English
successes I am tryirg to analyze, in order to sort out from them
what we might irplenent over here, depend not only on the method of the
integrated day, but also on considerable teacher competence and dedi-
cation. Nor is this quite the whole story. As I went from class to
class, school to school, seeing so many widely different implementa-
tions of basically tie same philosophy, I was trying to put ray finger
on what there was in coaren among the teachers who were obviously
comfortable and cons:ructivr in working this way.

A eharacterAtic of these classrooms is that it takes you
some time to spot thc teacher. The children are going about their
business singly or ir small groups ere and there and the teacher
is amongst them, at their level, talking with only one or two
Sometimes you think the teacher must have stepped out for something
or other, since the children can carry on perfectly well by themselves,
and then one of the heads looks up from peering into the fishtank
or courting the bees and that's who it is. I learned earl, that
although I was gettinl to distinguish the particular flavor of the
different classrooms From a fairly brief observation, I couldn't
predict at all what tie teacher was going to look like. Age had
nothing to do with it, for example, nor sex, nor personal neatness
nor lack of it. But then as I talked with them the ones whose

classrooms you could lave spent a month in, there were so many
good things to see, tle children eager to explain and share --
I would notice the sane characteristics recurring. The most apparent
was a quiet delight in the Children. It wasn't just that they trusted
the children to forwarl their education; it wasn't just pride in
what the children did Ln fact do and produce. They gave the Lyression
of being open people, Ale to live with thersclves and others without
having to maintain deftnses around a selected, censored world. So

their eyes and ears were open to each individual child. They didn't
miss the child's flash of insight when it came, the glimpse of or

old ingredient in life through young eyes, an unexpected way of putting
things together. They .ere infinitely capable of surprise, delighted
in it, and were eager ti share it with others. They reminded one of
fond parents. "Oh you 17115t hear this!" they'd say; or "Just look
at that will you! Yes, of course, they did it all themselves -- I

couldn't do anything ha'f so good!"

During coffee lreak one evident aspect of this ovnness was
the humor. I rTrember to impressively dignified lady, close to retiring
age, quietly telling me what a share I'd missed the entertainment in
her room just now. Son( freak chain of accidents had brought the pond-
life tank crashing to tic floor and there were floods over the book
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corner carpet and tadpoles in the clay and the puppets speared by
slivers of glass and they could hardly clear up for laughing.

"Mind you nothing sloppy." That was what a headmaster
said as he showed me mind his village school. I was so busy listening
to the recorder group and inspecting the medieval costumes the children
had made and reading their stories of what the bold knights had been
up to that I'd slightly lost the thread of the headmaster's conversation,
and wasn't sure whether his proud paternal remarks referred to his own
sons or to the children in his care. But in the middle of one de-
lighted account of how they had done so-and-so (at the school, I now

gathered) he laid a hand on my arm to insure full attention as he
said, "But mirl you: nothing sloppy." You didn't flit from flower

to flower. You didn't finish with a piece of work till you'd done
it to the best of your ability. Open to the children, yes; delighted
by them even; but not abnegation of clearly perceived academic
responsibility.

Coffee breaks spent listening to the teachers, then, with
their articulate, professional sharing, furnished strong clues to the
bases of the schools' success. They were a good post for observation
also of that rare bird, the English principal. "We do so-and-so
in such-and -such a way here," as one of them was explaining elsewhere,
'because -- well because it pleases me that way. Md iround here I'm
God." His Charming self-deprecatory smile didn't alter the truth
of it. Though in the frank daily interchanges of the ceffee breaks,
it was evident that the principals' success depended a: least in
part on receptive listening.

Most of the headmasters would start the account of their
careers in the same place: "hhen I cane out of the anm, . . . " Md that's
worth thinking about, the state of mind in which an intelligent young
man would tackle his first job after years of compulsoy obedience and
tedium and danger and long hours for general ouzzling. One told of
finding himself responsible for some hundred and fifty children who
had grown up in temporary huts outside the tom; a cultural desert
obviously, almost it seemed outside civilization. lie had expected

them to be wild, he said; but on the contrary, they crypt crabl:ke
along the corridors, effacing themselves against the walls. lie saw

he could never get them to learn until he could get them to be; and
started afternoons of drama, then music and art. Throl.gh these afternoons

he brought them to life 'n the school, made them curioc, eager to
discover and understand. Perhaps this example convey nothing of
the deep concern for learning on the one hand, the app.ehension of
human happiness -- complex, compounded -- on the other.

The dominant influence in these schools, then, was someone
with a strong personal stake in what he or she was doirg. Perhaps
the sort of people I an describing would be successful teacher_ no
natter what method they used. But the first premise of the integrated
day that set activities at set times are not the Child's route to
learning, the amount of freedom consequently allowed, tuilt on the essen-
tial uniqueness of every child: this is an approach t,7 teaching that the
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leaders in the field have, in their various ways, been feeling their
way towards, and that the less pioneering spirits find a sweetly
reasonable implementation of their philosophy.

One last comment before we return to the classroom. On
the list of topics I intended to observe and inquire about, "standard
dialect" had been prominent: to what extent was it preferred,
taught, how, how often? The dialect in Leicester and Leicestershire
is traditionally less "acceptable" than, for example, a west country
burr or even Yorkshire, certainly much less so than Scottish or
Irish. So attitude here would be revealing, since it is the social
class implications of dialect that cause the flutter in the educational
dovecot, however reluctant we may be to talk about them in plain terms.
My first visit was to a junior school (ages seven to eleven) drawing
predominantly on a lower to middle range of middle class pupils.
There were more h's missing than I had expected, certainly more than
I thought would go ummourned. But no one seemeC to be worrying and
there were so many othei things to notice that I lost sight of
that one. In the evening I brought up the subject with a teacher
of 6- to 7-year olds in what might be called a very underprivileged
neighborhood. She obviously considered the dialect question of minimal
importance. "Well, you're thankful to get them writing and talking
at all, aren't you?" was her reaction. As I pursued the matter,
she said that sometimes she would point out the most glaring
discrepancies, in written work, to the brightest children. But
she would rather accept "I ain't done nowt" and go on from there than
hold up proceedings perhaps stop them dead insisting on "I haven't
done anything." She was adamant about work habits, especially per-
severance, and classroom manners; she considered teaching a social
responsibility, not just a pedagogical task. But apparently dialect
wasn't worrying her.

The next school on the list was large, modern, combined
infants and jtniors. The headmaster was said to be more conscious
than most of his school's public image, to have stronger parent
involvement. The houses on the way then bespoke the rising young
executive. Outside the school was a strikingly attractive sculpture,
children's work of high quality. I paused in the foyer to look at
more beautiful art; and heard from around the corner fruity north-
cotntry tones of the kind that actors would use in drawing-room
comedies that poked fun at the newly-rich, that used to get radio
comedians a laugh before they'd even cracked a joke. As I looked

for the headmaster's office, I found that was where they were coming
frun; and, of course, the - were his. The dialects in the schools, from
teachers and children alike, were something to savor, as distinctive
and appetizing as the national cheeses.

In written work in the earlier grades dialects are reflected
a little, but I didn't catch any in the later work I saw, except
perhaps faintly, a local phrase here and there in the most personal
writing, Apparently, acquiring the accepted written dialect is no
great stumbling block. Perhaps this is because it is recognized for
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at it is: a special form of the language with its on special purpose.
It's when you use the written fo:m as a basis for oral communication
(as many tracts on standard dialect do) that you run counter to
both the nature of the language aid the nature of the child. And

the trouble goes wide and deep. Not only is the written form enviable
as spoken form, it also acquires so many unpleasant associations
in the child's mind that he doesn't want to use it as a written form
either.

The child who doesn't want to write, so far as I could gather,

was nonexistent in the schools I visited. Obv:ously, different
children preferred different kinds of writing. (I remember an
eight-year-old sitting re down to read her 'hovel" her third --
and we could hardly find room among the reference books her neighbor
was using to help him write an accurate report on his tortoise.)
Writing is an integral part of many different activitios on which
they are enthusiastically engaged, so they get plenty of practice
in relevant writing. The models for this writing are also at hand:
stories, poetry, reference books, newspapers, tra7ellers' tales, an
abundant variety in fact of good reading. ("We had fifty-odd books
in the classroom on the subject from the county library," teachers
would mention in describing their middle ages project, or class
opera, stamp collecting, investigation of the local church or whatever.)
In addition to the freedom from threatening pressure, and the relevant
practice and models, there's always a little judicious correction.
This correction serves mainly to remind, perhaps clarify, at the
stage when the child needs 'nd can take it.

We might well find the classroom after coifeebreak gathering
together to go to assembly. There is no one pattern for these
assemhl-es. Some schools gather in full eveiy morning as soon as
school opens, others later; some by choice or force of numbers
meet in different groups at different times; some follow the usual
religious form with a hyrn and a prayer, others concentrate on
sore expression of dignity or charity or other virtue, yet others
are basically a sharing tine. That ;hey have in common is the
leading part played in them by the Children. The most usual arralgenent
is for each clz.ss in the school to have a week during which it is
responsible for the entire assembly, once, twice, or perhaps even
every day that week. Dramatized readings of fables and other talks
are a recurrent ingredient, but there are also plays, concerts,
readings of original poetry, school news reports . . . an infinite

variety.

During an afternoon visit to a country junior school I

heard a tape of that morning's music, the class in charge teaching
an instrumental piece to the rest of the school, everybody playing
sore instrument or other. ("We go round the junk shops for old
instruments, dig them out of attics, beg them, borrow them, put
on fetes to raise meney for them. We've got the parents intcrested
now. You should hear us when we haw a session with them joining
in a5 well! We're losing our music man this year, but we know
enough now to help each other along. He's a classics scho'ar
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really, but he's always been keen on music and got us started and
we've never looked back.")

At another school, during election week, I heard a class's
commentary on the campaign day by day, including interviews with
the main figures.

The assemblies are in many ways symptomatic of what is
going on in these schools. That the whole school should meet
together, that there should be some kind of participation and
sharing, this is retention of a tradition in British schools.
But 'hat the children should themselves decide what they want to
do, and should have so much of their own creative work to contribute,
these are signs of the times. Perhaps even more indicativt is the
flexibility of their duration: ten minutes, thirty minutes, even
more, according to what's going on. Sometimes a presentation will
catch on and become a happening and even forty minutes of precious
"instruction" time will be devoured.

The assemblies furnish an example also of staff relationships
in the progressive school. They are, obviously, a public exposure
of the sort of work a teacher is achieving with his class. Not

that assemblies are the only chance teachers have of seeing how
their colleagues are getting along, for these schools are very open
places, with teachers and children welcomed into each other's room
throughout the day. And when the children had gone, I noticed,
teachers would invite each other into their rooms to see sore good
idea they'd hit on aid bow it was working out. But the assemblies
go further than this in that they show how the good ideas are
fitting together, developing, building. They call for thoroughness
in presentation; the material to be shared is expected to have been
explored with some depth and precision. On the whole, the assemblies
I saw very offered and received with considerable satisfacteln as
a mutually stimulating sharing.

In the asserblie..:, I was truck by tl opportunity afforded
for dev2lopmc7lt of another kind os iangwie t1 t the children would
need in the world, different from ti ! language ng on in the class-

room. Work there, as we saw, is a j)int tmdertaking carried alorcl
by langaage closely related to the inner language we use to 11,
thin'ing and to organize and pursue inquiry. In fact, I !

thing in a classroom that might properly be called preseLtati,r,
erphasis on language for learning -- internalized learner g
surely proper in a school.

is we have seen, it is current work in the classroom that
leads to the high standard of assembly programs; and the assemblies
in turn feed back into other classrooms. But this is the mix and
flow of the different springs in our lives, not indiscriminate
flooding. And in this connection it is surely significant that the
assemblies, in corron with most of the other school activities,
rise out of the child's present needs. They are not something
concocted to afford training in public adds or program management
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or audience assessment. They do accomplish this, of course. But the
child's active provision of the program (arising out of his own work
and his own decisions) insures that primarily the assemblies provide
a means for him to think and feel his way into the larger community,
the whole school. Concomitantly, therefore, the language uses
developed by these occasions also arise out of his present needs,
and stand a better chance of being an extension of his unique
self. hhen children are assembled in institutions it is easy
to mislead them into the mouthed language of adult role-playing.
The assemblies I saw had not fallen into this pit.

The rest of the morning in the classroom would be a continJation
of what had gone before, untramreled by a fixed timetable. Some
teachers ail J haven't quite cast free from traditional methods will
have started the day with an onslaught on the three R's, Children
doinp assiglynents at the different subject tables before moving on
to less structured work. Others are more prepared for a child's
spending the entire morning on one activity, if it entails fruitful
learning. It is rash to generalize; but I do remember various
classes where the latter part of the morning seemed a popularly
relaxed and happy time for various language arts pursuits. Some
children, having got their chores out of the way first, are now
settled doi,..n for some enjoyable leading and writing. Others would
have worked on their pet prcject as soon as they got to school,
and having devoted to that as much time as they wanted, or felt
they could afford, are writing their log on it, or reading probably
m related subjects. Certainly the book corner would be full.

The book corner in most classrooms is a little space squeezed
out of what is already a very squeezed room. It is usually very
plivate and gives the feeling of being tucked away, surrounded
by higher than child-height book racks. One misses in English schools
the American abundance of beautifully produced books. School libraries
are often just a collection of books strung out along a corridor;
and classrooms rarely have a large selection. But children in the
book corners were eager to have a visitor look into many favorites
and were obviously enjoying reading there. Side by side with established
authors were the novels, reference books, collected poems, records
of trips, and research Chronicles produced by individuals and groups
in the class. The latest school designs push the asserbly hall, tradi-
tionally the huh of the school, to one side, and revolve instead
arid a library and quiet space. But there is still plenty to
be said fur that little world within a world in the classroom.

Other children will be reading basal readers. The great
majority of purils in these pro,ressive schools will be going through
sore basal m or other, with their progress closely recorded.
One is rather surpriFPd, in fact, after so many articles stressing
their freedom, it the great iirortance these schools allot to a
systerlaic rearing schere for each child. The approach is rather
different, however. from prevalent American practice. To begin
with, there will be any nurUer of programs within the same cl,.ssroom.
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The aim is to fit each child with the program best for him. The
child is checked by his teacher as he goes through, each in his
own book in his own series at his 014! rate; and the teacher will
use his discretion as to whether he ices on to the next in the
series or repeats or skips.

Many priEc;:,-.'s like to heal each child read regularly,
and have a close co;,_rete assessment of the state of reading throughout
the school. Standardized reading tests are often administered
only twice throughout the primary years: towards the end of the
infant school and the end of the junior school. Any information
of especial note will then be passed on to the next school.

Articles written by observers sometimes maintain that there
are virtually no reading problems in these schools; but I found
no one working there saying this, and the remedial class" was
mentioned quite frequently. I remember one school where the rooms
were packed with delights -- a detailed mural of a row of shops,
for example, contents inside each labeled and numbered, clocks,
weights, the appropriate tools, vendors in the appropriate dress;
Pascal's triangle built pp with transparent colored plastic
like stained glass agai.ist the windov, with the explanation
underneath; a numerical sequence illustrated in tie-dyed materials.
I didn't want to give up time there for an inspection of the remedial
reading room, but the headmaster was firm. He led me out to a
dull wooden box wedged into the playground, up rather ricketty
steps. Then inside it was suddenly light and airy and everywhere
were visual and tactile treasures, some in piles to play with,
sore elegantly displayed on burlap-covered panels, and in the
corner a puppet theater and a king puppet in brocade and velvet
and animal puppets, and models of string games next to them with
brightly colored string there to try your own hand. For one wrenching
moment I thought we'd have to walk through to some little room
where the serious work was done, equipped with the usual piles of
textbooks and tests. Rut of course the next moment I saw the logic
of it all and was reading the names of the shells and the string
game instructions and sharpening my perceptions on the leaf display
and here was the outline of a puppet play the children had been
working on. 'Then I was first teaching," the headmaster was
saying, "over thirty years ago, there was a teacher ran her
mentally retarded class this way. and I remember one day seeing
two of our brighter lads petring in and one saying to the other,
"'Fee, don't you wish you was daft:'" There were loc,aks in the

room too, I noticed. And now t]..- headmaster pointed out the
various machine aids, and phonetic games, and self-check systems.

These schools ar: very sericus about helping every child
:icrform to the best of his ability. Bat the children wflo can't
keep up with the rci,t aren't brand rd as failures. tveryone can
do something; and it is the individual accomplishments and con-
tributions that are rest vi;ible in a classroom, not prowss ar
lack of it in th1 stills. i rem/Titer the teacher in one ibrant
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class asking uho would like to show the visitor their writing books.
There was an instant forest of waving blue books and a very small
boy thrust his into my hand. "Oh you rust see Richard's," the
teacher said. ".us stories are lovely." And indeed they were.
It was somewhat difficult finding the way through his spelling, but
worth it. "lie has trouble with his reading," the teacher said
discreetly in my ear. "But you can hardly call him backward,
can you, when he writes like that?"

Reading and writing are inseparably linked in these schools.
Children do their own very personal writing as soon as they can
get a few sounds down in i.t.a. or traditional orthography,
working with their own vocabuiary books which they build up as C.ey
go along, and helping each other get the spelling right. They're
reading as they write, obviously, and then reading each other's
with delight. And the most interesting writing is not necessarily
produced by the most academically adept, as we all know.

There was a class of eight- and nine-year olds doing a
puppet operetta with their Carl Orff instruments. Some of then ue.ce
stumbling over the lines they had to read, but nobody minded.
The lines were short and entertaining, with plenty of interchange
and places for everyone t: join in instead of just sitting there
bored, frustrated and critical. How much easier it is to have a
reading repeated without pain if all you have to say is, 'Could
you make it sourd really fierce?" or "That's an important line.
gay we hear it again?" So while the many opportunities for reading
loud all provide for thorough mastery, it it the enjoyment that
is paramount.

Several references have already been made to a language
arts activity that is almost certain to be going on somewhere in
the classroom at this time, as it's going on everywhere all the
time: personal writing. This might be poetry, or stories, or
a careful, factual account of a field trip, or family chat, or a
memory, whatever the child feels like writing about there and then.
For those whose memories or imaginations might be sluggish, there
are suggestions on the board by the writing table, or on assignment
cards. -,lose might be opening sentences, or a newspaper clipping,
or a pile of interesting pictures. Most children I saw weren't
in need of stimulation; and those who needed it initially soon
took off on their our. Children write easily and well in these
schools, having had plenty of practice from the beginning, and
being helped to develop their cPpacities where they aro deeply
involved. There is an unbroken progression from the pictures
the child draws when he first comes into the infant schoo'., through
the pictures he has the teacher or an older friend put an explanation
ender, throuih writing his own corrrnts, through writirg as ruch
corrient as picture, through vriting what Le cants to and
illustrating it if Le feels 14e it.
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It will be seen that in same ways fewer demands are made
of the teacher in the integrated day. Anyone who has tried to
stimulate the development of genuine, lively writing in a traditional
classroom knows the endless preparation that must go into it;
the energy demanded in motivating the reluctant, in persuasion
that forever teeters an the brink of cajoling and wheedling and
threats. But the nearer the child's school activities approximate
his natural way of doing, -7' wing, learning, the more clearly
we can see what sort of he he needs, and when. We know when
the time is ripe for a session on mechanical skills, or whri to
ignore the errors and respond as a person to what he as a person
has wr..ten, or when, and to what extent, to combine the two.
This is by no means to say that the teacher in the integrated day
is not constantly feeding in ideas. He is; ideas for writing as
for everything else. But when the children have so much encouragement
to be themselves, their own ideas flow in al evergrowing stream.

As soon as it was known in a classroom that the visitor
was interested in their writing, it was always the same -- children all
over me with their books, bogging me to read this page and that,
asking the teacher for books he had in his keeping so that I could
read their favorite effort of a year or more ago, bringing over
the large joint efforts they'd written, illustrated, and bound
for various special occas'.ons. They knew each other's work well,
and would enthusiastically recommend some story its author was
proffering. The teachers had an amazing memory of this vast
output, and when we were looking at work without the children there
they would indicate interesting points and do lopments, and
detail how these fitted in with a particular cald's abilities and
personality and home background.

Any gaps in the teachers' knowledge of language does
not arise out of the system of the integrated day. In fact, as
I have already stressed, it is more likely that the teacher will
be effective in this set-up since so much can be forwarded by a
sensitive and practical personal response. But I would like to
see teachers more familiar with receat research on the relationship
between language and thought; and consequently more sensitive to
the different characteristics of different areas of language.
Much the teachers know by experience and common sense, but they
could use a stronger theoretical framework, in order to be sure that
all their Children are exploricg as many aspects of language as
are presently relevant to them. It be frank, I'm not certain
how much of a noticeable difference this would make in the sort
of classes I have been &scribing; probably not much. But I think
this framework is necessary if the results pnxhxed by these obviously
gifted teachers are to be obtained more generally; and also if the
present successes themselves are to be developed. Principals that
1 'aged to about this were strongly in agreement. I think observers
sometimes miss the importance accorded to theoretical frarewo-ks
in these schools. Theories tend not to be noticed in the classroorr;
since they are so fleshed out and vitalized by the children's own
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interests. And sometimes the teachers and principals will be so
eloquent in their criticism of a framework, or more likely, of the
methods that sometimes result from some framework or other, that
they give the impression that they are proceeding by pragmatic
intuition. But I found them, without exception, repudiating those
accounts of their schools which implied that this ,;as in fact
their modus operandi. Their successes are emphatically not a
matter of good intentions and luck. They are based on deep, searching
thought; on thorough study of research into child de:elopment;
and they work hard at utilizing frameworks which are relevant to
the acquisition of different knowledges and skills. Their basic

belief, in fact, is in the symbiosis of human development and
the totally committed pursuit of knowledge. (But of course they'd
never say it so pompously!)

There seems to be some indication that a possible language
framework evolved from recent research is not yet operative in the
schools. But at such time as Leicestershire decides to tackle
it, help will be available. There are a number of experienced
advisory teachers in the county, working out of two teachers'
centers (one mainly primary, one secondary), who travel around the
schools giving practical help in introducing new practices, organizing
courses, talking to parents, advising new teachers, and so on.
fhe centers are attractive places, open several nights a week,
with libraries, resources and machinery for the production of
teaching materials, displays of educational equipment, and collections
of work from different schools. Questions and suggestions are
earnestly invited by their personnel, and dealt with constructively.
The.. is, the channels of communication am really open, and there
are many practical results. A current 12-page mimeographed report
of activities includes, for example, a brief description of a reading
study group. This has ben formed in -esponse to "requests from
several s-pools about methods and ideas for the teaching of reading";
the group looking into such areas as finding parallel books in different
reading series, and investigating diagnostic testing. Also mentioned
in the pamphlet are the trial science units produced by national
foundations which are being tested in local schools; an environmental
studies group, who's( findings am being compiled and will be available
at the center; a description of materials collected by an upper
school during its Spanish study, which can now be used elsewhere.

One of the most outstanding differences in the teaching
of language arts in these schools, compared with most American
schools is the use :4 drama. I find ryself reluctant to go into
this, and not only because 1.e have heard so much about it. It

is so frustrating that so many people in Anrrica have knoun, for
a long time, the i'vertance of drama in the classroom; that a
few brave, energetic, a.ld persistent people have put it firmly
there and told us about it; and that nevertheless to the great
majority of elemen,ar teachers it remains Gone sort of exotic
mystery %hem angels 1, ar to tread. Dram, like writing, talking,
and reading, flourishes in the atinosphint of the integrated
day, and in its turn enti 11*.'F it. So I saw plenty of drama, and
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it was exciting and fun, and it was clearly playing an important
)art in the paramount task of the primary schools, that is, providing
each child with the encouragement and the tools of civilization
to find himself. There is plenty for us to learn from it, just
as there has Leen from the American teachers using drama for the
past forty years or so.

Perhaps the special message from the Leicestershire
schools is that it isn't only fools who rush in, nor specialists
either. In fact, here al- do the schools seemed blessed rather
than cursed by their lack of a specialist teacher. IA drama, as
in art and in music, the classroom teaches was able to share with
the children some of the most enjoyable and revealing expeiiences
of the day, leading to them out of work going on in other subjects
and then building on them further, later on. Some teachers make
a better ;ob of it in some ways than others. Those more sensitive
to character -Tnd language, for example, will be more likely to
develop interesting dialogue, while others will explore dance
drama. There's room for all. Improvised drama is as natural
to a child as breathing; and it stays with us in many forms throughout
our lives.

I remember most clearly drama I saw iu the early afternoon,
I'm not sure why. Perhaps it is that as the second session of school
got underway, after a long lunch break, drama seemed the natural
mans of going back to source, ore's own source, and drawing enough
from it to get to the end of the day in a relevant direction. Or
perhaps it's just logistics, the hall being now free from assembly
and lunch tables. Whatever, I shan't forget one rather portly
gentleman cheering with stich gusto from the sideline as his class
played out a dramatic international soccer match that I expected
him any minute to kick off his slices and join them. Or a neat.
quiet lady with her faced wreathed in smiles as her class stormed
a medieval fortress awash wi.:11 gore and bloodcurdling oaths.
Not that I'm advocating classroom drama as teacher therapy;
But I do think the success of many of these teachers stems from
their being open to themselves, to the daydreams and curiosities
and anxieties that they have been living with as long as they
can remember. It is by this inner route that they moke contact
with the child.

Let's put the time loop back to the end of the morning,
to the cleaning up chores, and some standing in 1-Ine. I saw
teachers several times fill in the odd five minutes with language
skill games, possibly spelling, or similes, or guessing a described
object. The teaching of skills isn't very noticeable in these
schools as they are mainly brought in at the service of other work
uhen the child is ready for them. Some teachers uill have an
all-class session once a day to tackle ufiat they have noticed
as a general need, other teachers will not. Certainly I never
happened on one. lit I did see assignrent tables Lith, for
exarple, phonics games that the children had to do at sore time
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during the day. Spelling and punctuation are certainly not the
unmentionables in these schools that one might gather from some repots.
But an objective Lae count of minutes per day spent on instructions
in the mechaWcs would, I'm almost sure, show considerably less
in England than i i America. Certainly they are never seen there as
other than means to an end. You learn the conventions because you want
other people to understand what you have to say.

School lunch is quite a social occasion. The children
sit at tables of eight or ten, that is, large enough for separate
conversations, small enough for the whole table to join in if
anything interesting crops up. rtchen staff bring serving dishes
to the tables at which the children are already seated, and the

oldest children serve. The age range is likely to be from youngest
in the school to the oldest, as children do not necessarily sit
with others from the same class. In the infant schools this means
that even the oldest child is only seven. But I never saw less
than efficient serving, and sometimes as they portioned out the last
of a good dish the unselfishness bordered on the downright gracious.
On no occasim was responsibility shifted to the adult who might
appear on the scene.

As for the conversation, I was put in mind of that research
finding fast Jecoming an old saw, the one about the high positive
correlation between I.Q. and families eating breakfast together.
The children in these schools are not fed like battery animals.
They eat lunch together like human beings, and talk accordingly.
It's the way the children talk with each other that impresses;
and it is pleasant indeed to be welcomed into the group. There
were so many conversations to remember, about nicknames and
birthdays and the funny habits of brothers and sisters and mothers
and fathers, and what it's like living in America, and what you get
to know from holidays abroad. Sometimes the visitor took the Charm
to do a little sounding out that would have been out of place
in a classroom. To a rather scruffy little ten-year-old lad beside
me, I said, "Is there anybody particularly smart in your class?"
"oo, I'm smart, look, I ca in my best jacket today!" (transatlantic

misundorstanling) "I mean, is there anybody very clever in your
class?" Several now joined in. 'You should see picky G., he
can do handstands and cartwheels!" "Yeah, but what about Fete,
he can jump higher than . . . ." "I mean is anybody especially
good at sums, or -- " "Well, you saw how good I was doing this
morning in Ay sum book, and I wrote ---" Yes, I had seen the sun
book, an3 that morning it wasn't too bad, but the rest was rather
disastrous. But he spoke with an open, unbrash cheerfulness
that while it wouldn't be enough to get him through university
wouldn't have him giving up before time either.

This was the school %/WM the headmaster had tmstrearcd
his junior school before leiccstershire had managed to throw off
the yoke of the eleven-plus examination. Instead of fewer passes
than usual, as so many parents and colleagues had predicted,
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he had in fact one or two more, and in addition he had many borderline
cases who were called for interview. The interviewers tald him
that they had been put into a real quandary. All cf the children
that they talked with were articulate and curious and showed such
signs of being able 'o cope with Livanced studies that they couldn't
think how to discriminate among them.

At another school, not the vast progressive, the chi dren
took re during the lunch hour all around their animal center in
the school grounds, explaining habits, feeding, breeding, past
excitements and sadneaaes there, expectations and their basis

for them. It had be:- set up by the fourth-year teacher whose special
competence is science, ani who had told me earlier how dissatisfieu
he is with his shortcomings in languag, areas.

Third and last, i remember a nine-year-old who asked me
so many questions per minute that that was one lunch that never
gat finished. "Ilis reading and arithmetic aren't up to much,"
his teacher had said earlier, "but we wouldn't be without him."
This was lulu. tire. For the moment I wasn't puzzling about language
and growth. But I knew these were people getting a great deal out
of life, and putting plenty in it for others.

The mornings are long, and lunch time quite long, so the
afternoons whiz by. Each child will have several activities planned
for the day that he still hasn't got around to, so he's still stepping
lively. And then comes that pleasant time of clearing up after
a good day's work, a feeling of acccaplishaent and relaxation, and
the children settle around the teacher for a story. In several schools
it wasn't necessarily their own teacher they settled arotlid, as
two or three classes would gather together, with one teacher in
charge, releasing the others to write all their pupil records for
the day while details were still fresh an their minds. The stories
I heard were often old favorites or perhaps a poetry session with

the children joining in. The occasion was one of simple enjoyment;

but apart from that very little of a literature lesson. And any
other literature, as far as I could ascertain, was largely fed into
other activities, such as those concerned with other tires and other
places, and into the writing. Most of the material appeared to be
the usual traditional corpus; and I didn't see many of the fine
conterporary novels and anthologies for children, either in use

or on shelves. When i asked teachers about literature in their
classrooms, several spoke regretfully of their lack of knowledge

and ccnfidence. In other arras a gap in the teacher's own education
was often a spur to his insuring that his children didn't miss out.
Fkmic especially was mentioned as a great p1asure that they were
discovering with their pupils. But I think that with litarature
they were apprehensive of doing more harm than good. The children
were obviously writini well and were keen to lead, and then- yarn,
plenty of good old stories and poems that they could pass on,
so they felt no pressing need to venture into unknoun territory.
This gad is to sof a:. extent filled by the excellent B.B.C. radio
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programs for schools, which were frequently referred to. These
can easily be recorded ani used as the teacher wants them. Poetry
is especially well handled, inviting considerable participation
by the children.

Afterschool activities were many, and impressed one with
the phenomenal energy a keen teacher on either side of the Atlantic
can dredge up after an exhausting day. Again a comparative minutes-
per-week count of time spent on these in England and America would
be interesting; my impression is that rather more is expected of
the teacher in England. One heard of camps and cycling clubs and
tarflung expeditions, all without pay.

So much for a day in the Leicestershire primary school.
I hope anyone who has bothered to read thus far will have core to tens
with the relentless enthusiasm. The truth is that after years of
suspecting that a dislike of schools signified some deep personal
inadequacy, these schools struck such a happy note of inner recognition
that I felt the inadequacy might just lie in the schools I had
known. It was a liberating experience, in which I was too busy
enjoying the good things to have much of an eye for the bad.
So let me stress once more that I have described what I cons.der
the most constructive practices in what is undoubtedly an untypically
fine grow of schools. (I also saw some pretty grim schools over
there, but mercifully there is no reason for reporting those.)
All in all, then, there's a great deal to be learned from the pro-
gressive schools in England. But let's not go overboard, at least
not without being prepared for a tough swim. As I have tried to
point out, there are various differences between these schools
and ours that depend on more than different educational philosophies.
English custom moans that things usually advance little by little
over a broad front, slowly but surely. So when skeptics say that
the progressive English education being made such a fuss of is only
American progressive education turning up forty years late, they're
not entirely wide of the mark! But the firty years haven't been
wasted, and neither has the American experience, what went right
and what went wrong. Essentially, the English innovations are built
on what is best of established tradition, on an expansion of good
things that have always been a shining thread there (faith in the
arts, for example, and the love of drama), and on a long history of
sound pioneer efforts, together with thorough investigation of
confirmed modern research. !lead teachers, the drainant influence
in the schools, have many of them been evolving this approach for
the past quarter of a century. They have been feeling their way
in tentatively, broadening small experiments little by little, and
have never expected to accomplish miracles overnight. The schools
see themselves still with lots to learn, in many areas only at the
beginning. And they vary greatly within themselves. Observers
tend to see the sane sort of class in each school; they ask to see
the integrated day in action and headmasters are happy to show their
most striking examples. But even in the most progressive schools
thew is room for the more traditional teachers also, who are
referred to with respect. There is no blueprint, no magic formula.
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And even if there were, would we really want it? We have
to decide what is best for schools here, what stands the best chance
of constructive survival within this country's culture, building
on fiat is most valuable in this country's tradition. English
educators are quick to admit that they have learned much from
America, an6 will be happy to learn whatever else might prove
of use to them. But they would never think of ditching what they
have and co-opting whole chinks from outside. Of course, some
would retort that the sooner American education is ditched the better.
And I would agree that a great deal of it is appalling and something
must be done about it fast. But we have to consider this country's
educational ills deeply, from the inside, and work at putting them
right from there. Surely, there's a great deal to be learned f- m
Britain, but a hasty transplant from an entirely different climate
only dies. And on that note, let's leave a Britisher the last
word.

" ' Brains first and ther, Hard Work. Look at it! That's
the way to build a house,' said Fpyore proudly."
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PART TWO

RESEARCH
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LEARNING siGirr WORDS1

by Robert Christina

This study tested the ease or difficulty of learning eight
words presented by a look-say technique and by look-say augmented by
tracing, when the eight words were printed in the Initial Teaching Alpha-
bet and when they were printed in traditional orthography. The subjects
for the experiment were 120 kindergarten children in the East Syracu=.e-
Minoa Public Schools in the early spring of 1970. Kindergarten children
were chosen because they had had no formal instruction in reading other
than having been taught the names of the letters.

All the kindergarten children in two schools in the district
participated. They were randomly assigned to four treatment groups. No

selection criteria were used.

Purpcses of the Study

The study was designed to investigate the following question-,:

1. Does use of i/t/a make a differT..ce in the initial learning
of eight sight words and in their retention after 24 hours
and again after a week has elapsed?

2. Does tracing words, whether they are printed in i/t/a or
traditional orthography, increase children's efficiency in
learning to read these words or in remembering them?

3. lbw do thew eight words rank according to ease of learning,
under the four modes of presentation?

4. hhat are the characteristics of words which are easily
learned and which are frequently confused?

Fro,edure,3

fiat experienced master's candidates in the prwra.7 seemed

as teachel, for the experiment. They taught each chil0

Robert Ihristina, Orthclraphy, Presentation Technives and Sira r rd
AcTlisition of Bcgririning Readers, unpil1isik4 Ph.D. 31:=ertation,

7racuse -Univers ty , 1970,
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presenting eight words according to procedures outlined by the investi-
gator. All of the 120 cLildren learned the eight words to criterion, most
of them completing the task in about twenty minutes.

The children were assigned to four treatment grolps of 30
children each. One treatment group (LS-TO) used a look-and-say presenta-
tion technique which required the children to look at and say each word,
repeating the word twice after the examiner. The words taught to this
group were printed in traditional orthography. Another group (LS-ITA)
used the same look-and-say presentation tcchniqtr, but the words taught to
this group were printed in the Initial Teaching Alphabet. A third group
(T-TO) repeated the word once after the teacher and traced it. For this
group the eight words were printed in traditional orthography. The fourth
group (T-ITA) followed the same procedure, but the eight words were printed
in i/t/a.

First, eight word cards were placed before the child, and he was
told, "Today we are going to learn to read these cords. It's easy to read.
You read words. Words tell you Aat to say. Each word tells yci to say
something different. You have to learn wort each word tells you to say,
and then you'll know how to read them. Today y Wre going to learn what
these eight words tell you tc say. Each time yea get a word right, you
put it here (an area near the child was specified), and Own y.0 have all
eight words hen., you'll sin a toy."

Next, the exturiner shuffled the eight word cards, drew ',110, and

laced it before the child. The exardner pronounced the word and us(I it
in a sentence. Then the child repeated the word correctly twice. This

sa-r procedure was followed for each of the eight words.

too t

king kith

cow cou

how hoc

make

made riiMd

wish with

which wh ich
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After this brief instruction, the eight words were shuffled
again and presented one word at a time to the child. If he read the word
correctly, he was praised and the word was placed in the "correct" area.
If children in the LS-ITA and LS-TO treatment groups lid not read the
word correctly, they were simply told the word and required to repeat it.
In T-ITA and T-TO treatment groups, the children traced the word. the
proc.dures were repeated until each child responded correctly four tiros
for each word. He was then rewarded with a s.rall plastic toy. A record
was kept of the nAmber of trials on ea:h word before the criterion of four
correct responses was reached.

Approximately 24 hours later and again one week later, each child
was tested on the eight words. A record was kept of which words were re-
merb'ered.

Results

The experimental design and statistical treatment made it pos-
sible to decide whether there were significant differences between the two
types of orthography, between the two` presentation techniques, or inter-
actions between the two variables of orthography and presentation
technique.

roes use of the i/t/a in contrast to traditional orthography
make a difference in learning or retaining words? No significant
differences between i/t/a and t/o were found; so judgment on this question
has to be suspended. Other words using additional i/t/a symbols might
have produced different effects, but the eight words used in this study
yielded no evidence tither to contradict or to support Pc..ning's statement:

"The medium used in beginnors' books seems to be a vital
factor in learning to read. Since most readingLresearZT
has failed to control this factor of the_printed medium,
many generalized ft-Oijiients on problems of reading inTt-Tir-
tiun may need to be substantially (p. 45,

lc.64)

Pres tracing each word help beginning readers to learn or
retain words presented by a look-say technique? The evidence related to
this question is more conclusive. There were significant differences
between the groups that traced words and the groups that employed only
look-and-say techniques, indicating that tracing enabled children to
achieve fotr correct responses sooner. To possible explanations for the
significant differences have been suggested in the literature. King and
Arhl (1965) maintained that because beginning readers view all words as
very similar they benefit from the additional sensory cues provided by
tracing. Gates (1935) asserted that tracing controls left-to-right
movement and is an attention-focusing device.

flowlvr, there were no indications that initial learning of
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words printed either in ift /a or t/o or learned with or without the
reinforcement of tracing affected retention twenty-four Lours or one week
later. (Retention in this study was found to be less than 50 percent)
There were also no indications that into action of orthography and pmsen-
tation technique affected the rate at which these children learned or
retained word'

These results indicate sane guidelines for classroom practice.
Alien beginning readers have difficulty in paying attention to a word or
when they fail to utilize a left-to-right approach, the tracing technique
should be beneficial. This technique appears to make initial learning
more efficient but is no aid to retention. The fact that no review was
provided between the initial teaching and the follow-up testing accounts
for the low retention exhibited by all four groups.

Significant differences were also found when confusion errors
were examined. (A confusion error was defined as the substitution of
another word on the list for the word being tested.) These results
indicated that the degree of similarity may affect the ease with which
children learn words. Words which began and ended with the sanr letters
(i.e., wish and which) were more frequently confused 'Ilan words with
similar r-aaings only (i.e., cow and bow) r_A- complete, dissimilar words
(i.e., too and king).

Classroom teachers selecting words for individual or group
activities shotad consider the possible confusions which may arise
because of similarities between words. Many words having similar begin-
nings in a list or in context may be a source of difficulty for beginning
readers. lk)weimr, although there is evidence in this study that similar
words are initially harder to learn dissimilar words, other studies
have shown a beneficial effect from using similar words for learning
activities. Studies by Samiels and Jeffrey (1966) and McCutcheon and
McDowrAl (1969) indicate that learning similar words is initially more
difficult, but later learning may be easier. Both studies found that
learning dissimilar words resulted in rapid initial learning, but later
learning of related words has faster when initial instruction was on
similar words. That is, the ease of initial learning may be offset by
later difficulty with related words.

Other results which may be of interest wore those concerned with
the retention of various words. If every child had remerbered a word on
both retention measures, the score for that word would have been 240. The
word too had a score of 214; the word rade had a score of 40. All words
used iii-the study maintained very simiTiTrank orders of retention,
regardless of the treatment. The word too was relatively easy for all
groups just as the word made was difficaf for all groups.

This tendency of the words to keep the sare order was also noted
with respect to the rate at which words were learned. There was consider-
able agreement among the four grows as to easy and difficult words for
initial learning. Coleman (1969, 1970a) found similar results and also
fond no significant effects on ease or difficulty from the frequency with
which a word appeared.
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Coleman (1970b) suggests that classroom teachers might select
words for initial reading instruction on criteria other than the frequency
with id-rich the words are used. The criterion he suggests is learnability.
ika believes it is useful to select and order words according to difficulty
by teaching them to children who have not been exposed to previous reading
instruction.

In a series of such studies, Coleman (1969) tried many words and
obtained a list of 160 which he ranked according to learnability. The
East Syracuse-Minna study, which used sore; words from the Coleman list,
corroborated his findings with respect to the ease or difficulty of
learning these words. Classroom teachers may find lists of rank-ordered
words useful as a source of words for beginning reading. Such lists also
provide a clue to the readability of beginning reading materials.

Of course, the results of this study of learnability of words,
the effects of i/t/a and t/a, the value of tracing, and frequency and
types of confusion errors, must be interpreted cautiously. The conclu-
sions dram from this study are probably valid for the children who
participated. They may also be valid for children similar to those of
the present study, but they are entirely tentative for any other children.

This study reemphasized the individual nature of children's
learning. Some children who did not use tracing learned words faster and
retained more of them than children who did. Saw children remembered
only the word made, a few children did not remember the word too. Words
which confined some children did not confuse others.

The point should be emphasized that this study did not investi-
gate whether kindergarten children can or should be taught to read. The
children were selected because they had not been exposed to formal
reading instruction. In this experiment, they were taught individually,
and the methods and purposes were more appropriate to laboratory research
than to the classroom. The focus of the study was the "learnability" of
eight words under two conditions of presentation and two types of
orthography, not on the learning ability of the 120 children who parti-
cipated in the study.
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REPLICATION STUDY:

WORD BOUNDARIES

by Robert Christina

In a descriptive study of 39 first graders, Meltzer and Hersel
after two and one half months of school indicated the extent and types
of confusions about word botndaries exhibited by these children. Each
child completee nine short tasks and the data were used to answer three
questions regarding: (1) how children defined word botndaries; (2)
whether they could differentiate between numbers, letters and words;
(3) the relationship of the whole-made-up-of-parts ccncept to word
boundary knowledge. The 39 first graders in this study had been intro-
duced to reading through the Scott Foresman Nos Basic Readers, and the
best readers were completing their third pre - primer.

The present study was a replication of the Meltzer and Horse
study with a different grog) of first graders, a different basal series
(Houghton Mifflin) and a different time of year. Children were all of

the first graders from the Heman Street School and testing was completed
during the last 'Tenth of school.

Method

Each child was asked individually to complete nine tasks. The

materials used and abbreviated directions are given below:

1. Sentence (Seven cowboys in a wagon saw numerous birds down-
town today) was printed on paper 17 inches long and 3 inches wide.
Letters were 3/8" with ascenders 5/8" in height and there was a space
and a half between letters and words as compared to spacing of standard
print. (Child was asked to count each word as he pointed to it. Then

he circled each word.)

2. On a 3 x S card in same size print, each of the following
(2, 5, 8, e, t, s, labor, for, boy) was printed. (Cards were spread
before child and he was asked to pick up the cards with numbers on them.)

3. Cm a 3 x 5 card each of the following was printed (324,
5927, 24159, m, a, h, foot, rest, plans). (Child was asked to pick up

cards with words on them.)

'Nancy S. Meltzer and Robert Herse, The Boundaries of Written Words as Seen
by First Graders," Journal of Beading Behavior, I, No. 3 (1969), pp. 3-14.
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4. Five pennies in true size were xeroxed on a 5" x 7"
card. (Child was asked how many pennies were on card.)

5. Pictures of four pennies cut in half with a small space
between were on a 5" x 7" card. ("How many whole pennies are on
this card?")

6. Pictures of two pennies cut ii half and correctly
oriented but 2 inches apart were en a 5" x 7" card. (Same question

as 5.

7. Pictures of five pennies, four of which were cut in half
and variously spaced but in correct orientation, were on a 5" x 7"
card. (Same question as 5 and 6.)

8. One whole paper cup and two paper cups cut in half
lengthwise. (Child was shown whole paper cup. hhen two cut cups
were placed on table, he was asked how many.)

9. Sentence (I want to see someone do something on a house-
boat) was printed on paper 17 inches long and one inch wide with
tallest letters 7/8" high and other 1/4" with a space and a half
between letters and words. (Child counted words, then cut a word at
a time and gave it to examiner.)

Defining Word Boundaries

In the original study errors in the discrimination of word
boundaries were classified in five categories as follows:

1. Divided at a tall letter; e.g., dont/mm/

2. Divided el 3ewhere than at tall letter; e.g., numierous/

3. Combined two words; e.g., /in a/

4. Confined letters with no regard to space; e.g., se/ven/
co /wboy /s s/aw/

5. Equated words and letters; e.g., s/e/v/e/n/

Various combinations of errors in discriminating word boundaries were
provided as evidence that fiery is a sequence in the eeveloprent of the
concept of word boundaries, from the equation of v.ords and letters through
to the understanding that space is the determinant. The sequence is

as follows:

a. Letters are words.

b. A word is a snit made up of more than ene letter.

c. Space is used as a boundary unless the words are short,
in which case they are combined; or long, in which case they are divided.

d. Only long words continue to be divided.

e. Spaces indicat,-; word boundaries except where there is
a "tall letter in the middle of a word (p. 13)
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The present study noted similar patterns of errors which supported
the sequence proposed by Meltzer and Herse. However, some discrepancies
were also noted. Analyses of error categories revealed that while dividing
long words at tall letters was still an error, the nature of the error
couli be clarified by a reclassification. In all instances (9) where the
error was made the word was a compound word and the division was made
between the two words that co .Dsed the compound word; e.g., down/town.
In the second category dividing elsewhere than at a tall letter -- 10
of the 11 children who made errors in this category made a similar error,
e.g., dounto/wn or down/to/6n. Consequently, a different classification
scheme for the error is proposed here.

1. Division at small words; i.e., separating small words as in
donwto/6n or down/tOwn.

2 Correct division of two parts of compound words.

3. Division elsewhere than at small words.

When the errors are reclassified to include these two types of errors, the
following fmquencies occur:

a) Divided at a tall letter 0 e) Equated words and letters 5

b) Divided elsewhere than at
small words

4 f) Divided at "small" words 10

c) Combined two words :7 g) Correctly divided harts
of compound words

d) Combined letters with no
regard to space

8 h) No errors 32

The incidence of errors by reading groups is also presented:

Errors in Definition of Word Boundaries
by Reading Group (in per cent)

Reading Group a b c d e f g Total Errors

21 N=15 100% 1

12 N.,31 4% 33% 30% 33% 24

1
1 N=12 50i

.4.

38% 12% 8

PP
N=3 25% 25% 501 4

tfT N=8r

sd

19% lgi 43% 19i 16
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The error of combining two words results in the largest precentage
of errors at the three highest reading groups, which contrasts with the
Meltzer and Verse's finding that most errors were on division at tall
letters. However, the original study groupeC categories a, f, and g under
the label of divided at tall letter. Combining the precentages of these
three categories supports the findings of the original study; but it is
suggested that Meltzer and He,.se's results occurred because there was more
possibility of making an error that could be classified as diVision at tall
letters.

Differentiating tetoecn Nunhers, Letters, and Words

A total of 24 of the 67 children made errors on tasks 2 and 3 which
were used to determine if children could differentiate between numbers,
letters, and words. The majority of these errors (16).occurred because the
child selected all letters and words when asked to select only words. It

would appear that many children cannot clearly differentiate between
letters and words, but there was only late instance where a child selected
a number for a word and another interesting instance where a child selected
for when asked to select all numbers.

A sumnary of the letter and wort] errors by reading group follows:

Errors in Leiter-Word Confusion by Reading Croup
(in per cent)

Reading Croup Errors

21 N=13 13%

l N=31 6%

1 N=12 33%

2nd
PP

N=3 661

75%lstPl S=8

There are indications that per cent of error decreases as the leml
of reading group increases. A possible explanation for failure of this
trend in the upper two groups is that assignment to reading group is based
on teacher judgment, and the three teachers involved in this study did not
establish corren critel.la for assignment to reading groups. Therefore, it
is possible f'r some 1, readers to be better than 21 readers.

Cc,:ocrthrlizition of W'Ioles

There were 69 Children who completed the tasks and 49 of these
children made at least one error. The total number cf errors was 117 on the
five items that were t6ed to determine the child's conceptualization of
whole. The following indicates the percentage of errors on each of the
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five items.

Errors in Conceptualization of thole by Item
(in per cent)

Item Per Cent

4 0%

5
...

15%

6 26%

7 32%

8
L

27%

hhen items were presented in wholes, there was no difficulty in
counting them. hhen items were separated by more space and orientation
became more diverse, frequency of errors increased. There is a similarity
between separated but correctly oriented pennies and two cups sliced in
half. There is considerable evidence flat children at this age level
have difficulty with the conceptualization of ~'hole when space and orients-
tiin are considered.

Cc,:clusions

Although there were some differences in the findings of this repli-
cation study, the views of Meltzer and fierce regarding. the large incidence
of inability to use space to separate written words is confirmed. Their
suggestion that textbook writers and teachers may be assuming knowledge
that the child does not have is also confirmed. However, this investigation
questions their contention that The incorrect (WS to word boundaries
used by these children can be considered a logical result of the reading
material.; to which tbey were exposed and to their progress in these
materials." (p. 13)

Differences in the sequence and types of errors found in the ori-
ginal study and this replication may possibly be due to the different
reading series used. It is more likely, however, that differences 7-re a
result of the reading maturity attained by children in the middle of the
eighth month of reading instruction as compared with the middle of the third
rocth.

Nevertheless, there is substantial evidence from the present study
that teachers cannot assure that all children recognize words as words
even at the end of first grade.
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"ACTION RESEARCH' ON SPELLING

METHODS IN GRADE TWO

by Neill Millen

Introduction

During one of the first planning meetings I had with second
grade teachers after school was underway in September, I made the suggestion,
"Let's list some of the problem areas as you se them now." After a
brief hesitation, one teacher volunteered "spelling". The others joined in
immediate and unanimous agreement and offered one comment after another on
the sorry state of spelling. Since the group showed obvious concern, I
did not interrupt to have them identify additional problem areas. I

listened.

"How can we be expected to teach spelling when we haven't enough
books to go around?"

Have you locked at the spelling books? The kids can't even
write in them!"

"Mrs. Y. writes five words on the board for her kids to copy and
learn."

"Maybe we can ditto the spelling lessons."

"Have you seen those Books? That'd take too long."

Interjection: "How many words do ycu think second graders should
learn in a week?"

"Mrs. Y. gives 'em five."

"But I have some that can't even read."

"That's nothing. I have one that doesn't even know all his
letters!"

reader."
"I bet that Retsy in ry room can spell all the words in her

Interjection: Is there some way we can determine who knows what ?"
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"I can tell you one thing. My low kids can't spell 'up' from

Interjection: "Could we make up a test?"

"Sure, but where do we start?"

'We could take words they were supposed to have last year and
test them."

"They weren't supposed to have spelling last year, 1 thought."

"I mean words from their reading books."

"I have to go. Can we continue this next time?"

"Ok."

"14e, too."

"Ok."

11

During the interim I thumbed through the district's reading
guide for a list of basal words and ran across a spelling survey test
which was included as part of a suggested informal reading inventory. The
survey consisted of twenty words in each of several levels but no reference
was given as to its origin. I presented it at the next gathering and
offered to administer and correct it to see if we could identity different
levels of achievement. Mrs. K. volunteered her class,

Level I was administered to all children and corrected. The
classroom teacher and I decided that revel 11 should be given to each
child scoring seventy-five percent or better. This was accomplished on
the following day.

In the meantime, before the next grade-level meeting, I reviewed
several references on spelling. The message received was twofold:

1. Teach children a process for learning new words.

2, 1,-..esent the most frequently used words first.

At the next meeting only two of the four teachers were present
but we were joined by an inexperienced teacher fellow. Since the idea of
"process for learning new words" seemed new to them, I explained one
process in wide use:

1. look at the word.

2. Close eyes and "see" the word,

3. Look at the word.

4. Cover the word and attempt to write the word.
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S. Check. Repeat if necessary.

We also spent time discussing possible sources of words, but most of the
teachers' concern was with the mechanics of grouping the children. The
wo university fellows: agreed to take the "lmest" and "highest" groups
while the teachers vonld focus on the "middle" group.

I was disturbed by these developments for three reasons:

1. I felt that the individual needs of second graders could be
met best within each classroom. Instead, the teachers chose to exchange
groups among classes. I consented to this arrangement because it cormitted
each teacher to a program and it gave recognition to individual differences.

2. Could the two university fellows develop a technique, sell it
to the participating teachers, and phase out naturally in four weeks? I

did not want fellows committed to long-term routine teaching.

3. Would the technique not place an addicienal time-burden on the
teachers when the fellows phased out?

In my continuing search of the literature, I found an article by
atia Furnessl to share with the teachers. It embodied many of the prin-
ciples we had been discussing. I reproduced a copy for each teacher and
asked them to look for implications it might have for second grade spell-
ing. We were to discuss it at our next meeting.

I had also learned of successful experiences with a modified ver-
sion of the Michigan Spelling Program in a nearby inner-city school.
The modified program was Compatible with the central issues discussed in
the Furness article: so I shared the success story with the second grade
teachers at the next meeting. Mild interest in the modified program was
shown by three teachers, ufiile the fourth 1.as willing to go along with
any decision made by the other three. (It might be noted here that two
teachers were in their first year cf teaching and one in her last year
before retirement. The fourth teacher, in her third year of teaching,
was secure with her class and possessed sufficient experience with con-
ventional spelling programs to feel confident to try a new approach )

At this point it was my understanding that each of the classes
would be participating in a modified Michigan Program with each teacher and
the two project fellows assuming equal responsibility for preparing work-
sheets. Bilt within a week three teachers had withdrawn from the project.
I did not inquire into the reasons, but I assumed a number of factors
resulted in too little time for preparation of the worksheets. Perhaps
a sense of ethics kept the three teachers from using the worksheets
prepared by the others. Whatever the reason, the Michigan Program was
implemented by only one teacher. The other classes served as controls in
tie "action research" which folioed.

The purpose of the research vas to instigate the effectiveness
of an experimental spelling program introduced into one of the four
second grade classrooms. The spelling program of each second grade class

;Edna Luc Furness, "Pupils, Teachers, and Sensory Approaches to Spelling,"
Fdlootic,; (Feb. Mar.) 1965, pages 267-273
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will be described briefly and the relative effectiveness of the experimental
program will be determined by making the following comparisons:

1. Spelling growth as determined by pre and post measures from

the Stanford Achievement Test, Primary Bottery.

2. Accuracy on a 40-word review test.

3. Estimate of number of words learned.

4. Index of spelling power.

Peecription of Programs

Group 1 (Experimental). The experimental program was an adaptation of
the Michigan Spelling Program, which emphasizes the visual-kinesthetic
modes and minimizes the auditory mode during the formal study of spelling

words. A worksheet containing eight specific activities is designed for

each spelling word. These are:

1. A simple sentence containing a deleted word within a strong
context is provided. The child is required to select from two given words
the one which makes the best sense. One of the choices is a target word

but is not necessarily the best word to insert in the blank.

2. The target word is presented. The child looks at the word,

then closes his eyes trying to visualize it. he checks his mental image

with the printed form. He repeats the process, if necessary.

3. The child locates and circles five repetitions of the target
word appearing in a group of 15-20 words arranged in three or four columns.
The foils include words having beginnings, endings, or other features
similar to the target word. This exercise requires children to exercise

gross word discrimination.

4. The target word is reproduced a number of times in one row

across the page. In each reproduction, one letter is omitted; a single

space indicates the position of the omission. The letters are omitted

in sequence. The pupil writes the appropriate letter in each blank.

5. Within a row of scrabbled letters are imbedded, from left
to right, the letters (in sequence) of the target word. The pupil begins

with the first letter on the left and moves toward the right, circling
only those letters comprising the spelling word.

6. The pupil is required to locate five repetitions of the target
word among foils which closely resemble the target word. In mmiy instances

nonsense words are included to require children to exercise fine discrimina-
tion.

7. A blank space is provided for each letter in the word. The

child writes the word.
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8. The child writes the word tram memory, without any cues..

These worksheets are stapled into study packets of three to four
words and each packet is numbered sequentially. Upon completion of a
packet, the child tests his mastery of the words by using the Language
Master. Fro N a large wall chart the child withdraws prepared Language
Master cards from the pocket corresponding to the number of his packet.
On each card a single spelling word has been recorded and used in a
sentence. Each card is void of print except for the ntriber of the pocket
from which it came. The child inserts one card, listens for the word
to be pronounced singly and in context, and writes the word in his spelling
folder. He may reinsert the card for additional repetitions, if necessary.
When he has written each word to his satisfaction, he compares his words
with a key list. If his words are spelled correctly, he progresses to
the next packet. If he finds an error, the child takes uhatever remedial
action he thinks is most effective. He may choose to write the word several
times; use it in a written sentence; or look at the word, turn away and
form mental image of the word, check his image and write the word. He
then retakes the packet test, spelling each word correctly to earn to
right to move on.

A general reviewdiest is scheduled at the completion of every
fifth packet. The review test is completed in the same manner as the
packet tests and contains all the words in the five previous packets.
The teacher corrects each general review test.

Emphasis on accuracy is the hallmark, of this approach. The
child must score 1001 on each test before being allowed to progress to the
next packet. Thus, a child sees a direct relationship between his efforts
and advancement. This practice may be contrasted to conventional spelling
programs that present a new list of words each Monday irrespective of
Friday's final results.

This program may be contrasted to conventional spelling programs
in other ways. Perhaps the most significant contrast is self-pacing.
Each child is on his own and may go as fast as his learning pernits him.
The slow child is never behind and the fast child does not learn to waste
time by waiting for the next assignment. The teacher is never in a
quandary as to what she should do--call a halt, prod the slow ones, or
give a little more time. Self-pacing also does away wi.h the need for
grouping, which some teachers feel is necessary for meeting individual
needs. Grouping clearly labels children as "poor" or "good" spellers.
Grouping requires that the teacher decide who gets the "hardest" words,
the bonus words, or the most words.

Because of the self-pacing feature, a child never gets behind
due to absence. He never has a make-up test. He never i5 singled out
on Friday or a review test time for not being ready to proceed with the
class.

This approach does not burden children with the boring practice
of writing each word several times Nor does he have to write a "creative"
sentence for the sake of spelling practice. However, some children in
the experiment elected these practices for particularly troublesome words.
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The self-pacing feature also eliminates the need for a prescribed
spelling period in each day's schedule. Instead of one short spelling
period three to five times weekly, the child spreads his time thr:ghout
the school day.

Another contrast appears in children's attitude toward spelling.
It becomes more of a game than work since it is not teacher-assigned nor
associated with copying. The children voluntarily turn to spelling in
free time to perpetuate a friendly rivalry with a classmate. In fact,
healthy rivalries exist at all levels--some pronounced, sax unannounced.

We worried about the effect that self-pacing might have on the
attitude of the slower children as the year progressed and the distance
between them and the others increased. This seems to have been a needless
worry. While the front runners were known to everyone, they apparently
did not function as pace setters for children at other competency levels.
Not once did we hear a child report his progress in terms of another child;
it was always reported in relation to his achievement--"I'm on packet 19
already." Surprisingly, pupils on the lower levels were the ones to keep
mf., informed of their progress when I visited the class or net individuals
in the hall and lunch room.

On the debit side, the writing of the worksheets proved to be
a very time-consuming task--one that a busy classroom teacher would not
want to take on alone. in this study the classrolm teacher was aided by
EPDA personnel; but a group of three or four teaCkers whose children had
common needs could civide the task. For this second grade class a total
of 245 worksheets wore constructed. However, next year, the ditto masters
can be reused.

One of the decisions to be faced in constructing a spelling program
is deciding what words to include. Two criteria were established for
selecting words for this study: (1) words of high frequency required by
second graders for written communication; (2) words likely to be encountered
in their reading. The 220 Dolch words were selected for this project; 25
high frequency words were added in the spring when it appeared that the
faster pupils would require additional worksheets before the end of the
year. All words were assigned randomly to study packets.

cro.( a 2 Spelling Program. Eight spelling words (increasing to ten later
in t'we year) and a sentence incorporating each word were written on the
Chalkboard when the children arrived Monday morning. Each child was
expected to copy the words and sentences in his spelling notebook and
underline the spelling word in each sentence. The teacher pronounced the
words and read the sentences with the children. The children repeated the
word after the teacher, spelled the word in unison, and repeated the word
following a say-spell-say pattern. Each child wrote every word eight to
ten tines for practice.

The spelling words and sentences remained on the chalkboard
through Iednesday. On Tbesday. and at other times throughout the week,
oral spelling was practiced by groups of children designated by the teacher.
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For instance, all girls might be asked to stand with their backs to the
board and spell the words in unison. Variations in the grouping included
all boys, all seven-year-olds, all eight-year-olds, the first row, all
April birthdays, etc. Sometimes children were asked to "write" the word
on their hand with a finger.

The trial test was given on Wednesday with the teacher pro-
nouncing the word and using each in a sentence. The papers were immediately
corrected by the teacher for the children to take home. Parents were
reported to be good at helping their children with difficult words.

The final test was given on Friday and immediately corrected by
the teacher. All papers received the sticker of the month awarded by
the teacher; perfect papers were posted on the bulletin board where they
remained for the duration of the current spelling unit which lasted for
two months. Each unit incorporated one "easy lesson" to permit each child
to have it least one perfect paper posted. The teacher kept the other
papers in pupils' folders.

The words for Group 2 were from the spelling text furnished by
the school district for grade two. The weekly spelling list presented
fiords with similar phonetic patterns starting with the short vowels,
proceeding to long vowels, terminal silent e, terminal y, irg, vowel
diagraphs, diphthongs, and vowels followed by r.

Group 3 Spettfng Program. The eight spelling words presented each Monday
at the beginning of the year were increased to ten and later fifteen words
as the year progressed. In addition, certain pupils were expected to
learn five bonus words each weck during the latter part of the year. The
weekly words were presented on dittoed lists in duplicate--one list for
classroom and one for home study.

On Monday, the teacher talkd about tha new words, pointed ou
selected characteristics, used them in sentences, and emphasized their
meanings. On Tuesday and Thursday the children wrote the spelling words
in original sentences.

The Wednesday pretest scheduled during the earlier part el the
year gave waa to writing the words five times each in alphabetical order.

The final test was given on Friday, corrected by the teacher,
and scores recorded in the teacher's grade book. Lollipops were 'warded
to those having perfect papers.

The teacher organized the class into spelling teams during the
last five weeks with a promise of a party for the winning team. Each
child contributed his sp.1ling score to a team total which was averaged
and recorded on wall chart. Student enthusiasm and motivation were
markedly increased.

The word pool consisted largely of words drawn from the Doich
list with additional high frequency words added by the teacher.
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Group 4 Spelling Program. Six spelling words, increasing in stages to nine
words, were presented to the class each Monday on the chalkboard. During

the study period the children copied the sentences containing the words and
wrote each spelling word three times.

On Tuesday, the teacher provided a new sentence for each word
but substituted the beginning letter and a blank space for the spelling

word. Each spelling word was listed on an adjacent chalkboard panel.
The children selected the correct word and copied the sentence. A

similar activity was provided for Wednesday but the beginning letter was
omitted from the blank space. In addition, each word was written three

tines. As the year progressed the children were led to write original
sentences.

A pretest was administered on Thursday, corrected by the teacher
and retuned. The final test was given each Friday following a word-
sentence-word pattern of presentation. The teaches corrected the tests
and recorded the scores. Perect papers were warded a star. Children

making errors were consulted individually. The teacher provided the correct
spelling for each misspelled word, provided appropriate guidance, and left
the child to apply remediation best auited to his needs.

A twenty-word review test was given every five weeks without
the children knowing in advance which twenty words would be selected.
In early April the teacher provided each child with a dittoed list of
every word studied during the year for a general review.

The eleven best spellers were expected to master an addWnnal
list of eleven bonus words each week. These words were suggested by
the children and came from various sources.

Desce,:ption of Seared Grade Fopu/ation

Intelligence: Enrollment in each group, that is, class, averaged22 or
23 throughout the year, but some turnover was experienced in three of

the four classes. For the purposes of this study only those pupils who
received spelling instruction from the same teacher throughout the year
have been included. This accounts for the smaller class sizes reported

in Table 1.

The Otis-Lena al Mental Ability Test was administered in January

to all second graders. These results, reported in Table 1, reveal that
the groups are comparable in intelligence. A difference of less than
three points is indicated between the lowest and highest group means.
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TABLE I

Ot,s-Lennon Menu-.l Ability Test (January, 1970)

r
Group 1
(N= 18)

Group 2
(N = 17)

Group 3
(N= 17)

Group 4
(N= 22)

Q3 109 113 105 110

Q2 96 98 103 98

Q1 91 91 DI 91

Mean 98.9 100.8 99.9 101.3

St. Dev.

L__ ,

13.6 12.8 9.8 13.9

....._

TABLE 2

Mean Grade Scores on

Stanford Achievement Test, Primary 1 Battery, (October, 1969)

N
Mean Grade

Score
Months Below

Norm

Group 1 18 1.51 .69

Group 2 17 1.64 .56

Group 3 17 1.84 .36

p________
Group 4 22 1.62 .58

Total 74 1.65 .55
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Differences on spelling achievement scores among groups with
similar I.Q. scores are not surprising. Furness (1956) found correlations

between reading and spelling of .80 to .85, in contrast to correlations
from .30 to .40 for spelling and intelligence.

L'nd-of-Yea Results

The Stanford Achievement Tests, Primary Battery II, were adminis-

tered in May by the classroom teachers as part of the Ennual district-
wide testing program. Comparisons between fall and spring scores in

spelling are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

Comparison of Mean Grade Scores in Spelling on

Stanford Achievement Tests, Primary Batteries I and II, October and May

N

i

Mean Score
October

Mean Score
May

Gains

Group 1 18 1.51 3.22 1.71

Group 2 17 1.64 2.47 .83

Group 3 17 1.84 2.58 .74

Group 4 22 1.62 2.37 .75

Total 74 1.65 2.65 1.0

The unusual growth achieved by Group 1, which used the modified

Michigan Spelling Program, raises a number of questions. The first

question that may well be asked is whether the accelerated growth of Group
1 is a quirk of testing, or is indeed real. it seems unlikely that statis-

tical regression is operating in this case. Campbell and Stanley (19E9)

say that this variable is at its minima operable level within top and
bottom groups that have been foamed on the basis of pretest scores when
growth is to be determined by a post test. Group 1, which supposedly
contained the poorest readers, also had the lowest mean spelling score in
October, Group 3, with the highest readers, had the highest mean spelling
score in October. Admittedly, these pretest scores were not the basis
for forming the groups; teachers' estimates of reading ability sr nod that

purpose. But the effects are the same. these gains cz the standardized

test are substantiated by Group l's scores on teacher -made tests, to be
reported later.
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It is surprising that the lowest readers made the greatest gains
in spelling, but it is not inexplicable. The modified Michigan Spelling
Program used ty Group 1 places almost no emphasis on auditory discrimination,
in accordance with research in spelling which has shown that visual dis-
crimination and visual memory have the highest correlation with accuracy
in spelling. (Horn, 1969) Children who have had poor success with a
reading program that emphasizes auditory discrimination, such as the
Houghton Mifflin series used in first and second grades, may yet achieve
success with a spelling program strongly oriented to visual perception.

The self-pacing feature of the experimental program is especially
beneficial to pupils at either extreme of the achievement continuum. Even

slower learning children could see a positive relationship between effort
and progress. Moreover, the short list of wtrds in each packet produced
short-term goals and resulted in a review test every two to four days.
Moreover, the self-pacing feature made it impossible for Children in the
experimental group to experience failure. Even though they had to achieve
one hundred per cent accuracy on one packet before proceedit.g to another,
no one was expected to be at a certain point by a certain time. Thus no
one was ever behind. There were no top and bottom groups. There were no
Charts to reveal to others the number of words mastered by individuals.
Of course, children seemed to sense their relative class standing and to
Choose their own rivals. But any competition that resulted was child -
directed, not teacher-directed, a difference of great importance.

Number of Words Studied by Four Classes

Because of the different approaches taken in each class, the
number of words studied varie:. In Group 1, two thirds of the pupils
studied 185 words or more. Since the slowest pupil studied as few as 91
words in this self-pacing approach, and the four fastest children reached
209, the mean number studied was 173; the median, 185. Group 2 studied
212 words and made a mean gain of 8 months on the Stanford spelling score.
Group 3 studied a base list of 230 words; nine pupils studied an additional
38 bolus words. This class achieved a mean pin of seven months, slightly
less than the average growth expected (eight months). Group 4 also
achieved seven months, growth in the eight months from October to May, but
their base list was 106, though eleven pupils, or half the class, studied
an additional hundred words. Thus, the average number of words studied
by Group 1 was less than that of Groups 2 and 3 and less than the number
(206) studied by half the pupils in Group 4. Yet the meal gain for Group
1 was one year, seven months. Thus there seems to be little relationship
between number of words studied and amount of mean gain on a standardized
spelling test.

Comparison of Scores on Review Tests

Hew well did pupils in each class retain the spelling of words
they had studied during the year? A fortv-word review test was composed
for each class by random selection from the pool of words studied in each
group. (The number of vords on each master list was divided by 40 to
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determine the 4_ntervals rised in selecting the words.) Each of the four
tests was administered by a different graduate student in two 20-word
segments on successive days.

TABLE 4

Scores on Forty-Word Review Tests

Group fi Mean
1j No. Right

Mean
Percent

r Total No. Words
Estimated as Learner

1 34.6 86.5 160 (185)

2 28.2 70,5 149 (212)

3 29.1 72.8 167 (230)

4 32.6 81.5 86 (106)

*Extrapolated Ly applying per cent correct on 40 words to total pool --
the figure in parentheses.

Table 4 shows that the Everfrental Group maintained its lead
on the teacher-made review test as it uid on the standardized test. The
mean score for Group 1 was 86.54, 15 points higher than Group 2 and 13.7
percentage points higher than Group 3. The higher mean score for Croup
4 (81.51) may he attributed to the review lessons held every five weeks
and the general review conducted in April for this class.

An estimate of the mean total words learned by each class is
reported in the last column of Table 4. This estimate was derived by
applying the percentage achieved by each group on the 40-word review
test to 6e total number of words studied by the whole class (exclusive
of bonus words). Because Group 3 studied the largest total number, its
estimated number of mean words learned is highest even thou:h this group
scored lowest on the review test and on the standardized test. This
estimate is just that: a guess at the average number of words learned
by the class as a .whole. It is not an estimate of ability to spell, or
an indication of what Hanna and Hanna (1965) describe as "true spelling
power." The standardized test from the Stanford Achievement Battery is
a better measure. A still further measure of spelling power was devised
for this study.
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Compgrixon of...5elling Power Scorva

Spelling per enables one to spell words never actually studied
in a formal program. It is, of course, '.he ultimate goal of all spelling

instruction. To determine an indication of spelling power for each group,
a 20 -word sample from each 40-word test was given lo each of the other
groups. The sample was made up of the 20 words most frequently misspelled
by the group that took the 40-word test. Group 1 was given three 20-word
tests, each selected from the 40-wol-d tests given to Groups 2, 3, and 4.
The other three groups were tested in the same manner. lie results are
reported in Table 5.

TABLE 5

Mean Number of "Difficult" Words from (Xiier Groups

Review Tests Spelled Correctly (out of 60)

Group Group 1
Words

Group 2
Words

Group 3
Words

Group 4
Words

Total
Mean

1 9 (5) 12 (14) 13 (5) 34

22

(24)

.-

(1212 10 (6) 10 (4) 12 (9)

(7)3 9 (11) 11 (5) 12 32 (23)

4 8 (1) 3 (1) 8 [3) 24 (5)

__I

N.B. Figures in parentheses show number of "studied" words on each list.

It should be noted that not all the words among the 60 was really
"new' for each group. Of the 60 words on the three tests taken by Group
1, 24 appeared on the raster list slected for study for this experimental
group. For Group 2, the number cf lords already studied was 19; for Group
3, 23; and for Group 4, 5. The numbers in parentheses in Table 5 show thst
Group 1, for example, had probably studied 14 of the 20 words from the
Group 3 list. (Of course, because of the self-pacing feature of the program
used by Group 1, it is possible that not all puiili had studied all 14
work, It should be remembered, too, that both Groups 1 and 3 used the
Dolch List.)

The fi'sures in Table 5 suggest that Group 4 exhibited the greatest
amount of spelling power (as measured by this crude test) since these
pupil spelled correctly an average of 24 ur Is wt of 60, and only 5 of
these. 60 had been previously studied. Although Group 1 hal the highest
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aggregate mean from the three tests (34 out of a possible 60), Group 3 is
close behind. The group with the least spelling power is Group 2, which
had a total mean of 22 words, but 19 out of the 60 had been previously
studied.

Diecuceion

Even though three of the class-rooms were considered control groups
in this study, the teachers' interest in spelling was probably higher in
all four classes than it would have been had no experiment taken place.
Hence, it is not surprising that all four classes moved from a mean re-
tardation of approximately six months to a mean grade score in May of 2.7.
It seems likely, too, that the Hawthorne Lffect is reflected in the
decidedly' superior gains made by the experimental group. gut the gain on
the standardized test was corroborated by this group's performance on the
40word review test and on the test of "difficult" words from the other
groups' lists. It scems'fair to assume that the children in Group 1, who
had had thc lowest scores on the standardized spelling test in October,
did indeed become better spellers. It seems fair, also, to attribute this
grout}, in large part to the effectiveness of the modified Michigan Spelling
Program.
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LISTENING AND LISTENING-READING

AT Th0 RATES OF PRESENTATION

BY FIFTH GRADE PUPILS1

by R. A. Bruland

Listening, as a communication skill, has been a concern of edu-
cators for several years. Results from studies by Markgraf (1966) and
Wilt (Duker, 1966) indicate that more than half of all classroom activities
involve listening. Yet studies of how to maximize the listening efficiency
of students are few in number by comparison to those assessing the status
of listening skills.

Reviews of research of listening and reading in the intermediate
grades, including those of Caughran (1953) and Harpleman (1958), seem to
support the conclusion that listening generally is more efficient than
reading for students in grades four, five and six. Yet teachers of,:en
state that even their most able studauts are poor listeners when the
desired outcomes of instruction are learning and retaining facts and
concepts.

Research by Caughran (1953), Smith (1959), and Crippen 0968)
demonstrates tha, elerentary school students performed batter cn compre-
hension tasks when presented learning materials simultaneously through
listening and reading than through either mode alone.

Studies by hood (1965) and Woodcock and Clark (1968) show that
for most children of this ar,a there is little loss of comprehension when
information is presented at nearly twice the normal speaking race. ". .

two advantages may accrue to many learners when they are presented
spoken information at higher then normal speech rates: (1) the obvious
advantage of more information transmitted per trait of time; and (2) the
side effect of increased attention to the information as a result of its
being presented at a rate nearer to the learner's processing capability."
(Vfoodco-1 and Clark, 1968, p. 271)

The general process of changing rate of presentation without
changing pitch is known as (time) compressed speech. It is done with a
commercially available speech compressor which electro-mechanically remcnes
segments of sound from a recorded message. The units removed are smaller
than the shortest phoneme in English. By adjusting the length of the
segment and the distance between segments, speech can be "ccopressed" to
any rate without changing the speLker's intonation or pitch.

'Richard A. Diulamd. "listening and Listening- Reading at Two Rates of
Presentation by Fifth Grade Pupils." Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
Syracuse University, 1970.
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Listening-learning stations are becoming very widely used in

classrooms. Students, independently or in small groups, receive tape
recorded instruction through headsets while listening or listening and
viewing a film, filmstrips, slides, pictures, or written material.

In this study the investigator has taken a possible use of such
listening-learning centers and modified it to test efficiency in learning
through listening.

Purposes

This investigation has three major purposes, the first of which is
to determine and compare the information gain of Children in selected fifth
grade classes when presented twenty passages at two rates of speed, normal
and compressed, and with two modes of presentation, listening and simul-
taneous listening and reading. (The compression ratio used in this study
was a constant 36% or from 178 to 275 wpm).

The second purpose is to compare information gains under each of
the four experimental conditions for each of three IQ levels.

The third purpose is to explore the influence of training on
standardized silent reading and listening tests.

A review of Ole pertinent research (omitted in this report) led
to the following generalizations:

1. When information is presented orally to children which is too
difficult to readily comprehend, or when it is presented at too high a
rate, the ability to learn and retain that information is greatly lessened.

2. When information is presented both orally and visually, the
learner can thowze the mode most efficient for him, or if he both listens
and reads the redundancy may be reinforcing. For other than easy-to-
learn information, this bimodal resentation seems to be of greater
advantage than taking in information through either listening or reading

alone.

3. Listening to information presented at normal rates of 125 to
175 words per minute may be very tedicrs for many children unless the
information is difficult or unless it has great novelty, or unless the

motivation is high. Mbst children seem to be able to process information

presented et higher rates.

4. For most elementary school children there is a slight . in

learning and retention efficiency from normal speaking rates up to a
presentation rate of about 275 words per minute. At this point compre-

hension seems to drop sharrly.

From these conclusions it is hypothesized that in the present
study, children who listen to information presented at normal rates while
they also read the same information will demonstrate greater learning and
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retention than will children who only listen to the stories. These
differences will be reflected in both daily comprehension tests end the
tests of information retention.

Children who listen and those who simultaneously listen and read
when prestnted information under the compressed speech condition will
perfcrm equally on both daily comprehension tests and the tests of informa-
tion retention.

Population

Three fifth gracle classes (the entire fifth grade population of
117 students) from each of two elementary schools in the East Syracuse-
Minoa school district served as experimental treatment groups. The
students are predomtnartly Caucasian from families described as working
class.

All students were administered the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Teat, Form A, by experienced examiners. From the results of this test
students were grooved into three IQ ability levels--high ability, average
ability, and low ability--with one third of the subjects within each
school in e.,:.11 ability group. The reason for this preliminary grouping was
so effects of the experimental treatments could be compared by performance
levels on a non-reading verbal assessment. Results of this study can then
be corvared with outcomes of other similar studies.

Next, using a table of random numbers, students of the high
ability groups were assigned in equal numbers to each of four treatment
groups. Students in the average and low ability groups were assigned
to treatments in the same manner. Using analysis of variance techniques,
IQ differences were found only between ability levels. There were no
differences found between treatment groups or interaction effects. On
this one dimension, randomization seems to have equalized the treatment
groups. Mean IQ's at the low,average and high ability levels are 87,
100, and 120 respectively.

The treatment conditions are as follows:

Listening-only/Normal rate treatment groups listened to the recorded
study lessons during study time. The lessons were presented at a normal
speech rate of approximately 175 wpm.

Reading-lietening/Norma/ rate treatment groups had a written text
of the study lessons which they were directed to read as they listened
to the recorded text, as in the Listening-only/Normal rate treatment.

Listening-only/Compressed rate treatment groups listened to the
recorded text as in the Listening-only/Normal rate treatment. The message,
however, was compressed 161, charging the rate of presentation from
approximately 175 wpm to approximately 275 wpm.

Pealing-lietening/Compreeeed rote groups simultaneously received
both the visual and the audio presentation with the recorded speech time
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compressed 36%.

Proceduree

Tventy stories were selected to accompany the general fifth grade
social studies theme of history and geography of North and South America.
The stories were chosen on the basis of difficulty, interest, suitability,
and the assumption that the students were unfamiliar with their content.

The twenty stories were tape recorded by an experienced announcer
in a sound studio with professional equipment, and normal and compressed
recordings were made. Typed scripts of the stories were prepared for the
simultaneous reading-listening groups. Each story was 1400 to 2100 words
in length and had a readability score in the range of grades 4.6 to 7.0
with a mean of 6.0 according to the Dale-Chall Formuta (1948).

These stories were judged b/ the experimenter to be difficult for
most of the students of this population if they were required to read them.
Performdice on the comprehension subtest of Form 1, Survey D, of the
Gates-1dac0:7nitie Reading Testa used as a pretest indicated that the low
ability groups' mean grade score was 4.6, that of the average ability
groups was 5.1, and the high ability groups scored 5.6 on this measure.

Parenthetically, it appears that the students in this population
are not performing in reading as one might expect them to pe...form. Using

the formula of Bond and Tinker (1967, p. 95), the estimated eading

ability should approximate (years in school X IQ) + 1.0. Applying this
formula, the expected reading grade score for the low ability groups
would be 4.9; for the average ability groups, 5.5; and the high ability
groups, 6.5. It appears that this population has not made expected reading
growth.

Teats

Comprehension tests were constructed for use with each of the
daily stories and as unit tests. All items offered four choices. The
tests included literal, interpretive, and main idea questions, but most
of the questions depended on recall of information. The daily tests
consisted of ten questions designed to measure recall.

A 30 -item Pre Information Test was given before the experimental
period to test for knowledge of information. This same test was administered
again six weeks after the experimental period as a Delayed Information
Teet.

Other rests were constructed to measure knowledge and retention
of content. TWO 20-item tests were administered after days ten and twenty
These tests were measures of information contained in lessons 1 to 10 and
11 to 20. They were termed Mid Teat and Post f'eat. All experimenter-
constructed tests of information (daily, pre, post, and delayed) were read
to the children as they read then. This procedure wms an attempt to
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[
remove the effects of varying reading sbility.

In addition to the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, the following
pretests were administered: (1) Form 14, Survey D, of the Gates-MacGini;tie

Reading Tests. All four subtests (Rate and Accuracy, Vocabulary, and
Comprehension) were used to measure silent reading abilities. Form 214,

Survey D, was used as a post test immediately following the experimental
period. (2) STEP: Listening, Form 4A. This test measures plain-sense
listening comprehension, interpretation, and evaluation and application.
Form 4B was used as a post test.

Daily n,ocedicres

At a specified time in the morning students in the treatment
group classes left their regular self-contained classroom and went to
their listening period class. In each of these classes there were
approximately equal numbers of students from the high ability, avt-rage

ability and 'low ability groups. Two experimental groups were randomly
assigned to each teaching class so that it had within it equal numbers
of students in treatments Listening/Normal and Reading-Listening/Normal
or Listening/Compressed and Reading-Listening/Compressed. Each school

had at least one class of each experimental grouping arrangement. Students

were seated so that each treatment group was independent of the other.

Some students from each group were assigned to pass out headsets
and set up jack-boxes for plugging them in. Others readied the tape

recorder and distributed paper materials. This process took about five

minutes.

The teacher then introduced the story for the day, briefly
defined the selected vocabulary, and provided a purpose for listening.
The lesson plan was rrcpared by the experimenter and was adhered to by
all six participating teachers.

The tape recorder was then turned on and the children first heard
a short series of statements from which they could adjust the volume of
their headsets. A direction was given that the students in the simultaneous
reading and listening group were to read as they listened. Then they
listened or read and listened to the story and took the comprehension
test.

The listening time for the daily stories varied. For the normal
speed groups the listening time was between 8 minutes, 42 seconds and
14 minutes, 31 seconds averaging about 32 minutes. The listening time
for the compressed speech groups varied from 6 minutes, 31 seconds to 10
minutes, 5 seconds, averaging about 9 minutes.

All students listened to the comprehension test as they read it.
This was done to move the effects of varying reading abilities. As
soon as the story ended students turned over the test which had been placed
face darn on their desks and marked their responses to the questions as
the announcer read the questions to them. Tests were then exchanged by the
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students and corrected with the teacher reading the correct answers. The
percent correct was thea entered by each student on his cun bar grt.ph.

All equipment and materials were then put away and students
returned to their regular classrooms. The entire procedure took less than
thirty minutes each day.

Fesults

The statistical model employed in this investigation was a four-
way analysis of variance with a factorial design for repeated measures
(Kirk, 1968, SPR-pru. q split plot. pp. 294-299.). Planned comparisons
and Sheffi post hoc comparisons were also used (Hays, 1963, pp. 474-487).

Results will be discussed in answer to the following questions:

Question 1. What effects, if any, did each of the two rates and
two modes of presentation have upon knowledge gained by fifth grade
students as determined by differences between pre and post test experimental
measures of content knowledge? Are these differences, if any, consistent
across three ability levels?

The sources for the data used to answer this ql..e3tica, are the
experimenter-constructed Pre, Mid, Post, and Delayed Infonnation Tests.

This question will be answered by posing and answering two
subquestions.

Question la. Are there performance differences for the entire
treatment population between rates of presentation groups and modes of
presentation groups?

Figure 1 is used here to illustrate this discussion. It shoull
be pointed out that for the entire treatment population there were
differences bet.,-cen the four tests. The information effects on the
analysis of variance show these differences to be statistically different
at the .01 level. Planned comparisons show these significant differences
to be between pre and mid tests, and post and delayed tests. There
were nearly identical performance levels between mid and post, and post
and delayed tests. Post hoc comparisons show significant differences
between the pre and delayed tests at the .01 level, but no statistical
differences between post and delayed tests at the .01 level.

Between normal and compressed rates of presentation groups,
considering all four tests, Olnre were no significant differerces. Per-

formance on the pre, mid and delayed tests showed so little difference
between treatment means that it outweighed the difference found on the
post test,

There was, however, a significant rate X tests interaction at
the .01 level indicating test-to-test differences. Between the rid and
Frost test there was continued growth for the compressed rate groups and a
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slight performance decrease for the normal rate groups that would account

for the significant interaction. For the compressed rate groups there

appears to be a learning-to-learn phenomenon on the first ten daily
lessons which seems, by comparison, to have stimulated increased growth
on the post test covering the second ten days of treatment. This

advantage was clearly lost on the delayed test given six weeks after the
instructional period.

The differences between listening and reading-listening modes of
presentation are shown to be significant on the between blocks analysis
of variance at the .05 level. Inspection of Figure 1 shows that perfor-

mance means on he mid, post, and delayed tests were different and
consistent. There was very little difference; on pre test mean performance.

It appears that the two mode grows for the entire treatment
population were nearly the same on pre test performance. The effects
of daily inst-uction clearly favored the simultaneous reading-listening
groups. This difference was maintained for six weeks after the experi-
mental period.

Non-significant F-ratios on rate X mode and rate X mode X tests
interaction indicate rate effects are consistent across both modes and the
mode effects are consistent across both rates of presentation. The effects
of the treatments on perfol:aance from high to low appear to be reading-
listening/compressed. reading listening /normal, listening / compressed,

listening/normal.

Queetion lb. Are these effects consistent across three ability
levels?

Inspection of Figure 1 shows that the findings for the whole
population are generally the same at etch of the three ability levels.
For all four treatment groups the F-ratio for ability is statistically
sifp:fLant at the .01 level. Planned comparisons show that for the total
population over the summed tests, the high ability group demonstrated a
higher performance level than did the low ability group. This mean

difference is significant at the .01 level. There were no differences on
the first ten daily lessons, which seem to have stimulated increased
growth an the post test covering the s-cond ten days of treatment. This

advantage was clearly lost on the dela.ed test given six weeks after the
instructional period.

The differences between listening-only and reading-listening modes
of presentatioo were found to be significant at the .05 level. Inspection
of Figure 1 show; that performance means on the mid, post, and delayed
tests were different and consistent. There was very little difference

on pre test mean performance. However, the significantly different and
consistent performance on the mid, post, and delayed tests outweighed any
pre to mid test performance change.

It appears that the two mode groups for the entire treatnrnt
population were nearly the same on pre test performance. The effects of

daily instruction clearly favored the simultaneous reading-listening groups.
This difference was maintained for six weeks after the experimental period
as shown by delayed test performance.
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Non-significant F-ratios on the rate X mode and rate X mode X
tests interaction indicate rate effects are consistent across both modes
and the modes across both compressed rates of presentation groups. Per-
formance on the pre, mid, ld delayed tests showed so little difference
between treat, it means that it outweighed the difference found on the post
test.

A significant rate X test interaction indicates test-to-test
differences. Between the mid and the post test there was continued growth
for the compressed rate groups and a slight performance decrease for the
normal rate groups that would account for the significant interaction.
For the compressed rate groups there appears to be a learning-to-learn
phenomenon found between the average and low ability groups and the average
and high ability groups. The non-significant rate X ability, mode X
ability, and rate X mode X ability interactions indicate that the p.ttern
found within ability levels is consistent across modes, rates, and their
interaction.

There was also an ability X tests interaction, significant at
the .01 level, indicating differences by abilities between specific tests
of knowledge of content. These differences can best be examined in
Figure 1 by comparing treatment group performance between each ability
level.

For the low ability level the normal rate groups were superior to
the compressed rate groups on the pre test. This difference was lost on
the mid and post tests. There was a nearly identical spread between meals
on the pre and delayed tests (which was the same test); however, the
positions between normal and compressed groups reversed themselves.

Between low ability listening and reading-listening mode groups,
the bimodal condition seems clearly to be superior to that of listening-
alone on tests of knowledge and retention of content.

For the average ability level the compressed rate groups showed
a continuous growth pattern from the mid to the post test which may indi-
cate a learning-to-learn phenomenon over the first ten lessons. This
gain was only partially lost on the delayed information test. The mode
differences show great gain for the listening group from the pre to the
mid test which was diminished on the post test, while the reading-
listening group showed a continuous but slower growth rate from pre to
post test. The group differences were lost on the delayed test.

For the high ability the compressed groups demonstrated a
fairly steady growth pattern from the pre to the post test which dropped
sharply on the delayed test. This may reflect lower performance wet the
first ten daily lessons. The modal comparison shows a steady growth rate
from pre to post test which is greater for the reading-listening grou2s.
This advantage seems to be lost on the delayed test.

For the low ability level the effects of the treatments on per-
formance from high to low seem to be reading-listening/normal, readir,
listening/compressed, listening/normal, listening/compressed. The clear
advantage is for the reading-listening mode. For the average and high
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abiliy levels the effects of the treatments on performance from high to
low appearto be reading - listening /compressed, reading listening /normal,
listening/compressed, and listening/normal. It appears that the compressed
rate and the reading-listening mode have definite advantages on tests of
content. This advantage is not extended to the delayed test of retention.

Question 2. What effects, if any did each of the two rates and
tmmodes of presentation have upon daily performance of fifth grade; students
on comprehension quizzes aver twenty lessons? Are these differences, if
any, consistent across three ability levels?

The sources of data used to answer this question are the experi-
menter-constructed comprehension tests administered as part of each daily
lesson. Each test had ten questions with four answer choices. In order
to facilitate discussion and illustration, the days have been pooled into
four block. Days 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, and 16-20 are referred to as quarters,
Qi, Q2, Q3, and Q4, respectively. The analysis of variance used which
is sensitive enough to take in each day does not rake these distinctions.
Figure 2 is wed to illustrate this discussion.

Question 2c. Are there performance differences for the entire
treatment population between rates of presentation groups and modes of
presentation gro'ts?

The analysis of variance performed shows that across twenty
days there is a significant 'r -ratio at the .01 level. ler the entire
treatment population there were significant differences between days. To
see if there was consistent and significant directional change over time
the days were gieuped by quarterly blocks and mean block cceparisons
were made using post hoc analysis. yo significant differences were found
between any two blocks indicating that the mean differences over days
were within blocks rather than between blocks. The changes do not appear
to be consistent over the twenty din span, indicating no significant
growth for the entire population.

For the entire treatment population the effects of two rates and
two modes of population can be examined in Figure 2. (The total popula-
tion is graphed on the extreme right portion.)

In the analysis of variance a very low F-ratio of 0.761 for rate
dicates that over twenty days there were very little mean differences

in performance between the normal and compressed groups. The rate X days
leteraction indicates that there were treatment differences between days.
This beceres relatively unimportant, however, when considering the overall
effects of a treatment. For this population, the performance levels were
statistically the same for the two rate groups.

To discuss differences between the listening-only and reading-
listening modes of presentation for the entire population reference is
again made to the analysis of variance. An F-ratio of 21.174, significant
at the .01 level, indicates that across twenty daily lessons there were
greater effects from the reading- listening mode of presentation compared
to the listening-only presentation. A mode X day irtPraction ; -ratio of
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less than 1.00 shows that the modal presentation differences were also

consistent between days. The visual representation of thi:_ statement
clearly shows these differences (lower portion, Figure 2).

It appears that for the entire treatment population, compressed
rate of presentation is slightly superior to the normal rate only in the
last two quarters (ten daily lessons). The average readability scores for
the last.two quarters were lower than for the first two quarters (Table 5).
This may indicate that compressed speech is more effective on easier
passages. The reading-listening mode of presentation is unquestionably
superior to the listening-only mode over the entire treatment period.

Question 2b. Are these differences consistent across three
ability levels ?

For the summed treatment groups over all days there ar significant
differences between ability levels. This is shown by F-ratios, significant
at the .01 level, in the analysis of variance. Using planned comparisons,
it was found that the differences are between high and low ability groups
and not between the low and Use average or the average and the high ability
groups.

For the low ability groups it appears that the normal rate produced
superior results eve: the compressed rate, and the reading-listening mode
produced better results than the listening-alone condition. The treatment
effects from high to low for the low ability level appear to be reading-
listening/normal, reading-listening/compressed, listening/normal, listening/
compressed.

For the average ability groups, it appears that in three of the
four quarters the normal rate is superior to the compressed rate. The great
fluctuations in Q2 ale inexplicable in relation to the performance in
other ability levels. The bimodal presentation shows a more stable growth
pattern across days compared to the listening alne condition, which
resembles the low ability level in mean score performance in the final two
quarters. The treatment effects from high to low for the average ability
level appear to be reading-listening/compressed, reading-listening/normal,
listening/compressed, listening /normal.

The high ability groups shcw a definite pattern of growth c.,-er the
treatment period which seems to be characteristic of ability level rather
than a functi,..n of different treatment effects. Like the average ability
gray, the compres..ed rate condition appears superior to the normal rate
and the reading-listening mote seems markedly superior to the listening-
only mode. For the high ability grouts, the treatment effects from high
to low appear to be reading-listening/compressed, reading-listening/normal,
listening/compressed, and reading-listening/normal.

It appears that there were differences betwecn ability levels by
rate conditials despite the non-significant interaction F-ratios. The

superiority of the compressed to the normal rate conditions in the average
ability blocks (except Q3) and the high ability blocks seems to have out-
weighed the superiority of the normal rate condition in the low ability
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blocks.

Question 3. What effects, if any, did each of the two rates and
two modes of presentation have on silent reading performance (i.e., speed
and accuracy, vocabulary, and comprehension) of fifth grade students? Are
these differences, if any, consistent across three ability levels?

The Gatea-14aeGinitie Reading Tests, Survey D, Forms IM and ZM were
used as pre and post tests. They serve as the sources of information for
the discussion of this question. Because performances on all subtests
(Rate and Accuracy, Vocabulary, and Comprehension) were similar, they will
net be discussed separately. The same analysis of variance techniques
used in discussion of previous questions show that the only differences in
performance means were between high and low ability levels. Rate and mode
treatments had no statistically significant effects. The significant F-
ratios between pre and post tests (excepting subtest Vollou7o-^y) indicate
that from the pre to the post test there were statistically significant
raw score changes over all abilities and all treatments. Comparison of
treatment to reference group means indicates further that these changes
were probably due to something other than treatment effects (i.e. matura-
tion, practice effect). Finally all raw scores were converted to stardard
scores (mean 50 and S.D. 10 on standardization population), group means were
computed for the present populatior, and comparisons were made to Table 10
of the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests Technical Manual (1965), "Values
for computing minimum significant differences between two standard scores
foy the same group on two different forms of the same subtest taken at
two different times within th. same grade."

Again, no significant differences were found on any subtest for Lte
eatir population, any ability level, or any treatment groups. It appears
that the treatments had no effects on this str!3ardized silent reading
test for the whole population or any subgroup.

question 4. %lot effects, if any did each of the two rates and
two modes of presentation have on the listening skills of fifth grado
students? Are these differences, if any, consistent across three ability
levels?

The STEP: Listening lest, Forms 4A and 4B were used as pre and
post tests. They provide the sources of information for the sliscussif.n of
this question.

There were ra: score losses from the pre test to the post tes'.
A comparison of standard score' conversion tables in the administrative
manuals indicates that tom B is more difficult than form A. From the
pre vs post analysis of variance tle raw score tosses are not significant
for the entire population.

As on all other tests, differences between high and low ability
levels were fount'. With no significant differences on rate, mode, and
pre vs post comparisons, this and the rate X ability significant interaction
become relatively meaningless.
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It appears that on the listening test the treatments had no
practical effects fur the whole population or for any subgroup.

Conclusion atd Di6CUSEtiOn

This investigation was designed to answer certain Questions re-
garding the relative effectiveness of normal vs compressed speech on
listening vs reading-listening as ways of learning and retaining informa-
tion contained in twenty stories for fifth grade students Of varying
abilities.

Three fifth grade classes in each of two schools listened to or
listened to as they read stories presented at two rates, 178 and 275 wpm.
One fourth of the students listened to the stories at normal speeds; one
fourth read as they listened at normal speeds; one fourth listened at the
comrressed rate; and one fourth simultaneously read and listened at the
compressed rate. Students were randomly assigned to these treatment
conditions.

The experimental procedures took place simultaneously with regular
classes in each school dividing up during the listening period and going to
their assigned station in the classroom of their assigned treatment. Each
story, along with an introduction and a follow-up comprehension test, was
presented through headsets connected to a tape recorder.

Experimenter designed tests of knowledge and retention of content
of the stories and standardizerl. silent reading and listening tests were
used as pre and po:st test measures of experimental effects.

In the preceding section of this paper four questions were posed
and discussed. This final section will contain discussion of three hypo-
theses which come fro,. the purposes stated near the beginning of the paper.
It will conclude with some general observations.

Hypotheeis 2. The amount of information learm^d will differ
significantly between treatment groups.

For the entire treatment population this hypothesis was accepted.
The differences between the two rates of presentation are not great. They
do, however, consistently favor the performance of the compressed groups.
This was shown on the unit tests and the daily tests.

This particular group of fifth grade students, under the compressed
speech condition, performed at least as well as students under normal rate
conditions with a 36% savings in time. During this experiment the time
saving was not evident, being lost in student movement to experimental
classrooms, setting up equipment, distributing materials, taking and
correcting the test for each story, collecting materials and equipment,

etc. Under non-experimental conditions where information may be broad-
cast to "iozens or even hundreds of students, or where many Nall groups
or individual children may simply pick up a tape cassette and play it for
the information contained, this savings in time is r a of practical
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significance.

To justify the cost of compressed speech recordings three conditions
must prevail: (1) the material recorded must be for semi-permanent use;
(2) good quality recordings are being made for normal listening speeds
anyway; (3) the recordings will be used continuously by numbers of students.
Conditions (1) and (3) arc :got so important if a school system awns its
own speech crzression equipment.

The finding that children and adults do as well when listening to
speech compressed to 275 wpm is supported by findings in other studies.
(Fairbanks, Guttman and Miron, 1957; Foulke and others, 1962; Foulke and
Sticht, 1967; Foulke, 1968; Woodcock and Clark, 1968; Sticht, 1969-1970).
Many of these studies found a slight but non-significant decline in com-
prehension from 175 to 27S Iv" with a sharp decrease in comprehension at
the latter point. The studies usually report a one-time test with very
Abbreviated or no training. The present study shows that with training,
over time, slight decrease in comprehension does not occur. In fact, for
this population there was increase.

Comparison of the listening-only mode to that of reading-listening
has shown clear statistical differences favoring the reading-listening
mode across all tests, across all days, and across both rates of presenta-
tion. This finding is supported by other studies (Caughran, 1953; Smith,
1959; Jester and Travers, 1966; Crippen, 1968). In these four studies the
simultaneous reading-listening condition was superior to listening-alone
and to reading - alone. Because the students in this population were
generally poor readers, (that is, had not made expected progress), the
general conclusion is drawn here that for this population the bimodal
reading-listening presenteion of connected discourse for comprehension
purposes is more effective than for either mode dome.

For most students fitting the general description of those in the
present study, it appears that in using listening- teaming stations or
other learning situations similar to this which do not offer free discussion,
the bimodal presentation w'uld be more efficient in terms of comprehension
of the materials. The findings here have supported either or both of the
following theoretical positions. Jester and Travers (1966) stated that in
bimodal presentation individuals will pick up the mode preferred for re-
ceiving information. Solley and Fimphey (1960) hypothesize that reception
of information simultaneously through two sensory Channels may result in
facilitation of structuring of information and therefore the two channels
reinforce one another for increased learning over reception through either
Channel alone.

The concern of Broadbent (1957) and Travers (1964) for confusion
caused by jamming of the informational processing system due to overload
seems to Cind no support, at least for the majority of the students in
this study.

4pothReis 2. The amc,:nt of information learned will not differ
significantly in treatmet by ability group interaction.
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At the low ability level comparisons were made between performance
of rates of presentation groups on comprehension. On unit and daily tests
the normal rate groups outperformed the compressed rate groups. This

finding is generally supported in the study by Woodcock and Clark (1968).
The studies are procedurally different enough that only intuitive compari-
sons can be made. From the Woodcoci. and Clark study, that of Cropper
(1969) and the present study, it appears that in the intermediate grades,
students with lower IQ's (75-90) would profit more from discourse presented
at near a normal speaking rate of 175 wpm than they would from compressed
speech presented at 275 wpm.

Speech compressed 36% appears to be as good or better than the
normal rate in the average and high ability levels. The arguments made
for the entire population (Hypothesis 1) would be particularly applicable
to these ability levels.

The reading-listening groups had higher performance means than did

the listening-only groups. This was shown to be generally true across all
ability levels on most unit tests and daily cormarehension tests. These
outcomes are supported in the findings of other studies.

The conclusion drawn for each ability level is the same as that
for the entire population: the bimodal reading-listening presentation of
connected discourse, for comprehension purposes, is more effective than
the single-mode listening presentation.

hypothesis 3. The various treatments will not affect performance
on standardized silent reading and listening tests to a significant degree.

This hypothesis must be accepted for this investigation. Pre-post

differences on the Gates MacOinitie Reading Teets and the STEP: *Lietening

Teets showed only normal growth, seemingly independent of any treatment

effects. Because the treatment groups showed slight trends toward change
as compared to the reference groups, there is the possibility that with a
longer treatment period, significant. change might have occurred.

If specific comprehension skills had been taught and/or a stan-
dardized silent reading test had been chosen that was more similar in
format to the treatment tests, performance on a cest of this nature might
have been significantly affected.

On the listening test, the comprehension requi'ements involve
plain-sense listening comprehension, interpretation, and evaluation slid

application. It is not likely that treatments involving comprehension and
recall of specific material would affect this test in such a short treat-
ment period.

The results of this study on silent reading and listening are
generally supported by other studies in liste ing Nerson, 1962;
Hollingsworth, 1964-1965; Reaves, 1965; Estoy, 1968). They also found no

effects of daily listening lessons on standardized listening and, in some
studies, reading tests.
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General Observaticne. Prior to this study purposes and procedures
were explained to teachers with students involved. Participation was on a
voluntary basis. In O. series of final planning meetings, the teachers
offered many helpf.: suggestions for implementing the study.

Teachers were aware of the possibility of extraneous variables
and made efforts to control them. They followed the outlined procedures
rigorously. Students appeared to enjoy the daily procedure and the stories.
Consequently, the teachers did also. Most commented from time to time on
the desirability of the "quiet half hour". When the experiment ended,
four of the six teachers spontaneously and independently expressed their
regret.

They also commented on the desirability of using the reading-
listening technique if a variety and great number of tapes could be made
available for use within the existing curriculum. They expressed no
preference for compressed or normal rate tapes, but did agree that the time
saving with compressed rates might be significant.

There were no discipline problems connected with this study.
Students known for deviant classroom behavior showed none of it. There
seemed to be something critical about being part of an experiment, having
one's own headset, and listening to something important and interesting.
Students enjoyed graphing t,,e comprehension test results each day.

Many of those in the listening-only groups seemed to have nothing
to do with their hands or eyes. They toyed with pencils, dooiled on the
backs of tests, and were distracted by objects and movements within the
room. However, some students in these groups cradled their head in their
arms rather than be distracted. Compared to the reading-listening groups,
task concentration appeared to be difficult to uthieve.

Students in the reading-listening groups had something to do with
their hands and eyes, and they showed none of the bodily movement which
accompanied the listening -only presentation. It appearee that nearly all
of these students fcaoyed their scripts as the announcer read. There
was a uniform turning oc. pages. A few students described as poor %el.,
lost sane of the time. There seemed to be no greater preportion of these
students in either of the rate groups. Four students, again academically
identified as low-average to low, often covered their eyes and did not
follow their scripts. This condition vas not restricted to ei'.her par-
ticular rate group. When interviewed these students almost unanimously
agreed that they prefelTed to listen and they disliked the readi:4 part of
the presentation. For some Children, apparently the bimodal tresentation
may be annoying; or they may ,equire more training in using this process
to allow them to "read" without the usual discomfort.

The results cf this investigation have practical as well as
statis. 'cal significance. The teachers and almost all the students seem
to feel that bimodal presentation of information has merit. Compressed
spPech, although not obviously an aid to compiehension, appears to have
practical value in terms of econary of time. Th, procedures investigated
hold promise for improving the effectiveness cf elementary school classroom
teaching techniques.
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